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Summary: 
Chapter one of this thesis is an overview and evaluation of a number of English language 
Bible dictionaries. It is followed by a similar evaluation of Greek and Hebrew dictionaries 
commonly used by Bible scholars. 
Chapter two is a somewhat thorough investigation and evaluation ofBauer-Arndt-
Gingrich-Danker Greek lexicon, an extremely influential traditional Greek language 
dictionary. It is followed by an in-depth discussion and evaluation in chapters three and 
four of the new Louw-Nida Greek lexicon based on semantic domains. Both of these two 
types of dictionaries are examined and evaluated in terms of discovering, describing, and 
evaluating their distinctive philosophies, methods, and structural formats. Generally, 
preference is given to the principles ofLouw; yet affirming some elements of Bauer which 
have been discarded in the new approach by Louw-Nida. 
Chapter five is a new suggested synthesis for New Testament lexicons: Bauer's traditional 
structure mixed with the innovative underlying philosophies and methods ofLouw-Nida's 
lexicon. This proposed new format is also illustrated in various addenda. 
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Chapter One 
What is a Lexicon? 
1.1 Why Study Lexicography? 
A dictionary/lexicon evaluates and records the thoughts and ideas of cultures that have gone 
before us, through the study of words and their relationships. As a result, proper 
lexicography gives a reliable record of meaning. A lexicon is a graphic vehicle to gain 
entrance into the hearts and minds of the users of a language of a specific culture at a 
specific time in history. As a reliable record, a lexicon also is a benchmark of meaning for 
future generations, that they too may study those who have lived before them. The study of 
lexicography is important, since it produces a product; meaning for today, and meaning for 
prior and/or future generations. 
1.2 The Lexicon: a Key to Meaning of Ancient Written Materials 
Especially to the Greek New Testament (GNT) devotee, theologians, and exegetes, a 
lexicon is a key element of past generations. Ancient literary bodies need to be decoded to 
discover the meanings first expressed by an author/speaker. A lexicon helps to decode 
meaning, and is therefore an essential tool to discover the meanings of ancient writing. A 
lexicon also facilitates the transmission of that same message to other cultures who wish to 
hear and study that message. 
So, a lexicon is valuable for crossing not only time barriers, but also for inter-cultural 
communication and translation in the same generation. Today, there are thousands of 
languages, each the product of, and representing a culture. A lexicon wisely made and 
skillfully used, can communicate a message to each of them. Of course, the tools which are 
created should be well thought-out and precise. 
The lexicon is in a crucial position for the process of communicating meaning; it is a 
primary, basic source in the hermeneutical process. If the lexicon gives even slightly 
incorrect or obfuscating material, then the rest of the process of interpretation is also tainted. 
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So a lexicon or dictionary if made hastily or not thoughtfully, will distort, make unclear, or 
miss altogether meanings from the ancient materials being studied. Lexicographers are 
anterior to theologians. Some theologians depend substantially upon the work of 
lexicographers, to discover word meanings in the Bible as one of the factors upon which to 
build their interpretations. So, it is essential for a lexicon to have clear, accurate content. 
Traditional lexicons have, to some degree, muddled the interpretive process inadvertently, 
and their legacies are felt to this day. 
This dissertation has five chapters. In chapter two, we will evaluate the philosophy and 
method of today's widely acclaimed Greek Lexicon by Bauer, A Greek-English lexicon of 
the New Testament and other early Christian literature, [henceforth, BAGD] (Bauer 1979). 
Chapter three is an appraisal of volume one ofLouw-Nida's lexicon [henceforth, LN]. 
Chapter four is an evaluation of volume two ofLN. In chapter five we will then propose a 
new synthesis ofBAGD and LN, a New Lexicon [henceforth, NewL] with sample pages of 
all the features and indices. An addendum of dozens of possible adjustments for the next 
edition of LN is also provided. 
We will discuss several points in this first chapter. The main point here is traditional Bible 
language lexicons may have pre&,uppositional and methodical errors which cause non-
communication or serious distortion of the meaning. 
The discussion begins with the definition and scope of a lexicon. We will present and judge 
the worth of some of the published definitions of a lexicon. Thereupon, we will compare and 
contrast them. Next is an overview of traditional lexicons in both NT and OT lexicons, 
though BAGD will be evaluated in more detail in the next chapter. Following that, we will 
assess the philosophy and its derived method from these books. Furthermore, we will then 
discuss some of the related positive elements which we think a lexicon should have. At that 
point, we will give the dissertation definition of"what is a lexicon?" Lastly in the chapter, 
we will offer three necessary personal qualifications of lexicographers. 
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1.3 Traditional Definitions of a Dictionary or Lexicon 
We begin the discussion of"what is a lexicon?" by evaluating current English definitions. By 
seeing what definitions other word-smiths have hammered out, one can see how to change 
or refine the definition for the purposes of this dissertation. 
Merriam Webster's collegiate dictionary (Mish 1993 :669) gives the following definition of a 
lexicon: 
lexicon: 1. a book containing an alphabetical arrangement of the words in a language and their 
definitions: DICTIONARY 2. a: the vocabulary of a language, an individual speaker or group of 
speakers, or a subject b: the total stock of morphemes in a language 3: REPERTOIRE, 
INVENTORY 
In the above entry in Webster's, primarily 1., is the definition on which this dissertation will 
focus. 
The above definition from Webster's Dictionary is prejudicial because it assumes the sine 
qua non to be the organization of the work i.e., alphabetical arrangement as contrasted with 
the imparting of meaning and the semantic and structural functions of words. 
So, according to the definition of Webster's Dictionary, a lexicon based on semantic 
domains, such as Louw-Nida's lexicon is not primarily alphabetical, and so it is not, ipso 
facto, a lexicon. 
Webster's Dictionary also does not make a distinction between a lexicon and a dictionary: 
dictionary ... 3: a reference book giving for words of one language equivalents for another. 
Hence, according to this dictionary, the terms "lexicon" and "dictionary" have overlapping 
meanmgs. 
In addition, Barr observes in Semantics of Biblical language (Barr 1961 :219) that the above 
term "equivalents" suggests words as a focus, not meanings and so considers most 
dictionaries as "giving word substitutes, such as most dictionaries offer". 
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The compact edition of the Oxford English dictionary (Murray 1971) gives a closer 
definition of a lexicon for the purposes of this dissertation. 
lexicon: A word-book or dictionary; chiefly applied to a dictionary of Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, or 
Arabic .... The restricted use is due to the fact that until recently dictionaries of these particular 
languages were usually in Latin, and in modern L[atin]. 1 Lexicon not dictionarius has been the 
word generally used. 
This Oxford Dictionary has a more involved definition for a dictionary. 
dictionary .•• 1. a book dealing with the individual words ofa language or certain specified classes of 
them, so as to set forth their orthography, pronunciation, signification, and use, derivation, and 
history, or at least some of these facts: for convenience of reference, the words are arranged in some 
stated order, now, in most languages, alphabetical; and in larger dictionaries the information given 
is illustrated by quotations from literature; a word book, vocabulary, or lexicon. 
After giving this definition, the entry continues to explain that there are two dictionaries 
proper: those which are multi-lingual, and those working only in one language. 
The above definition of a dictionary is a more careful description of what is a dictionary, by 
softening the absolutist language found in Webster's Dictionary. The Oxford Dictionary 
says, regarding the order of arrangement: 
arranged in some stated order, now, in most languages, alphabetical. 
This definition leaves open the possibility that one can have a dictionary without a primary 
alphabetical arrangement. We appraise this as a fair, balanced statement to make about the 
normal process of making a dictionary. 
The definition from the Oxford Dictionary has a great many elements. A dictionary, 
according to this definition, sets forth a plethora of information: grammatical information, 
including the forms of letters and words in a language; phonetics; diachronic analysis, et 
cetera. Yet a key word of this long list is "signification". The basic function of a multi-
Janguage dictionary or lexicon is to give the meaning of words. All of the rest of the list may 
1 Brackets added for clarity. 
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be added as potentially interesting information, but it should not be the main function of a 
dictionary. The Oxford definition does show the need for a better-focused and fine-tuned 
definition of a lexicon. The Oxford definition also reflects the practice of existing 
dictionaries and does not suggest what a dictionary ought to be! 
The above definitions contain elements of what a lexicon is, though they also contain extra 
elements not necessary to be in a lexicon, since the extra elements do not directly deal with 
meaning. However, one should not dismiss too readily the idea that extraneous materials 
must be excluded from a lexicon either. Since meaning has to do with a set of relationships, 
then it may indeed be proper to include other kinds of material in the entry: grammatical, 
encyclopedic, historical, et cetera. But we find that this should be put clearly in boxes or 
other graphic devices to keep that material separated from the central function of the 
lexicon, i.e., signification. 
We have just shown and evaluated English definitions of a "lexicon". Now we move to 
biblical lexicon.s of the Older Covenant (Hebrew/Aramaic) and the New Covenant (Greek). 
I .4 Overview of Traditional Lexicons 
We place the assessment of these many biblical lexicons here in chapter one, so as to get a 
larger view oflexicography in the past century. BAGD will not be evaluated here, but is 
reserved in its own next chapter, since it will be a central focus of evaluation in relation to 
the LN lexicon. Some may think that a Hebrew lexicon appraisal is not appropriate in a New 
Testament specialty dissertation. However, we thought it appropriate to evaluate OT 
materials as well, to demonstrate that problems in philosophy and method in biblical 
materials are not limited to the corpus of NT studies. In addition, the practice of Biblical 
lexicography does not vary between OT & NT lexicons, and thus both these types of 
lexicons provide us with valuable insights into the past practice of lexicography. 
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We will now focus on a survey of traditional approaches to lexicography in the Biblical 
Languages in English. Leaving BAGD for later, we will survey three typical New Testament 
lexicons: Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament (Thayer 1885), Manual Greek 
lexicon of the New Testament (Abbot-Smith 1936), Shorter lexicon of the New Testament 
(Gingrich 1983). In the Old Testament four Hebrew/Aramaic lexicons are assessed: 
Gesenius 'Hebrew-Cha/dee lexicon to the Old Testament (Gesenius 1846), Hebrew and 
English lexicon of the Old Testament [BDB] (Brown, Driver & Briggs 1907), Lexicon in 
Veteris Testamenti Li bros [KB 1] (Koehler & Baumgartner 1958), A concise Hebrew and 
Aramaic lexicon of the Old Testament (Holladay 1971 ). 
1.4.1 Thayer's Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament (Thayer 1885), still widely 
used by today's scholars, is a dictionary of the New Testament Greek, written in the last 
decades of the 19th century, based on the work of C.L. Wilibald Grimm of Jena (Thayer: 
preface). The arrangement is alphabetical, with the entries organized in standard parts of 
speech, nouns in masculine, feminine, and neuter; verbs in the active form, with a sub-
category of deponent verbs within the entry; adjectives in any of three terminates; adverbs 
spatial and temporal; then particles and conjunctions. It has a great deal of information at the 
beginning of the entries especially citations: in classical Greek works, in parsing and 
grammatical information, in LXX, and in various manuscripts. 
In his entries, Thayer gives an etymological parsing of the origin of words, often relating the 
parts to what he (based on Grimm's work) apparently considers more basic parts. Here is a 
citation of an entry to illustrate (Thayer 1885:85): 
Aim:JµaTOS', ·<>V, and -ri. -ov (fr. AuT6S' and µeµaa to desire eagerly, fr. obsol. theme µciw) moved 
by one's own impulse, or acting without the instigation or intervention of another. 
The entry then ends with usage and citation from the classical sources, as well as the NT, 
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thus the entry continues: 
(fr. Hom. down); often of the earth producing plants of itself, and of the plants themselves and fruits 
growing without culture; [on its adverbial use cf. W. sect. 54,2]: Mk iv.28; (Hdt. 2,94; 8,138; 
Plat.polit.p. 272a.; [Theophr. H.p.2,1]; Diod.1,8,etc. Lev. xxv.5,11). Of gates opening of their own 
accord: Acts xii.IO, (so in Hom.11.5,749; Xen. Hell.6,4,7; Apoll.Rh.4,41; Plut. Timol.12; Nonn. 
Dion. 44,21; [Dion Cass. 44,17]) 
The entry above implies that there is a meaning prior (anterior in time) to AimSµaTos in the 
New Testament; and this meaning is the sum of two Greek lexemes. The indicator ofthis is 
at the beginning of the entry, "fr. AimSsand µEµaa to desire eagerly". The preposition "from" 
("fr.") implies that AuToµaTos has a prior meaning, and that meaning is fundamentally and 
intrinsically found and derived in the separate meanings of the two etymological word parts. 
Thayer seems to imply the "real" meaning of AiJToµaTos is glossed as "self (AUTOS )-to 
desire eagerly (µ€µaa)". The user of the lexicon is now introduced with the element of 
attitudes and emotion keyed through the gloss "desire". That is, the user now reads that the 
"real" meaning is "self-to desire eagerly". 
But this immediately creates a conflict with the New Testament's marked meanings. 
Specifically, "desire" is an element which is capable of animate objects, especially human 
beings. But on the contrary, both the NT contexts have inanimate objects (soil, Mk 4:28 and 
gates, Ac 12: 10) and so are incapable of desiring. This is an example of etymological 
information clouding or confusing the meaning. 
As a standard lexicon, Thayer's is commended for its wealth of grammatical data, parsings, 
and citation of ancillary lexical matters. But Thayer's lexicon has the shortcoming of 
introducing historical etymology as the basis for translating NT words. It allows (or is based 
on?) too much influence of other relatively distant bodies ofliterature, classical and to a 
lesser degree the LXX. 
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1.4.2 Manual Greek Lexicon of the New Testament (Abbott-Smith 1936) 
This is a lexicon whose third edition was published in the mid 1930's, from work two 
decades earlier. The work is built on Thayer's lexicon with the special features of 
incorporating new material from the Greek Papyri, and Hatch and Redpath's LXX 
concordance materials. It is a lexicon still cited and recommended today in some academic 
circles. Still valuable for quickly tracing NT Greek to LXX or Hebrew words, it is in print at 
the reputable T & T Clark Publishing House. 
Abbott-Smith's entries and parts of speech mimic that of Thayer's. Using the "less than" 
symbol,"<", with the meaning "derived from or related to", Abbott-Smith again gives the 
inference that the meaning of a word is derived from a prior word. In the specific entry 
aiJToµaTos, Abbott-Smith (1936:69) questions the etymology proposed by Thayer and 
gives every reference of this word in the LXX. 
I. of persons, acting of one's own will. 2. Of inanimate things and natural agencies, of itself, of its 
own accord: yflc;, .Mk 4:28 (MM, s.v.); TIVATJ, Ac 12:10. 
Apparently, Abbott-Smith's purpose was to make a smaller, study-size lexicon. Therefore 
much of the classical citation was left out and primarily Biblical material was dealt with, 
especially LXX citation. The entry here is clearer by distinguishing between numbers (1.) 
and (2.). Abbott-Smith shows that in the NT this word is never used as an emotion or 
attitude of a person. But the lexicon then under (2.) uses italics to give translational 
equivalents, "Of itself, of its own accord" as the gloss of a\m)µaTos. This means that when 
one encounters the Greek word aiJToµaTos in reading or translating the New Testament 
Greek, the words "of itself' or as an alternate "of its own accord" would be (according to 
Abbot-Smith editors) acceptable English equivalents. This is sometimes also called a "gloss", 
and is in line with the concordant method of translation. There are other names for glossing: 
the "concordant" method, "word matching", or "word translating" (Louw 1985: I). 
Using a gloss in a shorter lexicon has the advantage that one can compress what appears to 
be a meaning in a very small space. It is perfectly understandable in the history of lexicons 
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why the gloss method has been used. Pragmatically, a gloss takes far less print space than 
one or more sentences giving a definition. 
But the gloss method also has serious drawbacks. A gloss gives the impression that words 
intrinsically have meaning. But for the purposes ofthis dissertation (Louw 1982:47): 
Meaning is a set of relations for which a verbal symbol is a sign. 
Since meaning is a complexity prior to words, and words are the instruments of meaning, 
then it follows that a gloss or glosses alone cannot deliver the meaning. It requires a method 
of using many words in a sentence or paragraph or other formats (a context), to more 
adequately deliver a meaning into an understanding. Secondly, English words can convey 
ambiguity, and so a gloss alone is inadequate since they may not specify the intended 
meaning. 
In conclusion of this section, Abbot-Smith made some changes in format, and we will see 
that Gingrich's Shorter Lexicon also has made some clarifications. 
1.4.3 The Shorter Lexicon of the New Testament, second edition (Gingrich 1983) 
This is a condensation of the work ofBAGD. The Gingrich Shorter Lexicon is a simple, 
precise work, using clear glosses, with profuse citation of New Testament verses. Classical, 
LXX, Hellenistic, Papyri, Josephus, and all other Greek citations which are not from the 
New Testament (in BAGD) are removed. Also Gingrich added hundreds of parsings of 
inflected forms with their lexical forms to see at the end of the parsing. Gingrich also added 
several variant reading lexical forms which BAGD does J?Ot have. For any Greek teacher, 
student, or pastor, this Shorter Lexicon is invaluable as an aid to porter with the Greek text. 
Here, Gingrich (1983 :32) basically uses the gloss method, but also will use explanatory 
phrases or sentences to explain the gloss. 
AuToµciToS', TJ, ov by itself of something that happens without visible cause Mk 4:28: Ac 12: 10. * 
[automatic] 
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This entry is likely the most satisfying for the study of NT meaning, with the gloss direct, 
clear, and lacking peripheral historical and grammatical material. Yet there is still the 
underlying assumption that merely glossing creates meaning for the user of the lexicon. 
Later in this dissertation one will see this is an inadequate basis for making a lexical entry. 
Moving to another lexeme, the below entry will illustrate the confusion that can occur when 
more than one meaning is found in a text. Here is a commonly given example from Gingrich 
Shorter: 
KaTaAaµ13<ivw--
l. --a. act and pass. seize, win, attain, make one's own ... ' For Jn 1:5 there are two sets of 
possibilities: grasp, comprehend and overcome, put out, master. 
--b. seize with hostile intent, overtake, come upon ... 
--c. catch, detect ... 
2. mid. grasp, find, understand. 
The above entry has been used as an illustration that organization in standard lexicons often 
can be confusing when using a gloss or word-match method for defining the meaning of a 
word. As one carefully reads through the list of italicized words one sees they are separated 
by commas. It is unclear and confusing to know what the relationship is between each of the 
words. Compare for instance I .a. seize ... with l .b. seize with hostile intent. Is an intent of 
hostility really a different meaning? What is the difference between "seize" and "grasp"? The 
user is filled with confusion about what are the meanings of the entry. 
The above are some examples of entries in standard lexicons and inferences of the 
philosophies and methods they employ. We will now survey some of the OT lexicons. 
1.4.4 Old Testament Lexicons 
In Hebrew and Aramaic studies there have been many developments in the study of the OT. 
It is appropriate to include paragraphs generalizing some of the developments in this area of 
OT lexicography, since theologians and students of the Bible inevitably use both the Greek 
and Hebrew lexicons. 
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The arrangements have been generally alphabetical as in Gesenius (1846), KB 1 (1958), and 
Holladay (1971 ). Hebrew and Aramaic languages are divided into distinct, separate 
alphabetical sections in BDB, KB 1, and Holladay. On the other hand, Gesenius ( 1846) and 
Strong's exhaustive concordance of the Bible Hebrew index (Strong 1894) combines the 
Hebrew and Aramaic (Chaldee) entries. 
Around the tum of the 20th century, BDB (1907) tried a different arrangement of organizing 
all word formations under a three-radical2 root, at times hypothetical. This arrangement 
though noble in effort is generally a failure. It was a failure because the three-radical root 
analysis was, at times, somewhat arbitrary. Later Semitic analogous studies have shown 
BDB connected roots which were etymological "false friends". It was also a failure because 
the broad definition of the three-radical roots tended to control the meanings of all the 
related words under the entry. So, in the latter half of this century, KB 1, KB3, 3 and 
Holladay go back to the standard alphabetical organization. 
Each of the lexicons has an impact for lexical study. Gesenius has a wealth of information, 
and makes a good resource to begin a lexical study, especially for traditional interpretations 
in difficult or hapax lexemes. I have found this book to have keen lexical insight. Though 
sometimes difficult to find individual entries,4 BDB contains a wealth of grammatical 
parsings, and often exhaustive entries of biblical usage, even when an entry is used hundreds 
2 There are also at least eight Hebrew lexical forms (of verbs) that are currently considered four-radical 
roots: GK numbers 2892H; 2955H; 3173H; 4124H; 4155H; 8521H; 8l86H; 9553H. 
3 So the reader understands the designations: KBl is the main body of the 1958 work; KB2 is the 
supplement (volume two of the same purchase); KB3 is now the designation of the English revision, the first 
volume came out in 1994 and has just been completed in 1998 totaling four volumes. KB3 has distinguished 
itself on several important semantic fronts, not merely giving better English translations than were 
inadequately offered in KB 1. 
4 A book recommended for even advanced users in Hebrew Lexicography is Index to Brown, Driver, & 
Briggs Hebrew Lexicon (1976) based on the Hebrew text book, chapter, and verse. This has saved users 
many fruitless hours searching for a lexeme under some hypothetical three-radical root, sometimes derived 
for reasons known only to the original editors. Done early in the history of computer collation, there is a 
need to make a second corrected edition; yet it is much better than not having anything available. 
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oftimes.5 KB1 (1958) is a lexicon that has a special feature of having analysis oflexemes, 
with the new material that is available in Semitic studies. Though at times KB 1 could be 
more sensitive to biblical contexts, generally, the etymological information for obscure and 
hapax material makes the book worth using, and KB3 has improved even more in this 
regard. 
Also in the KBl (1958) the English translation words from the German are sometimes 
misleading or need to be better formulated. Though glossing is still the method, the new all 
English edition is better: more understandable English and it offers new suggestions in 
entries that KB 1 (1958) defined as unerklcrrt meaning "unclear, unexplained". Also the KB3 
(1994) comparative Semitic information is more reliable than KB 1 (1958). 
Holladay ( 1971) is organized according to KB 1 virtually verbatim. But William Holladay has 
given clearer, thoughtful translation glosses in English, with alternate renderings offered by 
other sources; he also occasionally used his own materials for augmentation. In Language 
and translation, WC van Wyk (Louw 1985:93) illustrates that Holladay focused on 
translating KB 1 and giving suitable glosses, in contrast to using component analysis to 
define the meaning of a lexeme. 
Two basic points of criticism apply to all of these lexicons: 
1.) Too much influence from etymology is allowed in defining or glossing a translation 
equivalent, while discounting the context. I am not convinced that the influence is total, but 
the least that can be said is that it is too pervasive. A clear example of this is found in BDB 
(Brown, Driver & Briggs 1907:861): 
t.<lpee 'ah "n.f. dub[ious]; appar[ently] fr[ om] context offshoot;" 
BDB shows its low view of contextual relationships as a key to meaning by using the key 
word above "dubious". It is so if one must only, merely, rely on the context. 
5 BDB (1907:523), /ebab, used 251 times and yet every reference is cited. 
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2.) Word-matching or glosses are an inadequate basis for deriving or communicating 
meaning. This problem is of the same nature as those found in the New Testament lexicons. 
1.5 Presuppositions About "Meaning" Underlying Traditional Lexicons 
We have seen that traditional lexicons may have some philosophy and methodology which 
need better formulation. Here we will evaluate some works which rely on lexicons (Vine's 
expository and a theological treatise on the church). We will see in practice how unclear or 
wrong suppositions of lexicography produce further confusion later on. 
We will also see further examples that show a diachronic and synchronic approach to 
meaning is also unsatisfactory. Let us begin by assessing the Grundbedeutung (ground or 
root example) as a basis for meaning. 
1.5.1 The Diachronic Approach Introduction· 
Traditional lexicons, unlike the Greek-English Lexicon by Louw-Nida (LN), make certain 
assumptions about deriving meaning through words, called the diachronic approach. This 
approach has an assumption that if one can go far enough back "into" (a word loaded with 
its own assumptions) the language of the lexeme, then the "real" meaning will be discovered, 
and then applied into the NT as "usages". But this approach is actually an improper transfer 
of meaning. Though attractive as a philosophy, it simply does not hold up under scrutiny. 
1.5.2 Diachronic Example in Greek 
A notable example of the diachronic approach comes from a doctoral thesis on The nature 
of the church (Radmacher 1972:109). In his dissertation,' he does a 59-page word study of 
EKKAT)O'ta, which he calls an investigation of"usage". 
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Radmacher quotes AT Robertson6 as the premise for the word study: 
One does not fully know a Greek word till he knows its history. The resultant meaning of a word in 
any given instance will be determined by the etymology, the development, and the immediate 
context. These three things are to be carefully noted before a final conclusion can be safely reached. 
Then Radmacher gives nearly sixty pages of the history of the usage of the word, ranging 
from classic Greek to the LXX and its Hebrew translational equals, and argumentation of 
the nuance of Hebrew distinctions, Latin etymological distinctions, technical and non~ 
technical usage, et cetera. A careful reading only confused me more each time I read it. It is 
an example of diachronic study which results in hard to understand writing. Here is the 
summary of nearly sixty pages of historical study of the meaning of "church". I chose to 
extend the quote so as not to take him out of context. He writes (Radmacher 1972: 167): 
By way of summary, it has been the purpose of this chapter to define the ekk/esia. To achieve this 
the meaning of ekk/esia has been explained both positively and negatively. Positively stated, it has 
been seen that the word ekklesia experienced a development in meaning from the earlier non-
technical meaning to the technical meaning to the metaphorical meaning. The great majority of the 
occurrences are technical in meaning, thus stressing both physical unity and spiritual unity. The 
latter of these was found to be the essence of the metaphorical usage. 
The above summary does not tell you what the meaning of ekklesia actually is; it only tells 
you that a great deal of development went on. It does state one aspect of the meaning as 
"unity". This example shows that a diachronic approach brings in so much extraneous data 
that confusion occurs as to what is the meaning. This error only compounds the central error 
of trying to fit the history of the word into the NT context. We determine that the diachronic 
approach is an improper approach to meaning. 
1.5.3 Diachronic Example in English 
The diachronic approach also manifests itself in English word studies. Theologians and 
preachers like to use Teutonic etymology to connect the "real" meaning of the English word 
"holy" by appealing to the oldest citations of "whole", as noted under the "holy" entry in 
The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, (1971) and so connecting it to 
6 Robertson AT A New Short Grammar of the Greek, page 3. 
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another English lexeme, "healthy". But whole and healthy were never connected according 
to Semantics of Biblical language (Barr 1961: 111 ). But if one then applies it to the lexical 
unit as a marker of surprise, "holy cow!" then one might infer that one was making reference 
to a whole cow in contrast to a partial amount of a butchered cow, or a healthy cow and 
some other cow! This is another example of how appeals to diachronic etymology can send 
one into lucus a non lucendo.1 
1.5.4 The Synchronic Approach Introduction 
Another similar misguided approach is to break a single Greek word into parts (afformatives 
in the front, middle, and back of words), define each of the parts with what is assumed to be 
a literal, original meaning and then go back to the original lexeme with the new insight. This 
approach is called a synchronic approach to determining meaning. Granted that NT Greek 
does use agglutination in word formation, but sometimes the meaning of the word parts is 
lost quickly. Often, a great deal of effort is given to explain the change from the word 
formation's former meanings to the current meaning. The practical shift is that the lexicon 
then spends much valuable space on matters not directly related to the meaning. 
1.5.5 Synchronic Example in Greek 
A synchronic example is found from the popular-selling work of E.W. Vine, Vine's complete 
expository dictionary of Old and New Testament words (Vine & Unger 1984:288): 
SUNEIDESIS (crwElBTlcrLs), lit. a knowing with (sun, with, oida, to know), i.e., a co-knowledge 
(with oneself), the witness borne to one's conduct by conscience, that faculty by which we 
apprehend the will of God, as that which is designed to govern our lives; 8 
7 Formally, "(called) a grove from the absence of light". The Latin phrase itself is a marvelous example of 
two words having an appearance of etymological relationship, when there is none. Words with this false 
appearance are also informally called "false friends". 
8 Bold added for emphasis. 
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Now note the entry which Louw-Nida (26.13) gives: 
CJVVELOTJCJLS, El.US' f: (contrast crvvei'.OT)CJLS "information about something" LN 28.4) the 
psychological faculty which can distinguish between right and wrong-'moral sensitivity, 
• ,9 
conscience. 
In contrasting and comparing these two entries, the portions in bold are quite similar. Since 
"right and wrong" is a subset of the "will of God" and "distinguish between right and 
wrong" implies a proper "governance", the differences between these two (portions) of the 
definitions is inconsequential. 
But I will now focus on the first part of Vine's definitions. "Lit. a knowing with", is a 
premium example taking compositional word parts of a Greek lexeme to make a new so-
called literal meaning. Once the error of assigning a nature to the meaning is made, then the 
error is compounded by trying to make sense of it. Then the definition develops into "co-
knowledge" implying that the self is now divided into parts! Knowledge and action may be 
divided, but this entry's etymology leads to the belief that there is "the self' and then 
another self which watches over the actions of the first. If this is not what Vine meant, then 
an apology is due. But this first "primary" or "literal" information must lead one near our 
conclusion that Vine separated the self into two parts. This approach of breaking words into 
parts and then reassembling them into a "real" meaning ignores the axiom that context is the 
determiner of meaning. 
Much more useful is the LN approach which gives only the essential unmarked meaning, and 
for further information relates LN 28.4 for other meanings of the same lexeme. The lexicon 
user is not led down paths which lead to inferences or conclusions which need to be better 
formulated, as did the Vine entry. 
9 Bold added for emphasis. 
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1. 5. 6 Synchronic Examples in English 
We further illustrate with English examples, so as to deal with common examples to which 
one can easily relate. Take the commonly given example in English of the insect, a butterfly. 
It is formed by the words butter and fly. Any English speaker knows the meanings of these 
two component parts, yet how they came to refer to the insect is debated, according to a 
book of etymologies, Who put the butter in butterfly? (Feldman 1989: 19). This book states 
that some believe it refers to the color of the insect, "butter-colored"; others the color of the 
excrement of the butterfly; still others believe this insect came out in the spring, the time 
when butter was churned; finally, Medieval folklore includes a myth that witches and fairies 
would fly and steal butter at night. 
The above is all speculation, and adds nothing to the referential meaning of a butterfly as 
stated in Merriam Webster's collegiate dictionary (Mish 1993: 155): 
l: any of numerous slender-bodied diurnal insects (order Lepidoptera) with broad often brightly 
colored wings. 
Note that this ~efinition efficiently gets to the matter at hand: it is an insect with distinctions 
from other insects. 
The answer to the false assumption that the study of agglutination can bring meaning is to 
study the context diligently and not venture into the broad, seductive path of etymological 
word formation. 
1. 5. 7 More Synchronic Examples of English Words 
We give three more examples below of English etymology, demonstrating the (improper) 
use of etymology to determine or derive meaning: lexicon, idea, and etymology. We give 
these examples because they are the very words which frame the discussions of the making 
of dictionaries. It might seem that the examples are redundant, but we wish the reader to 
clearly understand this approach to meaning is pervasive and misleading. 
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A common approach in defining "lexicon", is to give the meaning as coming from the Greek 
root, AEeLKov. This is not a useful approach to determine the meaning. This etymological 
material is found in Webster's and Oxford dictionaries, and is found often in many other 
English Dictionaries, in the header information. Though potentially interesting or illustrative, 
the fact that "lexicon" etymologically derives from Greek A.EeLKov and "dictionary" from the 
Latin dictionarium should not be a factor in conferring the meanings of these two words. 
This approach is found often in scholarly writings. Lexicography and translation (Louw 
1985:2) states that there is an apparent underlying assumption of a "root meaning" (or 
Grundbedeutung) inherent in the meaning of a word. 
Another example of etymology improperly setting the stage for discussion is found in "idea". 
In an unpublished masters thesis in philosophy, from a student at Liberty University, titled 
Toward a Thomistic theory of meaning (Howe 1990:24), Howe states in the chapter 
"Approaches to the Problem of Meaning": 
The term "Idealism" derives from the Greek word L8E:a, which was used of something seen or 
looked upon. 
It is ironic that the problem of meaning discussed in his dissertation has a problematic 
approach to the discussion of meaning! 
In another example, "etymology", noted in Semantics of Biblical language (Barr 1961: 115), 
Barr argues that etymology is an unsound principle for determining meaning. 
Barr states: 
The fact that Cremer appeals to the etymology of the word 'etymology' i.e. to the Greek To fruµov, 
and hence derives a suggestion that etymology deals with 'the essential' in a word, shows a failure 
to understand the historical nature of etymological research; in fact it means an acceptance of 
something like the Stoic theory expressed in the term To hvµov. 
These kinds of examples of diachronic and synchronic etymological studies abound in 
Biblical study reference books. It is little wonder that one is more confused about the 
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meaning of a word after doing the study! The answer to the fallacies of diachronic and 
synchronic etymology is to study the context. 
I . 5. 8 "Central Meaning" Problem Discussed 
Another problematic assumption of standard lexicons, at least in practice, is the belief that 
words intrinsically have one central meaning. Also related to this is the belief that a word has 
a point of meaning as contrasted with an area of meaning. According to this assumption, a 
gloss or word-match in the target language is adequate to represent the same meaning in the 
target language. This assumption is not profitable, for words must have a context to have a 
meaning. Stated another way: meanings use words, not words use meanings. 
According to this dissertation, meaning is a set of relationships. Picture for a moment a 
blank sheet of paper with only one word, "trunk". This word has no meaning in and of itself 
The person who picks up the sheet and reads it can come up with five or six possible 
meanings: 1. a part of an elephant 2. swimming attire 3. piece of furniture 4. main body of a 
tree 5. storage compartment of an auto 6. telephone line circuit. 
This dissertation asserts that this single word on the paper does not mean one of these six 
meanings, but that it has no meaning at all. The sensible, intelligent10 person may survey the 
possible meanings at his disposal, and derive some meaning with helps such as the extra-
linguistic context. 
His sensibilities and intelligence must bring a meaning to the essentially blank paper. Or he 
may defer to assign any meaning, waiting for more information. Or he may survey the 
possible meanings at his disposal, and delimit them through the extra-linguistic context. For 
example this could be a one-word note to a worker in a zoo; or a one-word note in a 
10 We give a technical meaning here of "sensible" as not merely "common sense" but the philosophical 
meaning of an entity being capable of creating formal signs or "Ideas". 
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furniture factory. The sensible person viewing the context would decide if enough 
information was available for signification to occur. 
1. 6 Related Elements of a Lexicon 
Below are the related elements of a lexicon. 
1.6.1 Lexicon Exhaustive as a Norm 
A lexicon is usually for a specific body of literature. That lexicon should seek to be 
exhaustive, within its focused body of literature, unless otherwise stated by the compilers. 
We observe that New Testament lexicons are not exhaustive in the absolute sense. For 
example though virtually complete, BAGD does not have every variant reading included. 
These variants usually are a matter of different spellings, often a letter or two, and do not 
change the lexical meaning of its variant counterpart. 
1.6.2 Lexicon Should Have Common Elements 
Another key element in the arrangement and use of a lexicon is commonality. Commonality 
is the creation of the lexical entries in a systematic way that makes the lexicon available to all 
persons with the same level of skill, here NT Greek. 
On a practical level, this means the lexicon should establish commonality with other 
reference books on the same body ofliterature. "See references" can help achieve the goal 
of commonality. The editors of Greek New Testament reference books should endeavor to 
create as much commonness between them as possible for the convenience of the end user. 
Again, a lexicon of the NT must have sufficient commonness of forms, codes, and jargons so 
that the end user has a common reference point with the editors of the lexicon. 
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1.6.3 Examples of Commonality 
Some examples of commonness in New Testament studies are keeping the book, chapter, 
and verse numbers of the Bible according to the King James Version, 1611. This was based 
on the T.R.'s versification. The UBS4 and other modern editions did not renumber this 
historical, though arbitrary, system, but have kept the verse numbers of a chapter, merely 
skipping the verses considered an addition, and keeping the next number in the order of the 
chapter (e.g., Mt 17:21; 18:11; 23:14; Mk 7:16; 9:44, 46; 11:26; 15:28; Lk 17:36; 23:17; 
and another six or more times in the NT). The importance of mathematical precision was 
outweighed by the need for a commonality of reference. 
Another example of the importance of commonality in Greek lexicography, is the 
Concordance to the Septuagint by Hatch-Redpath (1897) which uses the infinitive form for 
the concording of the Greek verbs. In our opinion, this is a superior format to the 
Grundform Greek NT lexicon headers for verbs, i.e., usually the present indicative active, 
first person, singular, with occasional exceptions such as the impersonal forms. 11 
Yet the superior infinitive lexical form has not survived modern Greek lexicography. The 
latter Grundform has survived. Though the high level student or teacher can work with the 
two systems interchangeably, the oi rroA.Ao( of the Greek students need commonality. 
Finally, to reiterate, though a system oflexical headings or other organizational features may 
be philosophically or theoretically superior, commonality for use is an important feature 
which is not to be discredited. After all, giving the meaning is the most important feature of 
a lexicon. Having the common elements without compromising meaning is difficult, but 
asserted as possible. 
11 µEAEL, ciouvaTEL, civtjKEL, OEL, evoExETm, E~EO"TL, A.ucrLTEAEL, xpfi, and possibly others; or ~Kw, or 6pciw. 
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1. 7 Dissertation Definition of a Lexicon 
This dissertation postulates that a lexicon is "a communication in the form of a written, 
codified body of knowledge, pertaining to imparting the signification (meaning or defining) 
of words from a receptor language to a target language, with as many helps as necessary for 
the user to use the book meaningfully". A lexicon to the Biblical languages would then be a 
book specific to one of the corpora of the Bible (Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek) imparting 
the meaning into English (or another target language). 
I . 8 The Role of a Lexicographer 
A lexicon is also the product of the interaction of one's mind to evidence presented. Just as 
there can be corruption based in poor philosophy or method, so also there can be corruption 
of the work by people of poor or prejudiced character. This is placed at the end of this 
chapter, because we believe that a lexicon is only as good as the philosophy, method, and 
integrity of the editor making a lexicon. One's attitude in approaching the work must have 
the humble commitment of a jurist: keen to evidence, even-handed, not succumbed to 
special pleading, desiring above all that justice be done to record the meaning(s) of the 
word. The soul or mind-set of the editor is the filter or grid screen through which all the 
evidence and philosophy must pass. 
1) The NT lexicographer must know the body of literature, and be able to read the 
body of literature accurately, and with meaning. 
2) The NT lexicographer must consciously acknowledge his job as a historical 
recorder of information, and not innovate meanings. 
3) The NT lexicographer must honestly investigate the meaning of individual words 
with as little prejudicial assumptions as possible: theological systems, philosophical grids, 
logical systems, or political agendas must consciously be avoided. Whether a fundamentalist, 
moderate, liberal, or even unbeliever, empirical neutrality in assessing information is 
essential. 
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We are now ready to move to chapter two, an in-depth assessment of the strengths and 
weaknesses ofBAGD. We have chosen this particular lexicon because of its influence and 
scope, and because it is a typical example of the kind of material New Testament scholars 
and theologians are confronted with. 
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Chapter Two 
Assessment of Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich-Danker (BAGD 1979) 
2.1 The Nature of the Greek Language 
Because BAGD has such an emphasis on the development of the Greek language (cf. 2.3ff.), 
it is appropriate to survey the different views of the nature of the Greek language. We will 
see that the theories have been quite diverse over the last two centuries. 
2.1.1 Introduction to the Nature of Greek, and Relationship to BAGD's View 
Traditional lexicography has spent a great deal of effort in trying to explain the kind of 
Greek which composes the Greek NT. BAGD also spends a great deal oftime discussing the 
nature of this language in its introduction. Therefore, we will digress a little to survey some 
of the theories of the nature of the NT corpus. We will see that there is no uniform theory of 
the development of the GNT language. But most importantly, this discussion implies that 
meanings expressed by a language can only be understood if the nature of that language is 
understood. After this discussion we will see how this philosophy of prior meaning 
determining current understanding filters down into the approach to the individual lexical 
entries. 
Generally, there has been and continues to be a great deal of discussion about the genre or 
nature of Greek that composes New Testament Greek. 12 
2. 1 .2 The Purist View 
The purist view of the nature of the GNT is that of a crude, diminished Greek. From the 
time of the Renaissance, the Greek language of the New Testament was looked at through 
the filter of classical Greek, the Greek of the Golden Age of Athens and hence, seen as 
12 Lengthy discussions on the nature and genre of NT Greek are found in Grammar of New Testament Greek 
(Moulton 1908 1:1-41); on Semitic coloring of the language (Moulton 1908:2:1211): Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament in light of historical research [R.) (Robertson 1934:4011); see also BAGD (Bauer l 979:xxii): 
See also Biblical Words and their Meaning (Silva 1994:53ft). 
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inferior. Even today, some Greek classical language professors and students who read the 
simplicity of the Gospel of John pejoratively refer to the Kaine New Testament as 
"bastardized Greek". 13 We appraise this purist view as fallacious, since it begs the question. 
It assumes classical Greek as right, and (according to the view) therefore any derivation a 
perversion. But one proper question is, "Can the GNT language communicate?" 
2.1.3 The Hebraist View 
The Hebraist (Robertson 1934:76) view saw the NT language, in all its unique lexical and 
grammatical structure, as the result of the influence of the Hebrew language. In today's 
terms this would be called "Semitic influence", which would include Aramaic and other 
northwest Semitic languages. Dr. Hatch was a chief proponent of this view, as a reaction to 
the purist view. We conclude that this view has elements which are satisfactory. Those 
studying NT theological words should consult Hebrew and LXX studies to see if there is a 
proper semantic loading of a NT term. However, we cannot implant a Hebrew/LXX 
meaning of a word into the GNT word, merely because of a statistical correspondence. 
Moises Silva (S,ilva 1994:72) best expresses my evaluation, "It would of course be a mistake 
to ignore the Hebrew altogether, but we must maintain a sensitive balance between the 
meaning of a word in secular Greek and the desire of the translator to preserve the thrust of 
the original." 
Moises Silva (Silva 1994:61) quotes Abbott who correctly asserts about a major influence, 
the LXX: 
Such facts as these show that the influence of the Septuagint version on the vocabulary of the New 
Testament was not predominant, and that to make the usage of the former determine the interpreta-
tion of the latter, except in the case of terms of Hebrew theology, 14 is quite out of the question. 
Hence, the LXX vocabulary is very valuable, even a sine qua non for New Testament 
13 We note private conversations with a graduate of New York University, with a bachelors degree in 
classical Greek, as she related the words and attitudes of her professors of classical Greek. 
14 Bold added for emphasis. 
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lexicography, when relating many theological and even some non-theological words. 
Or, put into Bauer's less superlative words (Bauer 1979:xxi): 
As for the influence of the LXX, every page of this lexicon shows that it outweighs all other 
influences on our literature. 
2.1.4 The Mystical View 
The Mystical view believes the Greek NT was the language of the Holy Spirit, and not 
anchored in historical method. This view was criticized by AT Robertson as the opposite of 
the historical method (Robertson 1934:49ft). We agree with Robertson that this view is not 
acceptable. 
2.1.5 The Koine View 
The Koine view believes the nature of the GNT is that of the common culture of the day in 
the Levant. Deissmann, enforced through Robertson, argued that papyri discoveries at the 
end of the 19th century proved conclusively the nature of the GNT. With others, we 
appraise that this conclusion may have been an over-exuberant view. Deissmann was 
understandably caught up in the joyful mania of this wonderful discovery! 
Moulton (1908: I :3ft) commenting on Deissmann's work in the papyri, may have overstated 
the case for the Koine influence on the NT Greek. As is seemingly too common, when a new 
discovery in NT studies is made, it is often over-interpreted and overstated in making an 
academic case. This occurrence of overstatement was the showing of causality and hence 
relationship between the papyri body ofliterature and the language of the New Testament. 
Thus, we appraise the Koine view. Merely showing words to be found in the papyri which 
prior to 1890 were not found other than in the NT, does not in and of itself prove that the 
nature of the NT is "common". Specifically, it lies in the assumption that the community it 
was found in was Koine, i.e., common and secular. This is begging the question 
(argumentum petitio principii). We do know there were large communities of Jewish culture 
present in these areas. It would be analogous to proclaiming the King James Bible 
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vocabulary to be secular or common, because a cache of written materials was found in a 
Pennsylvanian archaeological site. But what if the site was a Quaker religious colony? The 
discovery of the cache of common materials could easily have been influenced by prior 
religious vocabulary such as the KN. 
2.1.6 The Jewish-Greek View 
We judge that the best balanced approach to the nature of the GNT is found in the MHT 4, 
the book on the style of the New Testament, by Nigel Turner (Moulton, Howard & Turner 
1976). He refers to the NT Greek as "Jewish Greek", with the various sections of the New 
Testament showing various degrees of various influences, depending on the book or genre 
of the NT. 
2.1. 7 Conclusion of the Views 
The above theories of the nature of the GNT demonstrates that the exact nature of NT 
Greek has not been decided in the academic community. Some other theory may come 
which will prove to be the right one. Fortunately, knowing the precise nature and history of 
each era of change of the Greek NT language is not necessary to understand the meaning of 
the New Testament. The immediate context is the determiner of meaning. More will be said 
of this later in the dissertation. 
BAGD is no different in his approach to seek discovery of the nature of the GNT. He also 
puts forth his own focus on the development of the GNT language. Below we will see how 
this attitude about historical development of the GNT language as a whole also influences 
his approach to the meaning of individual words. 
2.2 History of BAGD and Prior Editions 
As stated in chapter one, BAGD will receive its own evaluation since de facto it is the most 
influential Greek lexicon for the latter half of this century. Few would dispute its influence 
on Bible translation in English Bibles, exegesis, commentary, and study of the Greek New 
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Testament. The evaluation ofBAGD is therefore critical to our understanding of Greek 
lexicography of the last four decades. 
BAGD is the standard (and typical) traditional lexicon of our day in NT lexical studies. It 
represents the culmination of all the lexicons that went before it, differing only in extent of 
material, but not substantially different in approach. Hence, this chapter is devoted to give 
detail to both the positive and negative aspects of this influential book. Here follows an 
assessment of it. 
The first English edition of A Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament [BAGD] (Bauer 
l 979:title page) is: 
A translation and adaptation of the fourth revised and augmented edition of Walter Bauer's 
Griechisch-Deutsches Worterbuch zu den Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der ilbrigen 
urchristlichen Literatur, by William F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich (1957). 
The second edition, which is the current edition in English, is: 
REVISED AND AUGMENTED BY F. WILBUR GINGRJCH AND FREDERJCK W. DANKER 
FROM WALTER BAUER'S FIFTH EDITION, 1958 ... copyright 1979. 
Walter Bauer's (Bauer 1979 :v) work was also based on the work of another. As is stated in 
the foreword: 
The first dictionary to appear after the epoch-making discoveries of papyri. etc., beginning about 
1890, was Erwin Preuschen 's Greek-German lexicon of 1910. Much to the disappointment of many 
reYiewers, it failed to make much of the new material, though it did include for the first time the 
words of the Apostolic Fathers. 
In 1920, upon the death of Preuschen, Walter Bauer of Gottingen was entrusted with the 
revision (Bauer l 979:v): 
In 1928 a revision of Preuschen's work: it was hailed as the best thing in its field. 
In 1937 (Berlin) a third edition was published and W. Bauer's name alone appeared on the 
title page. 
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We refer to this work as "Arndt and Gingrich" or now "Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich-Danker" 
(BAGD), commonly pronounced "bag". Though translated from German to English, the 
departures from the general sense of Bauer's work have been few and far between. In the 
foreword to the first edition (1957), Arndt and Gingrich note changes in just over 100 
entries in the original German work. The changes are described as "slight" (Bauer 1979:vi). 
As noted in the foreword to the second edition of the English BAGD, new materials in the 
fifth edition of Bauer's German work were added, as well as editorial changes by Gingrich 
and Danker. This foreword (Bauer 1979:ix) states: 
More important, the classics, papyri, and inscriptions have yielded fresh formal and semantic 
parallels, in some cases necessitating rearrangement of patterns of definition. 
The above demonstrates that the first and second English editions are virtually and 
substantially the work of Bauer's German work, beginning in 1928. It further demonstrates 
that the underlying lexical emphasis (i.e., the papyri discoveries in the 1890's) as well as the 
underlying assumptions of how meaning is derived (i.e., etymology, diachronic approach to 
meaning) has not changed. Therefore, it is of value to analyze the introduction ofBAGD. 
In the following paragraphs we will be appraising the introduction of BAGD. First a 
discussion on the (alleged) nature of the NT Greek language. So we will survey several 
theories about the nature of the GNT language, commenting also on Bauer's view of the 
development of the Greek language. We then show the various features ofBAGD and the 
terms he uses which infer his philosophy and method. At the same time the observations are 
interspersed with comparison to the philosophy and method of LN. 
2.3 The Theory ofBAGD 
Now we move on to the theory of BAGD. 
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2.3.1 Introduction 
The Introduction to BAGD never fully explains its theory or method, and therefore we must 
deduce from observations and infer indirectly from statements in the introduction to 
ascertain the theory and method. 
Let it further be said from the very beginning that the massive amount of work, and the huge 
compilation of material (without the use of modern electronic data retrieval systems) is no 
less than remarkable. The additional fact (Bauer 1979:v) that what he did as "the 
performance of one man", makes it all the more worthy of academic respect. 
2.3.2 BAGD Has Focus on Development of Language 
The focus in Bauer's introduction is on the developmental history of Greek, and its exact 
historical nature, specifically based on the new (i.e., new in 1928) evidence from the papyri. 
The introduction spends a great deal of effort to show the formation of Greek words (i.e., 
the morphology). He deals with specific examples of changes in letters and sounds, as well 
as the formation of compound words. He (Bauer 1979:xiii) then tries to identify their 
relationship to various dialects, or time periods in the history of the language. These 
observations include such minute matters as the change from -TT- to -crcr- also the letter 
-E- or -11- for the diphthong -EL-. 
Bauer (Bauer I 979:xviii) states that a language "improves" through the process of new 
formations, and introduction of foreign words, and new meanings and usage to old words. 
In our judgment, the term "improves" would be better stated as "changing". Bauer also 
assumed etymology had some influence in the meaning of words, as did lexical products 
before him. 
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2.3.3 BAGD and Thayer Compared and Contrasted 
As noted in chapter one, and now compared specifically to BAGD, Thayer's (Thayer 
1885:introduction) is a good example of using etymology to determine or influence the 
meaning which needs a better formulation. 
Thayer's lexicon in English was produced from 1860's to 1880's. Thayer included Grimm's 
etymological analysis, though supplemented by the works of Curtis and Fick (Thayer 
1895 :vii). There is extensive notation of classical etymology in this work for practically 
every lexeme which is not a so-called proper name. 
Additionally, Thayer used terms like "primary denotation" to give a first definition of the 
Greek lexeme; then its history. Thayer used etymology as an influencing principle for 
determining meaning. Bauer's introduction does not repudiate this notion, hence one may 
assume that Bauer uses etymology as a first principle, or possibly a lesser but somehow 
governing principle for determining meaning. This is an inferentially silent argument, 
(argumentum e silentio), but Bauer offers a hint that the history of a lexeme is worth noting, 
as even influencing the definition in the New Testament context. 
2.3.4 BAGD and "Central Meaning" 
BAGD's use of the word "originally" (often abbreviated "org.") in the body of BA GD 
articles suggests that the etymology was important to the meaning in the New Testament. 
Dozens of entries in BAGD use the word "org." suggesting the basing or formulation of 
meaning is in etymology. There are many examples. 15 Here is one example, aCJTOXEW. The 
following is a quote from the article in BAGD, leaving out the biographical information, and 
extra-biblical references, in order to focus attention to our point. 
15 Other examples, though not exhaustive are: qoT]s, BEE(E(3ouA., Ka'i:crap, novTLos, cinapxfi. ayLOs, 
cinoAUTpUXl'LS, auyfi, 13cicravos, yAUXJ'O'OKoµov, 8LaµapTUpoµm, OUO'KOAOS, EpEUyoµm, EUayyEALOV, Kwµos, 
Acipvye, A.rnpos, µciµµT], nE(Euw, nE(fj, nflxus, nparnopLOv, paf38ouxos, ponfi, crKuAA.w, crTmx€w, 
O"Toµaxos,crTpaTT]y6s,TETpacipxTJs,¢av6s,¢cicrLs. 
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It states as follows: 
cio"Toxew, org[inally] miss the mark, then, miss, fail, deviate, depart w[ith] gen[itive] fr[om] 
something 1 Ti 1:6; nepl. Titv 1TLO"TLV miss the mark w[ith] regard to the faith [l Ti] 6:21; 
ci. nepl. Titv ciATj9ELav, 2 Ti 2: 18.16 
In this brief entry, one sees the apparent influence of etymology in the definitions of the 
word in the New Testament. There is at the very least confusion in this matter. BAGD states 
that originally the word meant to miss the mark. Then at a later time in history the word 
came to mean miss, fail. Apparently then BAGD meant to have a semicolon to mark another 
meaning, deviate, depart (i.e., tum from something). This is then the definition given for 
l Ti. l :6. 
However, in the final two verses referred to, he defines aO'TOXEW to miss the mark w.[ith] 
regard to the faith, ([I Ti] 6 :21 ); and (by a clear inference, assumed to be editorial 
shorthand) to miss the mark with regard to the truth, (2Ti 2: 18). 
In these last two references, BAGD has again introduced "the mark" in the original, i.e., 
etymological phrase "miss the mark". 
This example demonstrates that BAGD uses etymology and the "orig.[inal]" meaning as a 
guide to present meaning. This principle was also seen in traditional OT and NT lexicons, 
such as BDB. 
2.3 .5 BAGD Uses Contextual Sense and Etymology 
All of the above in the introduction ofBAGD (1928), as,well as the examples showing an 
"original" meaning, suggest that the use of etymology was the way to begin the process of 
determining the meaning of a word. This is not to suggest that Bauer did not use the 
principle of ad sensum, and context as the primary locus to ultimately derive the meaning of 
16 Bracket added for clarity. 
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the lexeme in a particular context. Yet it seems as well he would circle back to the 
etymology and modify the sense in its context. Much work has been done since BAGD 
(1957).17 We will now move on to assess the feature ofliteral and figurative distinctions in 
BAGD. 
2.3.6 BAGD Distinguishes Literal and Figurative Sense 
"Literal" and "figurative" is a common distinction which BAGD uses to categorize the 
meanings of words. BAGD uses this distinction in 901 articles, a total of 1,036 times. 18 
Generally, separating the literal and figurative use is a good idea. Words commonly have 
these two types of meaning: a base meaning with one expectancy and a possible extended 
figure involving a shift in that expectancy (cf. Louw 1985:9). Admittedly, the further 
defining and clarification of the difference between these two terms can be difficult. 
An instance of properly distinguishing literal and figurative is "anchor" (dyKupa). The uses 
of dyKupa in BAGD are both the literal and figurative: first, a literal ship's anchor, Ac. 
27:29,30,40; second, a figurative use in Heb. 6:19, [Tf)S' €A.rrl8os-] ~v Ws- dyKupav €xoµEv 
Tf)S' ~uxfls- [of the hope] which we have as an anchor of the soul. Here in Hebrews there has 
been a shift in expectancy. Instead of a weighted object of a certain number of kilograms, 
used to secure a boat or ship in a body of water, the word now shifts to a figure of stability, 
17 Since James Barr's watershed book Semantics of Biblical language (Barr 1961), as well as the work in 
The Theory and Practice of Translation (Nida & Taber 1969) and of course J.P. Louw, et al., Semantics of 
New Testament Greek (Louw: 1982) in the last three decades, Biblical philologists and translators have 
rethought and reformulated how to determine the meaning of a word, as well as what influences to accept in 
fine tuning the definition of the word. 
There has been an on-going philosophical debate about how to derive meaning. Diachronic studies 
may have value, but meaning is found in context, and best supported by synchronic studies. The relationship 
of signs and meanings (i.e., semiotic entities and semantic entities) are two aspects of one entity, as seen in 
Waltke's Grammar An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Waltke & O'connor 1990:45 footnote 4). 
One general view is that the relationship of signs and meanings is that the two are of the same nature, as 
explained (but not subscribed to) in Louw's Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:23ft); and 
another opposite view that the relationship of signs and meanings is largely (but possibly not totally) 
arbitrary, as in Aristotle's Interpretation (Hermeneia) (Smith (tr) 1959:47), "every sentence has meaning, 
not as a natural instrument, but by convention". The former view would see etymology as a foundational 
principle, the latter would not. The latter view is more comprehensive. 
18 A search was made using Logos Software 2.0, searching an electronic BAGD (Logos Research Sys. Inc.). 
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security, et cetera. Yet, an improper use of"literal" and "figurative" can cause confusion, as 
seen in BAGD below. 
2.3.7 BAGD at Times Can Confuse Literal and Figurative 
The example of confusion in BAGD will be the categories of the article under 
y€evva (Gehenna, Hell). Of the 12 occurrences in the New Testament, 11 are considered by 
BAGD as literal, "in the gospels it is the place of punishment in the next life, helf'. The 
twelfth occurrence is in the Epistle of James 3 :6. BAGD cites this as a figurative reference. 
Yet there has been no change or shift in expectancy. There has been a kind of personification 
of Gehenna, in that Gehenna causes an action (i.e., sets on fire). Hence it is questionable to 
place Jas 3:6 as a figurative reference. But there is inconsistency, for personification of 
yeevva also occurs in the Gospel according to Saint Matthew 23: 15. Jesus here calls a class 
of converts to Pharisaism, "doubly made sons of Gehenna". Even accounting for the Semitic 
idiom, hen- ("son of' related to one of a class or kind), 19 this occurrence is no more or less 
figurative than in James 3:6. So LN correctly has only one domain (1.21) Regions Below 
the Earth. BAGD needs to be revised as to a more careful analysis of figurative and literal. 
We now will observe and comment on the use of the "gloss" in BAGD. 
2.3.8 BAGD Uses the Gloss as a Method of Defining Words 
Strictly speaking BAGD does not define words, rather it offers glosses. It finds a word 
substitute in English (cf. 1.4.3). In the Introduction to the Greek-English Lexicon (Louw & 
Nida 1988:viii) Louw correctly observes: 
The principal reason for a new type of Greek New Testament lexicon is the inadequacy of most 
existing dictionaries, which for the most part are limited in indicating meanings, since they depend 
principally upon a series of glosses. -
19 See Grammar of New Testament Greek (Moulton, Howard & Turner 1908:2:441) "the use ofvi.6s- or 
TEKvov with the genitive in the metaphorical sense", (bold added for emphasis). 
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It is axiomatic that the locus of meaning is in a context. Louw in Semantics of New 
Testament Greek (1982:88) reasons: 
Semantics is concerned not only with words, or even sentences, but also with the relations that 
permeate an entire argument. 
He generally argues that the minimum unit for meaning is the sentence, or even possibly the 
paragraph. Should it be any more true that a lexicon can adequately give the meaning of a 
word by mere word substitution? It would be better to create a context (such as a 
descriptive sentence or paragraph) in which the meaning can be communicated. 
2.4 The Structure ofBAGD 
2.4.1 Introduction 
As in many disciplines, from theories and beliefs come practices and methods. So also it is 
true in the process oflexicography in BAGD, as we will see below. 
2.4.2 BAGD is Alphabetical 
This book is arranged by an alphabetical matrix of the Greek alphabet, including Greek 
letters not found in the best manuscripts of the NT Greek, the letters stigma and vau. 
Such an arrangement has the positive features of easier use and is a familiar format for users, 
since alphabetical entries are relatively easy to find. But such an arrangement does not 
further the communication of meaning. Semantically speaking, such an arrangement is 
arbitrary. 
In defense of such an arrangement, it should be pointed out that it follows the normal 
conventions of prior lexicons, and therefore has the advantage of usability. This point should 
not be passed over too lightly. Reference books should have a nomenclature that allows the 
user of a particular kind of reference, to work within the genre of the literature studied. This 
commonality is what gives the reference points for navigating through the intricacies of 
lexical and grammatical information. Common reference points and common structures are 
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the glue necessary to have meaningful discussion of technical natures. This is why systematic 
numbering systems have been so popular through the decades, such as Strong's (Strong 
1894) numbering system or its successor the Goodrick-Kohlenberger (GK) numbering 
system for the NIV Exhaustive Concordance (Goodrick & Kohlenberger et al. 1990). 
2.4.3 BAGD Markers for Parts of Speech 
BAGD lists the traditional grammatical parts of speech, specifically: nouns, adjectives, verbs, 
adverbs. Then also listed are the categories of the structural markers for the relationships of 
the first order parts of speech: prepositions (proper, and so-called improper), particles, 
articles, conjunctions, disjunctions, et al. 
Here are some examples: 
Proper noun: 
Common noun: 
Adjective: 
Verb: 
Adverb: 
Preposition: 
Improper preposition: 
Particle: 
Article: 
Conjunction: 
Disjunction: 
'Aapwv, 6 
dyaµos-,6,~ 
ci~aptjs-,es-, gen.oDs-
ciya9oEpy€w 
ayvWs' 
civci 
QVElJ 
a AA a 
6, ~. TO pl. oi, ai, Tei 
yap 
µT]8€ 
Typically, a noun entry has the lexical form in the nominative singular, then a genitive 
ending, and an article to show its grammatical gender: d~ucrcros-, ou, ~. 
An adjective may have one, two, or three terminates noted in the header of the entry: 
ciya96s-, tj, 6v.20 Within the entry of an adjective, BAGD sometimes confuses nouns and 
adjectives, calling them "substantival adjective." This confusion is likely based in a 
diachronic approach. The user is confused. Is it a noun per se? Or is it a sub-category of an 
2° For discussion on the terminations of the adjectives, see Robertson's full Grammar (Robertson 
1934:271ff.). 
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adjective? An example of this is ciyaeci, wv, Tci. Here BAGD has a header place for it, but 
then places it as a substantival neuter of the adjective ciya86s. From a synchronic view, this 
is in fact a neuter noun in the literature of the NT. It would be an improvement to BAGD to 
separate the adjectives that are nouns in NT literature from the entry of adjectives [see also 
4.3.12(b) and Addendum I [6.lff.] for more specific examples of separating what BAGD has 
placed together]. 
Generally, the category of adverb lexical forms in BAGD do not have consistent markers 
(like an article for a noun, and terminates for an adjective) in the Greek, though 34 entries of 
the adverb do have the end form -Ws. Other generalizations about the lexical forms of the 
adverb in BAGD I have not observed. The form and accent of the inflected text form seems 
to be fixed, and BAGD then gives its inflected form as the lexical form. BAGD uses the term 
"adverb" in a much broader sense than a narrow definition that an adverb modifies or 
qualifies a verb, adjective, or other adverb. BAGD has adverbs ofrelation: place, time, 
causality, manner, degree, et cetera, as well as the more narrow definition. BAGD has 
sometimes plac~d an adverbial entry like Taxv under an adjective entry, such as Taxvs, eia, 
v. Generally, LN has separated this kind of combining into two lexical entries, though 
possibly further work in LN can be done in the next edition (see Addendum I [6. lff.]). 
The verbs in BAGD are indexed under the Grundform of the grammatical present, first 
person, indicative, active form. This normally means the form of an -<i.> or -µ L. Verbs may 
also be deponent, defined here as verbs which give a middle or passive form, yet have an 
intrinsic or personal engagement that is active or outward, usually intransitive. The markers 
for these Grundformen are -µm with various connecting vowels. This is the lion's share of 
BAGD's entries of the verbs. The rest are the less familiar forms such as the impersonal 
forms ending in-ei or-EL, (deponent)-Tm, or even xptj, as well as second aorist forms 
like ciTieiTiov, etoov, etTiov, E1Tei8ov, 1Tpoei1Tov, or obsolete perfects such as ei'.wOa, EoLKa, 
ot8a, avvotBa, or anomalous presents like evt. 
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2.4.4 BAGD Incorporates Hellenistic and NT Lexical Forms 
BAGD includes a whole body of extra-biblical Greek lexicography not found in the New 
Testament studies. BAGD has hundreds oflexical forms not found in the NT. Of course, this 
is because the scope of the lexicon was broadened to include Christian literature after the 
time of the New Testament. 
Therefore BAGD has many lexical forms in the active Grundform [-<.t> or-µL] when in the 
NT literature the lexical form is deponent: EVTEAAw in BAGD is EVTEAAoµm in LN [see 
4.3.12(a) for a more complete listing of examples ofLN separating or exchanging the 
BAGD' s active form with a deponent form]. 
2.5 Conclusion ofBAGD's Strengths and Weaknesses 
One of the great strengths of BAGD is the amount of bibliographical information, and 
references in Josephus and the Septuagint. This alone makes BAGD a must-have for further 
studies. In the periodical Evangelical Quarterly (Apr 1990:62: 183) I. Howard Marshall is 
less than supportive of setting aside BAGD for LN. In his review he states: 
It would be better to edit and revise BAGD in light of some of the principles of LN. 
We agree with Marshall's overall evaluation. An integration of the semiotic and semantic 
philosophy with some of the structural elements ofBAGD (and updating of bibliographic 
elements in BAGD) could be very functional and meaningful to the user of that new 
synthesized lexicon. Another option is to simply use both BAGD and LN, searching each for 
its strengths. 
In fact, Louw in Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985: 161) indirectly praises BAGD, 
by correctly pointing out that: 
The traditional layout of regular dictionaries is very useful since it provides one with the total range 
of meanings, references, usages and translational equivalents of a particular word. This is very 
useful for quickly selecting the appropriate term in a particular passage. 
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As a major contributor to modem lexicography, Louw's comment shows there are possibly 
other formats that will be beneficial, as we will propose in chapter five. The demise or even 
eclipse of the BAGD as a valuable Bible study tool is not in sight. This is a conclusion not 
unlike that of Biblical words and their meaning (Silva 1994: 170ft): 
It may be stated categorically that this is the best specialized dictionary available for any ancient 
literature. Anyone who exploits the resources modestly tucked away by Bauer in his articles must 
surely marvel at the extraordinary competence needed to have accomplished this feat. 
We find that this is currently true; the demise ofBAGD is not in sight. However, works 
using a semantic domain approach to the making oflexicons (as seen in the next chapter) 
show an incipient academic shift away from the traditional lexicon format and method. 
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Chapter Three 
Assessment of Lauw-Nida Lexicon (LN 1988) 
3 .1 Introduction 
More than ten years in the making, a new kind of lexicon came onto the anvil of the word-
smith. In every sense it is a ground-breaking work! But further refinements may need to be 
made, since it is such a dramatic shift from traditional philosophy, methods, and formats. 
Such refinements which may be offered here toward a second edition, are given in a spirit of 
commendation and encouragement toward these lexical pioneers. 
3.2 Lauw-Nida History 
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on semantic domains (LN) is a new 
kind oflexicon when compared to traditional lexicons of the New Testament. It is essential 
that this book be evaluated in detail as to its theory and method, since the rest of the 
dissertation will also be primarily based on the assumptions ofLN. 
Published in 1988 by the United Bible Societies, Lauw-Nida was worked on intermittently 
for 16 years. The two main editors were Eugene Albert Nida and Johannes Petrus Lauw. 
The preface to the book states that Nida was involved in classification and definitions with 
Lauw, but that Lauw was also heavily involved in each level of the development as senior 
editor, including Nida's contribution. Karen Munson was given the title associate editor, 
undoubtedly to honor her commitment and diligent work throughout each of the levels of 
development: classification of meanings; verification and editing of those meanings; 
preparation of definitions and notes; and final editing, cross referencing, and proof-reading. 
Finally, Randal B. Smith was given credit as part-time editor. Credit is given to Louw's staff 
for the final editing which included: Stienie Venter, Willem Oliver and Tienie Bosman 
assisted by Wessel Venter. 
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The stated purpose of the lexicon is to serve New Testament translators. The preface further 
states that this book will also be of use to Bible students in various fields of study and 
ministry. The particular focus of the lexicon, according to LN preface, is also stated: 
... this lexicon [is] of particular value, since it focuses on the related meanings of different words.21 
The lexicon is in two volumes. Volume one has the following contents: preface, 
introduction, bibliography, table of domains, main body of material, abbreviations, and lastly 
maps. Volume two consists of four sections: (I) an exhaustive alphabetical Greek listing of 
every word with the domains and numbers of the meanings of any given entry, (2) an 
alphabetical abbreviated list of English words and their corresponding domains and numbers, 
(3) Scripture index in standard canonical order with corresponding domain and number in 
main body of volume one, (4) maps of Palestine and the ancient Levant primarily used by 
domain 93, places. 
3.3 LN Overview of Introduction 
The LN has an introduction that really helps the reader. LN clearly presents the need, 
philosophy, features, and use of the LN lexicon. Also, another handbook was published as 
an ancillary to the introduction, Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985). This booklet 
has an even more detailed account of the philosophy, method, and development of the LN 
lexicon. 
The LN lexicon has every vocabulary word of the UBS3 Greek text (and footnote variants), 
which includes about 5,000 lexical forms, divided into 25,000 meanings. Though later in the 
dissertation we will show that not every entry is a meani~g, but some are usages/referents. 
We will first discuss LN reasons for a new type of lexicon, then the significant features of 
the lexicon, then how to use the lexicon, finally, basic principles employed in the preparation 
21 Bracketed word is added for sense. 
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of the lexicon. This is an orderly, well thought out introduction; especially in contrast to 
traditional lexicons. We liked the focus of the writer communicating his philosophy and 
procedure for making the lexicon. 
3.4 Reasons For a New Type of Greek New Testament Lexicon 
Below are reasons given in the Introduction to LN in volume one. 
3.4.1 Traditional Lexicons Depend on Glosses 
Traditional lexicons depend on single or multiple-word glosses to indicate meanings. As 
shown in Biblical words and their meaning (Silva 1994: 172) and LN (Louw & Nida 
1988:viii), KaTaA.aµ~civw is but one example from BAGD showing this confusion (see also 
2.3.8 of this dissertation). 
3.4.2 Traditional Lexicons Unsystematic in Presentation 
Traditional lexicons can give unsystematic, even misleading, presentations of the meanings 
of a lexeme. Aoyos- is but one example (see below) from BAGD showing this confusion. 
Some presentations in traditional lexicons divide along theological lines instead of proper 
semantic lines. 
BAGD has a rather lengthy article on A.Oyos- due no doubt to the extensive uses in the New 
Testament. We will only relate the headings and outlines and make some observations of the 
unsystematic presentation of the material. This is an edited version ofBAGD's presentation. 
We will not use elliptical dots or other quotation devices, so as to allow a readable 
presentation of the outline. 
1. speaking 
a. generally 
a. word (opposite deed) 
~.The expression may take any one of many different forms, so that 
the exact translation ofA.oyos- depends on the context: [then about 25 
different glosses varying from "prayer" to "teaching"] 
y. of a statement of definite content: 
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8. the plural oi A6yOL is used 
(I) either of words uttered on various occasions, of speeches 
made here and there. . . 
(2) or of word and expressions that form a unity whether it be 
connected discourse, a conversation, or parts of one and the 
same teaching, or expositions on the same subject ... 
E. the subject under discussion, matter, thing 
(.of written words and speeches: of the separate books of a work. .. 
b. of revelation by God 
a. of God's word, command, commission 
~. of the divine revelation through Christ and his messengers 
2. computation, reckoning 
a. account, accounts, reckoning 
b. settlement (of an account) 
c. respect, regard, with regard to, for the sake 
d. reason, motive 
e. to reckon 
f a concern 
3. the Logos 
Used over 300 times in the New Testament, one expects a longer article on this lexeme than 
others. But the article could have been less confusing. 
1) The article should delineate meanings and not usage. In other words, BAGD 
makes a distinction between general communication and divine communication (I a and I b ). 
This is the confusion of sense and reference, of marked and unmarked meaning. 
2) The article should not confuse the discussion of meaning by introducing 
introductory material about the concept of the Logos in ancient literature (3. above). This is 
a confusion of the presentation of the materials under l .b ~. in which divine revelation 
through Christ is in contrast to "the Word" as a divine revelation through Christ. 
3) The article should begin the entries in a consistent format. Sometimes a gloss 
begins the section, sometimes a statement, other times the word "of' 
4) The article should not combine a catch-all category in the outline (I .a.~) with 
wide and varied glosses. 
5) The article should not divide entries by singular and plural if there is no difference 
in meaning; this is a grammatical information presentation. 
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This is contrasted with LN presentation o0.6yos-. The entry below shows that several 
entries are refinements of the area of speech and communication (domain 3 3 ), financial 
accounts and exchanges (domain 57), a relational marker ofreason (domain 89) and so on. 
Additionally, Greek phrases with a unique meaning (loosely, "idioms") are also given their 
own meaning (see 3.4.3). The LN approach here is clear and concise, unlike the obfuscating 
article in BAGD. The two articles have about the same number of outline elements; but the 
presentation is more systematic in LN as to the different meanings of the materials. 
a statement 33.98 
b speech 33.99 
c gospel 33.260 
d treatise 33.51 
e Word 33.100 
f account 57.228 
g reason 89.18 
h event 13.115 
appearance 30.13 
J accusation 56.7 
units: 
message spreads 28.25 
be of opinion 31.2 
accept a complaint 56.10 
We now move on to other examples and issues. The arrangement of the domains for the LN 
were based not on theological, philosophical classifications, but on semantic considerations: 
common, distinctive and associative features. 
In essence, Nida says ai TEW has only one meaning, "asking for on the basis of presumed 
need". "Pray" is but one of the marked (denoted), meanings. However, they were not always 
consistent with this principle. 22 
22 We have observed categories that are theological in division, not semantic, as in 'Pray' 33.178-33.179 and 
not the more consistent semantic division of 'Ask'; also 'Be a Believer, Christian Faith' 31.102-31.107 and 
not the more consistent semantic division of aspects of 'believe' 31.1 to 31. l 0 l; or ·Save in a Religious 
Sense' 21.25-21.32 when the more consistent semantic division is 'Cause to be Safe, Free from Danger' 
21.17-21.24. We concede this may have been done for merely pragmatic reasons for the end user. 
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3.4.3 Traditional Lexicons Unsystematic in Use of Figures 
Traditional lexicons lack a systematic presentation of idioms and figurative speech. Louw 
contrasts the example of ~poxoS' in BAGD and LN. The gloss "noose" is inadequate for the 
meaning of domain 37 Control, Rule. The introduction of the Greek-English lexicon (Louw 
& Nida I 988:ix) also states: 
The most important reason for a new approach to a Greek New Testament lexicon is the necessity 
of bringing together those meanings which are most closely related in semantic space, that is to say, 
those meanings which are regarded as partial synonyms because the ranges of their meaning tend to 
overlap. One may also describe some of the problems of such closely related meanings as consisting 
of fuzzy boundaries, especially in view of the connotative factors involved. 
A lexeme can have very diverse meanings. A TTVEDµa can be a non-material, supernatural 
being (spirit) that has never been animate, a non-material entity or state of a once animate 
being (ghost), the inner being of a currently animate creature, a movement of air (wind, 
breath). When such great semantic space occurs in meanings, then grouping them together in 
domains is an adequate method of communication. 
3.4.4 Traditional Lexicons Unsystematic in Use of Lexical Forms 
Another advantage of the domain approach is that words which have similar form, but are 
different in terms of grammatical parts of speech, can be placed in the same entry, if they 
both denote the same event or state. For example, EuxapwTEW is a verb and Eu~apLaT(a is a 
noun (LN 33.349), yet there is little semantic space between them so they are in the same 
entry "to express gratitude for benefits or blessings-". 
3.4.5 Traditional Lexicons May Not Offer Alternate Renderings 
Whenever more than one reference is possible, alternate renderings are given. An example is 
LN entry 20.35 where "destruction" or "ostracism" can be glossed from E:~oA.E9pEuw in Acts 
3:23.23 
23 Is the more consistent domain, Domain 35.54ff (Desert, Forsake)? 
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Explanatory footnotes are provided profusely so as to give further information, without 
confusing the definition and gloss which serve the meaning. 
We agree that these are sound reasons for a new type oflexicon. The unsystematic 
presentation of material in traditional lexicons creates confusion that can cause even the 
most diligent Greek student to throw up his hands in frustration. 
3.5 LN Categories For an Entry 
The three primary distinctions of a lexeme or idiom were:24 
3.5.1 Proper Nouns 
(I) Naming unique referents (commonly called person and place proper names) as 
in domain 93. 
3.5.2 Common Nouns, Adjectives, Adverbs, and Verbs 
(2) Naming class referents (common words) further designated as classes of: 
a. Entities (things/objects that exist in the perceptual or sensible world) such as "tree, 
stone, house, hill, water, angel". 25 They are called nouns or substantivals in traditional 
lexicons. Domains I to 12 characterize this class. 
b. Events (actions) such as "run, walk, talk" or states related to events such as "dead, 
tired, rested". Called verbs in traditional lexicons. Domains 13 to 57 characterize this class. 
c. Abstracts (a lexeme which expresses a quality apart from an object or event) such 
as "red, big, fast, continuous". They are called adjectives and adverbs in traditional lexicons. 
Domains 58 to 91 characterize this class. 
24 We are taking liberty to expand and explain the introductory material in LN as necessary, using material 
in the corollary language and translation (Louw 1985). 
25 We add "Angel" in this dissertation, as an example from lexicography and translation (Louw 1985:5-6). 
Philosophically speaking, an entity must not of necessity be empirically sensible in order to be in domains 
one to twelve. Adler in Ten philosophical mistakes (Adler 1985:34) shows that it is right to include purely 
intelligible objects as entities. We also deny the opposite view ofNominalism as self defeating. and include 
sensible and intelligible entities in domains one to twelve. 
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3.5.3 Structural Markers 
(3) Relational markers26 (lexemes which are structural or grammatical glue 
functioning to hold so-called content words together in meaningful constructs) further 
designated as classes of: 
a. Spatial (relating two places, real or sensible) such as "front, behind, between, 
before". Domains 80 to 86 characterize this class, especially 83 and 84. 
b. Temporal (relating time elements) such as "before, after, when, then" Domain 67 
characterizes this class. 
c. Logical (relating words, phrases, or clauses which are necessary for sensibility of 
the content lexemes but not necessarily related to place or time) such as "then, therefore, so, 
just as". Called "conjunctions, particles, prepositions (proper and so-called improper), 
adverbs (spatial & temporal) in traditional lexicons. Domains 89 and 91 characterize this 
class. Domain 92 characterizes markers showing logical relation between sections, 
pericopes, discourses, et cetera. We find that these categories are adequate, and innovative, 
given that nothing like this has ever been done before. 27 
26 Note that Louw places relational markers under abstracts, while Wendland and Nida in Lexicography and 
translation make a separate category (Louw 1985:6). 
27 Note that I spent more than 4,500 hours creating an OT semantic domain lexicon/dictionary, and I had 
adequate success in placing the Hebrew entries into the LN domains and subdomains. Out of circa 45,000 
meanings distinguished, a couple of dozen times I was uncomfortable with the analysis and placement, but 
this is merely a matter of fixing or expanding a subdomain when future editors work with the material. I did 
it this way, so as to give commonality between the works, and users could then adjust to some other better 
form, or edit both in forthcoming editions to fix any potential category problems. The LN domain itself 
became an empty marker or "holding spot" for an entry. In the OT work then, the domain fills with 
distinctive Hebrew/Aramaic meaning, not the Greek meaning. For example, the domain "Truth'' (domains 
70 and 72) in LN and Swanson's both occur, but the content within the domain may or may not be the same, 
depending on cultural perceptions, et cetera. Or another example, military categories (domain 55): both LN 
and Swanson's have this domain, but many particulars will change, LN domain "filled" with Roman 
military structure, and Swanson's with Babylonian, Persian, Hebrew, et cetera. structures. We find that the 
LN domains are adequate and potent for communication in both Old Testament and New Testament 
language studies, though not full or complete in an absolute sense. 
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We cannot think of any domain that should be added, though all may not be necessary. 28 We 
postulate that Nida gave expertise and input into the anthropological categories of domains 
1-93, and that in conjunction Louw worked inductively29 and refined the subdomains of any 
given domain.30 As pointed out in private discussions, these categories (though inductively 
as possible gained) in LN are from a modem, western mind-set and not in an absolute sense, 
an ancient Greek or Jewish taxonomy.31 In an ideal setting, an ancient Greek speaking from 
the times of the biblical writings would make a domain structure which might vary from LN. 
The making of an OT semantic domain lexicon would be even more problematic, since the 
materials of the OT were written over hundreds of years, and redacted at least once in the 
time of Ezra. In an ideal world where we could get an ancient OT speaker to make the 
lexicon, it would be problematic as to which century would be the right one to pick this 
28 When it comes to innovations, it is better to be a "splitter" than a "clumper" since later considerations 
can always regroup the data back into a group, but the reverse is, practically speaking, much more difficult. 
2 9 Though we acknowledge that LN worked from an inductive view, the approach was nevertheless an etic 
approach (outside the system) and not anemic (inside the system). As Vorster writes (Vorster 1999:37-49) 
"Pike (1966: 153) gives a very useful survey of the most important characteristics of the two standpoints [etic 
and emic]. It becomes clear that, if we apply these characteristics to the study of the language of the New 
Testament, one can hardly speak of studying the Greek vocabulary solely from anemic point ofviev.-. While 
the emic structure of a system, for example, has to be discovered, the etic structure is created". Still Vorster 
concludes that LN is authoritative, as do we also. 
30 We infer this from the discussion in the development of the categories in Lexicography and Translation 
(Louw 1985:169). 
31 We credit to Dr. Eugene Botha ofUNISA (December 3, 1997) this observation. We take all responsibility 
for any distortion, if any, concerning this view. Here is an edit of Dr. Botha's response to the question of the 
competency of the categories for LN and future works in other biblical material. 
"It is indeed true that meaning, and the way meanings are ascribed are governed by culture and 
culturally conditioned perceptions of reality. The categories used by Louw and Nida are for the most part 
semantic domains westerners would use, and an ancient Mediterranean would probably construct semantic 
domains somewhat different. The problem is that we do not have ancient Mediterraneans or Jews around to 
do this, and very little research in this regard is available to guide us." 
"I think Louw and Nida probably sat down and from their perspective (informed by what they 
assumed to be an ancient perspective, but not going back to any specific social scientific model) decided on 
domains, which is of course somewhat problematic, but not to be sneered at given the lack of any other 
model of this kind .... it is true that a Hebrew semantic domain dictionary should be somewhat different 
from a Greek one, if both are based on mother tongue speakers from the ancient world. However, we do not 
have enough research available on the way in which these different categories of ancients constructed their 
meanings, and I suspect your work will still be OK and a breakthrough in scholarship, if in introduction you 
addressed this problem and openly say that you choose for the Louw & Nida categories because they are 
general enough and comprehensive enough for a start!" 
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hypothetical lexicographer. It is better to think of such an organization of a corpus of 
literature, not a single freeze-frame of a culture. 
Therefore the modem, western, semantic perspective (an etic approach) is the best we can 
do at this point. But this grid also makes possible an OT semantic domain lexicon for the 
Hebrew and Aramaic tongue. We would add that whenever a taxonomy is inductively 
known, such as clean and unclean animal categories in Torah, then the lexicon should reflect 
the same categories. 
We think that this western, modem, deductive, semantic approach was adequate, since a 
purely inductive, emic approach in the strictest sense, not possible. 
Some domains are easy to separate: animals (domain 4) are different than plants (domain 3) 
and clearly are in different domains. But in LN, fuzzy boundaries do exist. We may cite an 
example such as domain 70 Real, Unreal compared to domain 72 True, False. Is not what 
is real also true. and what is unreal, untrue? Distinctions may be argued, and so found to 
actually be different domains. But there seems here to be fuzzy boundaries. These kind of 
anomalies and questions Louw in LN (Louw 1988:xx) readily acknowledges: 
... from indetenninacy in the range of referents, fuzzy boundaries, incomplete sets of related 
meanings, limitations in the corpus ... these problems have constituted real challenges, and the edi-
tors are not at all sure that they have found fully satisfactory solutions .... 
3. 6 The LN Entry Proper 
Now we will continue in the LN introduction. Louw then goes on to explain the 
arrangement of each lexical entry in a domain. Generally?2 not absolutely, they tend to 
progress from generic to specific terms. 
32 Note, for example that LN 24.95 'General Sensory Perception' should be 24.1. 
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For example domain 8, Body, Body Parts, and Body Products begins in 8.1 with the most 
general term of the Greek New Testament for "body" and then ends the section with 8.7 "a 
dead body, whether of an animal or a human being" and finally, an even more specific 8.8 
"the dead body of a person, especially one which is still unburied". Domain 8 further 
illustrates the principle of generic to specific in 8.9-69 of parts of the body. This subdomain 
begins in 8.9 with a generic term for any part of the body, and then from 8.10 to 8.69 a more 
or less logical arrangement again, from generic to specific. For example, 8.30 has the general 
body part the hand, 8.31 then more specific "of a person's own hand", 8.32 then the specific 
"right hand", 8.33 the "left hand", 8.34 "finger", and finally 8.35 the "fist". 
We find that this approach from the general to specific is adequate. Sometimes it works very 
well as in domain 8. But as a practical matter, it does not work well when a sub-category 
has only one entry, as in 15.245 "Fly". A see reference to other more general or specific 
entries might be considered. For example "fly", by means of wings, might be associated by 
footnote to an airborne missile like an arrow (6.36), or "Hurl, Throw" (15.215-221). 
3.7 Central Feature of Meaning in LN 
A central feature of the LN lexicon is the distinctive and helpful feature of giving the 
meanings of the words by means of definitions, not mere inadequate glosses. 
An important feature of giving a definition is to include as many common and general 
elements not directed by context, i.e., the unmarked meaning. Secondly the distinctive 
features of the lexeme should be described to an adequate extent so as to be distinguished 
from similar meanings in other lexemes. Therefore no particular limit (on the length of a 
lexeme entry) should be placed on description or discussion, which may be little (cf 4.37, "a 
female pig") or lengthy (cf 4.42 "eagle, vulture" and 25.43, ciyamiw and <!>tX€w). 
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Here is an illustration to point out the relationship of the meaning (definitions with verbal 
descriptions) and glosses (translation word choices) to the meaning. If more than one 
referent is possible then several illustrations may be given. 
For Example 1.11 "heaven" with the meaning (furthered by a definition) of a region above 
the earth, a verbal description of the supernatural dwelling place of God and other 
heavenly beings and the gloss heaven. Then three illustrations, with multiple quotes in 
Greek and their English translations follow. 
Some lexical entries may have more than one Greek word. This does not mean that these 
different multiple Greek words are synonyms. From a linguistic view as expressed in the LN 
introduction (Louw l 988:viii), there are no synonyms in the strictest sense. Also expressed 
by Louw in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:44): 
Synonyms are not words that have the same meaning, but words that may have the same meaning. 
The LN lexicon does place together words that overlap in meaning in certain contexts under 
the same entry header; for example 23 .20 has two Greek lexemes and a multi-worded idiom 
all under the same entry. 'ApLaTciw, OEL nv€w, apTov KAciw are all under the definition "to 
eat a meal, to have a meal". This is a common practice in LN, which is the central genius of 
the lexicon; that is, an organization according to meaning instead of historical, etymological, 
alphabetical, or other non-meaning based organizations. 
LN is a lexicon primarily for translators, as was stated above. This principle is often 
expressed in translator's notes at the end of an entry, with a focus on making clear the 
meaning to a target culture. One such fine example is 5.25 as it explains how salt can lose its 
taste in Mt 5: 13. The article concludes with the translator's note: 
It may, therefore, be important in some languages to provide a marginal note explaining the basis 
for the biblical statement concerning salt losing its flavor. 
Such a note is important and makes the work a practical translator's tool. We suggest to 
expand the notes to other kinds, and have a future edition with "exegete's notes" or 
"theological notes" with discussions about how the findings of the domain method relate to 
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those kind of discussions. An example of this which we personally found theologically 
helpful was the range of meanings of EKAEKTOS' "chosen" in 30.86-107. Here choice can be 
as when one chooses between two entities, and special choice based on favorable disposition 
toward an object. Surely, the implications of"predestination" could be discussed in notes, 
without disturbing the definition or meaning part of the entry. 
3.8 How to Use the Lexicon 
To use the lexicon, begin by searching in volume two a Greek lexeme, English word, or 
begin by searching a passage of Scripture. 
3.8.1 Use by Looking Up Greek Lexeme 
When beginning with the Greek word, find the Greek word, read the gloss, see the domain 
and number to the right (following the elliptical dots) and open volume one to that domain 
and number. Follow the same procedure for the multi-worded units (idioms). These glosses 
are not the meaning, but merely a marker to go to the domain. An overview of all the 
glosses and domains/numbers is helpful as a survey of the scope of meanings possible in a 
textual context. 
We evaluate that this format is more difficult to use than the standard alphabetical format. It 
is also more time consuming, looking in two volumes to find the entry. We also suppose that 
this format is more difficult for beginning or possibly middle students of Greek, since the 
index of volume two has many (usually proper) lexical innovations (see chapter four). 
3.8.2 Use by Looking Up English Lexeme 
To begin with the English word, is to look up one of the selected English glosses and 
similarly look up the domain and number. The small number of glosses is defended as a 
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practical matter of not having too bulky a volume two.33 We evaluate this in depth in chapter 
four under the "English Index". 
3.8.3 Use by Looking Up Passage Index 
The Scripture Index is simply to look up the "Book, Chapter, Verse" which the student 
wants to study, and again go to the domain/number. Again, we assess this in more detail in 
chapter four, "Scripture Index". 
The Scriptures cited in LN are carefully chosen by criterion. The introduction says (Louw & 
Nida I 988:xii) references are cited for: 
I) the clarity and particularity of the passage and 
2) the importance of the passage for exegesis. 
Louw then goes into technical matters of deponency and reasons for lengthy articles. 34 But 
not all the articles are lengthy. Though not depending on glosses, the LN entries use a gloss 
when the editors felt it was adequate. 
In a few instances, the gloss serves as the definition of the lexeme. An example is found in 
6.10 "fish hook" where, "It would be possible to devise a descriptive definition of a fish-
hook, but this would seem to be unnecessarily repetitive."35 
33 We estimate that one can double the entries as 'see only' references, decrease the lead (vertical space 
between Jines), expand the trim size, increase the columns from three to four and still be no more than ten 
percent larger. Future electronic editions will make these kind of considerations obsolete. 
34 We think these matters may be better placed under 'Significant Features'. 
35 Of course, this principle is the editor's choice. Yet if the principle is true that words do not have meaning, 
and that glosses are inadequate, then the principle should be consistently applied, even at the expense that 
one more intelligent or broadly read will think that a verbal description is not necessary. For example, "fish 
hook" might be a "gaff' which kills and to some extent damages the meat of the fish; or on the other 
extreme a "fish hook" is a barbless device for catching and releasing, as is common now in some 
environmentally sensitive cultures. The GNT is so far removed in time, language, and culture, that it is 
better to be pedantic and clear, than having unclear glosses. 
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The LN entries makes no problematic assumption of a one-to-one word correspondence in 
meaning; that is, a word has one meaning, and all the other meanings are merely satellite 
meanings that orb around the basic meaning. Though we have shown examples of improper 
assumptions of a Grundbedeutung around which all other meanings orbit, we will again 
contrast the approach of LN and traditional lexicons. 
For example, crape does not have one meaning "flesh", and then all the other meanings 
(body 8.4; people 9.11; human 9.12; nation 10.1; human nature 26.7; physical nature 58.10; 
life 23. 90) are aspects of the so-called "real" meaning "flesh". 
In contrast, examples of the "ground meaning" assumption is rampant in Bible Language 
Study books. Take for example a word study of the Hebrew word basar in the Theological 
word book of the Old Testament (Harris, Archer, & Waltke 1980: I: 136). 
Basar occurs with its basic meaning very frequently ... But basar can be extended to mean ... 36 
This kind of phrasing can be found throughout this genre of language study tool. But the 
above principle is false. Words do not have a basic meaning with extensions or peripheral 
aspects of that one meaning. 
Rather a word can have meanings, distinct from other meanings of the same formal lexeme, 
as stated in Lexicography and translation (Lauw 1985:3): 
In some instances it may be possible to find some shared feature of meaning in a set of related 
meanings of a term, and by means of such a semantic link it may be possible to arrive at some 
highly generic formulation of a "root meaning" but such a "definition" would be so generalized as 
to be relatively useless. 
We have been describing, evaluating, and giving examples of the LN lexicon. We now 
digress to a further explanation and defense that LN lexicon is right and proper in using 
context (a set of relationships) as the necessary condition for meaning, and not the 
traditional view of depending on the etymological approach through diachronic and 
synchronic method. 
36 Italics added for emphasis. 
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We will then finish the assessment of the LN introduction and the "five principles of 
semantic analysis". Finally the chapter ends with specific criticisms of inconsistencies in 
volume one ofLN. These criticisms are in the spirit of making a good book better. 
3.9 Etymology and Context 
There are two basic views about the nature of meaning. These two basic views are very old. 
One view is that meaning is a matter of nature; that is that a word has an intrinsic meaning 
inherent in the forms of the words themselves. This is found in a thorough discussion in 
Cratylus, Dialogues of Plato. Through the surrogate Socrates, Plato attempts to 
demonstrate that Hermogenes is wrong and that the very forms and letters of words have a 
meaning. Plato speaks through Socrates: 
And will a man speak correctly who speaks as he pleases? Will not the successful speaker rather be 
he who speaks in the natural way of speaking, and as things ought to be spoken, and with the 
natural instrument? Any other mode of speaking will result in error and failure. 
Louw in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:25) concludes: 
This kind of reasoning [of Plato] is certainly of the utmost folly, yet illustrates the point arrived at 
from the idea that the meaning of a word can be determined from its ¢uolS'. On the other hand. this 
kind of reasoning for centuries conditioned the way in which people thought about the relation 
between a word and its meaning. 
The opposite view is words have meaning by convention, not nature. This view is the one 
we and the editors ofLN subscribe to, is one first known, or best known by Aristotle (often 
arguing contrary to Plato's ideas). 
He stated that meaning is a matter of convention (or "law"). Aristotle (Smith[ tr] 1959:2:20) 
said: 
a noun then is a sound meaningful by convention. 
Though Aristotle's view of"convention" is the accepted view, there is a long history of 
people who accept Plato's view of"nature" as correct. This group includes theologians in 
the area of Biblical studies. Plato's view is also found, at least in practice, in dictionaries and 
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lexicons. It is axiomatic and demonstrated that etymology is a significant factor in stating the 
meaning of words in many reference books, as well as an underlying assumption. Below are 
the principles that answer the question, "If etymology is not the locus of meaning, then what 
is?" 
3 .10 Basic Principles of Semantic Analysis and Classification 
There are five basic principles delineated in the introduction of volume one of the LN 
lexicon. We have supplemented the principles with some expansion from other sources, 
clarifying and further explaining. 
3 .10. I According to LN There Are No Synonyms 
What this means is no two lexical items ever completely (univocally) have the same meaning. 
If two items seem to have a univocal meaning, it is a deception based on incomplete 
information. Two lexemes may have the same designative meaning, contextual meaning, but 
still have different associative meanings. 
We think the above paragraph explains why ciyamiw and <j>LAEW are so often discussed as 
synonyms, even though they refer to the same event or state. 
We agree with this principle. A synonym (word or phrase) may have the same designative 
meaning, but there will always be a difference in associative meanings, sometimes able to be 
distinguished, sometimes barely perceptible. We will give two examples. We have often 
pondered the difference between, "I couldn 't care less", and, "I could care less". Do both 
these phrases mean the same thing? Are they both synonyms? Yes, both have the same 
designative meaning that a person has a total and utter disregard for any association with 
another object, person, or event. Commonly in America the two phrases are used virtually 
interchangeably. 
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But grammatically the two phrases are opposites. The former is the grammatically proper 
phrase to express the logical disassociation attitude. The latter phrase, not using the negation 
of the proposition, is a phrase using irony or some other rhetorical device to actually 
heighten the superlative of disregard. The designative meanings are the same and might 
commonly be called synonyms, but actually there is a difference of the degree of intensity. 
3 .10.2 Differences in Meaning Are Marked by Context 
Differences in lexical meaning can be marked by two kinds of context, textual and extra-
textual. 37 The textual context may consist of any multi-lexeme unit, notably the sentence, 
paragraph, discourse; or sections of discourse by the same writer; or a corpus of literature in 
the same language or even bodies of literature bound together only loosely by the same 
language. Each of the above contexts are ever expanding circles of material.38 
The "extra-textual" contexts are historical documentation and archaeological insights. 
Moises Silva in Biblical word'i and their meaning (Silva 1994: 138) states the acceptance of 
the principle of contextual analysis for obtaining meaning. He says: 
The principle of contextual interpretation is, at least in theory, one of the few universally accepted 
hermeneutical guidelines, even though the consistent application of the principle is a notoriously 
difficult enterprise. 
The meaning of a lexeme is driven along by the principle that the meaning expressed will 
further or maximize the context. 
Wendland and Nida in Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985:28) express it thus: 
37 Note that this discussion about contextual meaning is limited to the exegesis and semantics of ancient 
written texts. There are many contexts for marking meaning. In one's life setting, physical signals, hand 
signs, intonation of words, decibel level of the voice, and even time of day. Silva in Biblical Words and their 
Meaning (Silva 1994:144) gives the example of"djeet." This word would not make contextual sense, unless 
a life-setting was known: two hungry students on their way to lunch. 
38 Louw in his Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982: 88) states 'discourse analysis' or 'text 
analysis' focuses on the course of an argument. We surmise that Louw is saying meaning occurs only or 
optimally at the paragraph and discourse level. 
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... the correct meaning of a lexical unit in any context is that which fits the context best. In other 
words, the correct interpretation maximizes the relevance of the context rather than the role of the 
isolated word or phrase. 
We, of course, agree with this principle. This principle is the heart or essence of what is 
interpretation, understanding, and meaning. We know of no other approach to meaning 
which could give meaning. We further think that expanding the principle to "extra-textual" 
contexts then allows the addition of materials in a lexicon that are not only the signification. 
"Extra-textual" materials could include relevant cross-references, historical reference, 
encyclopedic materials, grammatical information, et cetera. The only caveat is to keep such 
extra-contextual materials graphically and clearly separate from the definition or verbal 
description of the meaning of the word. 
Here is an illustration of the above principle from the Old Testament vocabulary. We chose 
an OT example, because it was our most personally significant example of the necessity of a 
larger context (than the mere phrase or even sentence) to drive the meaning of a single 
lexeme in a context. 
{HW (GK number 8452H) is a Hebrew verb which is exegetically problematic as to the 
proper contextual interpretation in Genesis 24:63. The traditional lexicons taking a lexeme-
oriented approach offer many various interpretations. We will show what the various 
lexicons say about the meaning. Then we will survey English Bible translation glosses. Also 
we will argue from contextual factors of the passage for the meaning. Finally a brief sample 
entry will be given as the fruit of these investigations and findings. 
Gesenius 'Hebrew-Cha/dee lexicon to the Old Testament (Gesenius 1846:785cf789) 
lexicon cites ancient versions and sources for help with the sense of JJ~fll. He cites the 
Vulgate as translating the approximate English gloss "meditate, talk with oneself'; in some 
ancient Greek versions the gloss is interpreted to be roughly "talk with another" (as with 
friends or servants); still a third historical option in Gesenius is the gloss "take a walk". 
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Gesenius notes that "talk with others" is the preferable gloss, "compare siyach No. 1 [sic]".39 
BDB (Brown, Driver, & Briggs 1907:100lb) suggests changing the Hebrew text suach for 
shut with the gloss "to rove about." Holladay (Holladay 1971 :349) relates, "unexplained; 
translations are only guesswork." KBl (Koehler & Baumgartner 1958:916) gives the two 
options "go about aimlessly" or "meditate". 
The English versions have given a wide range of translations; here is a survey: 
meditate, think; (KN, NKN, ASV, RSV, NIV, NASB) 
walk; (NL T, NRSV, NJB, CEV, Tanakh) 
hoping to meet; (NEB) 
relieve himself; (NEB footnote[!]) 
" ... ";40 (NAB) 
In trying to derive the meaning by the traditional approach, there is no consensus of the 
etymology, the ancient versions are divided as well as modem English translations. 
But the question is, "Which of these is the best contextual meaning, including the discourse 
logic? Which of these (or another) best drives the context and progression or movement of 
the events in the story?" 
We set forth "meditation" is the proper contextual rendering (in the larger framework of the 
story). 
This event in context is the counter-part to the prayer and hurried meeting ofEliezer to 
Rebekah in Ge 24:12. Just as the servant gives a prayer for the Lord God's will to be done 
in the near future, and the very next thing be his answer (Rebekah). Also, in a contextual 
correspondence, on the return trip Isaac is contemplating (praying?, musing out loud?) for 
God's will in his uncertain future (including the impending loss of his mother and who would 
emotionally take her place) and the very next thing he lifted his eyes and saw his answer. He 
meets his bride. 
39 We note that he seems to mean 'No. 2.' 
40 We note that elliptical dots mean the Hebrew word is obscure and so implied to not be translatable. 
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So we would assign the domain Think (LN 30.1-38). This is confirmed by an etymological 
tri-radical sh-iy-ch or sh-uw-ch "meditate, talk with oneself'. In this process, we began with 
etymological information (since it is a hapax) as a pointer to contextual options. But context 
determines and drives the meaning to its conclusion. It is satisfying when Hebrew 
etymology, and traditional interpretation confirm the meaning from the context of the entire 
discourse! 
So below is a sample entry of a hapax in the OT in a LN-style of formulation, though first 
the gloss is given. 
LN 30.1-38 {HW(v. qal inf abs.) meditate, consider, reflect on, think over, make plans, 
[!~fll, i.e., speak to oneself in low tones as a way to establish or clarify proper thought (Ge 
24:63), note: some sources give meaning as "to have conversation with others", (which may 
include with deity), so see also domain LN 33.69-108. 
We relate this example to Louw's teaching in Semantics of New Testament Greek (1982:89) 
that meaning occurs in the context minimally of a sentence, and can be extended to a 
paragraph, and even to a discourse. This example shows the great benefit of seeking a 
contextual meaning, even within a large story narrative or pericope. 
3.10.3 Meaning For LN Is Defined by a Set of Distinctive Features 
The reason for the 93 different domains in LN is based on three elements: shared, distinctive, 
and supplementary. For example words that have shared elements, "hit, beat, trample, 
press", are all placed under domain 19 Physical lmpact.-Yet each of these have distinctive 
elements which separate them from one another, i.e., hitting is a different impact than 
pressing or squeezing. "Hit" and "beat" also have supplementary or associative impact 
elements which distinguish them in certain contexts, i.e., hit and beat have the shared 
element of striking in physical impact, but "beat" in certain contexts has a focus of 
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punishment or excess, while "hit" is a more generic term, without the "beat" connotative or 
associative meanings. 
3.10.4 Figurative Meanings in LN Differ From Their Bases 
Figurative meanings in LN differ from their bases with the same three features of shared, 
distinctive, and supplementary elements (see 3.10.3). A base meaning is sometimes called a 
literal meaning. The use of the term "literal" is problematic because it is thought (by the 
common respondent) to be the "true, real" meaning; and the figurative meaning is less than a 
"real" meaning somehow. 
An adequate definition of a figurative meaning is quoted by Wendland and Nida in 
Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985 :9). They state: 
The figurative meaning of lexical units, whether words or idioms, involves a shift in expectancy .... 
The use of a word in a figurative sense involves designating something which belongs to quite a 
different semantic domain from what would be designated by the literal, nonfigurative use. 
For example, the literal meaning of the word "fox" is different from its figurative extension, 
i.e., "evil person", as applied to Herod (cf LN 4.10 with 88.120). 
Or take another example, when Jesus says,"lrrayE orr(crw µou, UXTava "get thee behind me, 
Satan" (Mt. 16:23). Here the event and the referent is figurative. "Get thee behind me" is 
not a literal spatial event of standing in an anterior position to another object (LN 83 .40); 
rather it is stating antagonistic rejection of Peter's prior statement, so Jesus says to Peter, "I 
reject what you say, Satan", or translate, "get out of my sight" (implying rejection) cf LN 
33.417-422.41 And Peter is figuratively referred to as "Satan" or possibly a minuscule "s", 
"satan" so figurative extension of the person of Satan, or_ as a Semitic title of opposition. 42 
41 Compare and contrast the Hebrew idiom shalak et achari gavka (he sends behind your back) lKi 14:9; Ne 
9:26; Eze 23:35. 
42 As in OT usage in which Satan is a being with access to Adonai, with the designative meaning of 
'Adversary,' (Job 1:6); and other denotations of any human one who is an adversary or opposer (lKi 11:14, 
23, 25). 
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The principle that a figurative extension is different than its base, is further clarified in the 
LN introduction (Louw & Nida 1988:xviii), which says: 
The more a figurative expression is employed, the less impact it carries, so that the figurative 
expressions lose their impact almost entirely, and they become 'dead figures of speech.' 
A dead figure of speech is problematic for a lexicon editor, because one is not certain if this 
is an established figurative meaning; or is it unconventional, innovative and so a figurative 
usage of a base meaning? 
We chose an OT lexeme example because we felt the issues were stark and clearer in this 
example than in the NT. 
For example, the base meaning of ::l~ ab is "male progenitor of an offspring" as a term of 
kinship, (Ge 2:24, cf LN 10.14). With hundreds of occurrences in the OT, ab also displays 
several figurative meanings noted in the Dictionary of biblical languages with semantic 
domains: Hebrew and Aramaic (Swanson: 1997). One of the figurative meanings is the 
following, "founder, originator, lit. father, i.e., one who causes something to begin, as a 
figurative extension (Ge 4:20,21; lCh 2:24,42); note: this can be used of founding cities or 
professions." The above is a clear example of a figurative meaning different from a base 
meaning. 
Yet, "I was father of the needy" (Job 29: 16) is more difficult for the lexicographer. Here, the 
question is if this is a figurative meaning or a figurative use. As a figurative meaning, 
"caregiver, need provider, lit. father, i.e., one who cares for persons in need, as a figurative 
extension of male progenitor of offspring with a focus of a father caring for a child's needs", 
(Job 29: 16; Isa 9:5, LN 35.36-46).43 
43 Dictionary of biblical languages with semantic domains: Hebrew and Aramaic (Swanson: 1997) is a book 
developed from its inception as a software book, i.e., all the information of a normal paper bound book, but 
in an electronic data format so that the information can be referenced and read on a computer screen; with 
more abilities to retrieve the information in various forms, much as any computer database file. 
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But the lexicographer can also categorize this as an uncommon innovation, and so place as a 
figurative use of a father as a caregiver, but not give it its own domain of meaning. In this 
verse, we believe the former as a meaning is the correct category; but it is open to debate. 
We appraise this as a crucial distinction to be made. Traditional lexicons have confused the 
issue by mixing a literal and figurative as somehow one entity. Yet, fuzzy boundaries in any 
individual context do remain. Possibly further formulation of rules and guidelines will clarify 
this principle. 
3.10.5 Meanings Tend to Cluster Irregularly, Not in Neat Taxonomical System 
Meanings of an individual lexeme, and meanings in a domain of meaning tend to be irregular 
not mathematically or structurally systematic (cf Louw 1988:xviii). 
Certain domains are in fact rather symmetrical. For example, LN 10.14-48 Kinship 
Relations are patterned somewhat taxonomically: "father", "without father", "mother", 
"without mother", "parents", "grandmother", "ancestor", "parentage". Domain 4 Animals 
as well as domain 8 Body, Body Parts, and Body Products is more or less neatly 
patterned. But since ancient corpora ofliterature are often rather limited bodies, it is not 
possible to have every domain filled with every animal, every color, or every possible family 
relationship found in the external world. 
Virtually every other category exhibits the characteristics of not being neat and patterned. 
Domain 6.215-225 simply headed as Miscellaneous [Artifacts]. "Miscellaneous" is not a 
neat or patterned category. 
We think it is worth exploring to see that if many of these semantic domain dictionaries were 
inductively done, then some day they could be collated into a universal set of categories of 
domains for Greek Janguage studies. Then each new analysis of the language of some culture 
(or a multi-volume collation of all Greek studies) could be simply plugged in to those more 
uniform categories. For Greek language studies (especially related to biblical studies), the 
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following lexicons could be done in Greek (in this order), based on my judgment that these 
bodies of literature have a descending order of influence on NT studies: GNT (LN done), 
then LXX, then Papyri, then Josephus, then Ante-Nicene Fathers, then Philo, then 
Hellenistic literature bodies, then classical Greek literature bodies. We acknowledge this is a 
suggestion some debate, if it should even be done at all. 
Finally, the introduction to LN (Louw & Nida 1988:xx) gives a disclaimer in the last 
paragraph of the introduction that this lexicon is not the final word in the analysis of the 
GNT: 
For those preparing a lexicon in any language, and especially for those dealing with a form of 
language used some 2 000 years ago, there are a host of problems . . . the editors sincerely trust that 
translators and others will find significant help and insights leading to further analyses in the 
critical areas of lexical semantics. 
3. I I Introduction of Possible Improvements to LN 
We will conclude this chapter with an evaluation of the structure and categories of the LN 
volume one and give comments and suggestions for possibly improving it. We emphasize, 
even at the risk ofredundancy, that these criticisms are given only in the spirit of the high 
regard due a historical, new kind of lexicon. 
3. l I . I Problems With Regard to Distinguishing Meaning and Reference in LN 
Louw in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw I 982:50) comments on the difference 
between meaning and reference. He quotes Nida in Exploring semantic structures (Nida 
1975a: 15): 
One of the reasons for confusion as to the nature of meaning is the tendency to confuse meaning 
(Bedeutung) and reference (Bezeich-nung). The meaning _of a word consists of the set of distinctive 
features which makes possible certain types of reference, while reference itself is the process of 
designating some entity, event, etc. by a particular symbol. 
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One of his examples in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:51) is the Greek 
word ~otj9ELa. Louw states: 
In Acts 27:17 the term 13otj9ELa occurs, which is sometimes translated as 'rope' or 'cable.' It can 
certainly be translated this way in Acts 27:17 and in similar contexts, but it must be remembered 
that 'rope' or 'cable' is not the meaning ofl3otj9ELa. The term means 'help,' and in Acts 27:17 it 
refers to the kind of help(s) with which a ship was reinforced in those times, probably ropes or ca-
bles. 
As a clear example of the difference in meaning and reference, the senior editor of LN 
(Louw & Nida 1988:459) placed ~otj9ELa in 35.10 in the domain Help, Care For, which 
gives the definition, "an object which provides help or support - 'support."' 
~otj9ELa is also commented on in one other place in the main body ofLN (LN 90.13) 
(incidentally, not found in the Greek-English Index): 
In Acts 27: l 713otj9ELa is best regarded as a technical nautical term for supports (ropes, cables) 
used 44 in aiding a ship in danger. 
This particular, single lexeme, ~otj0ELa, was placed in LN consistently with the principle of 
assigning a lexeme to a proper domain. 
However, we will offer another view of where to place it (~otj9Ew) in the body of the LN 
lexicon, not because it has another other meaning, but because LN used a different 
organizational principle of organizing artifact entries in some domains by their uses and 
referents, and not according to their meaning, i.e., domain 6 Artifacts. Below are some 
selected sub-domains of domain 6. 
B Instruments Used 45 in Agriculture and Husbandry (6.4-6.9) 
C Instruments Used in Fishing (6.10-6.13) 
D Instruments Used in Binding and Fastening (6.14-6.22) 
F Instruments Used in Punishment and Execution (6.26-6.28) 
J Instruments Used in Marking and Writing (6.54-6.67) 
44 Italics added for emphasis. 
45 Italics added for emphasis. 
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In each of the above sub-domains, the header has the word "used". "Used" points to the fact 
that the artifacts named (of course, named with Greek words) in domain 6 are usage and 
referent organizations, and not meanings. 
The introduction to this domain 6 (Louw 1988:53) states that concessions in theory were 
made for purposes of organization in the lexicon, to better meet the needs of the end user: 
The meanings of the terms Tp~µa, Tpt'.nniµa, and TpvµaA.Lci 'hole' (6.216) should theoretically be 
treated in a larger domain of openings and apertures, but in the NT these terms are only used to 
refer to a hole in a needle, and hence for the convenience of translators these terms are treated 
together with the term for needle, since they refer specifically to a particular kind of hole. 
To try to discover ifthere was consistency in LN concerning the meaning and usage/referent 
issue, we made a study in the electronic LN, searching on the key word "object". There 
were 253 occurrences. We then went through each of the occurrences that were nouns, 
which are above domain 12, generally the domains of"events". We did not go through verbs 
or adverbs, since they would ipso facto by class and kind not be artifacts or objects. 
After having done the above search, only three entries were found: LN 15.208 (a load), that 
might be considered an artifact under LN 6.215-225 Miscellaneous; also LN 53.55 (an 
object which is worshipped), better as 6.96-6.101 Images and Idols. The other possible entry, 
LN 33.48, was cross referenced to LN 6.63 as an instrument used in writing; LN 79.121 is 
under "rolled up" as pertaining to a package, when it could be under LN 6.215-225 
Miscellaneous. AJI other of the 253 occurrences were in domain 6. 
If one accepts that ~o"10Eta is properly under the domain 3 5 and not domain 6. 14-6. 22 D 
Instruments Used in Binding and Fastening, then each artifact in domain 6 should be 
analyzed by their meaning. We find that to do this would be to have to do a complete 
reorganization of realia categories in LN. 
For example, one could argue that 6.215 pa<f>(s refers to a needle, but means "stitching" and 
place it under domain 48. Or 6.4 dpoTpov refers to a plow but has the meaning of"furrow 
maker" which would then be under domain 43. Or 6.22 ~A.os refers to a nail, but actually 
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means "sharpened fastener", which would then be domain 18. We are not suggesting to take 
and completely rearrange the entries in domain 6 to conform to the above examples. The 
functionality of having a domain 6 is preferable to the examples given in the above 
paragraph. 
Rather, conform ~otj0eta LN 3 5 .10 (and the other possible examples mentioned above) to 
the principle that all artifact objects shall be organized according to their denotation, and 
then at each entry in domain 6 make a see reference to other domains that relate to that 
object or artifact. So, ~otj0eta, see LN 35 domain Helps; T)A.os-, see also LN 18 domain 
Fasten. 
Thus ~otj0eta would be moved to just before 6.18 with virtually all the same material, and 
adding a see reference, "see also 3 5 .1-3 5 .18." Louw states: 
It would be wrong to pretend that dictionaries do not treat the meanings of words. They do, but 
since meanings and usage are not distinguished, only the trained linguist might find the meanings 
among the usages. 
If our observat~_ons are correct about the anomaly of~otj0eta and its category placement, 
then it would be suggested as profitable for the editors of future editions of LN to identify in 
the preface and introduction which categories are referents and uses, and 
which are meanings and definitions. 
3.11.2 Problems With Regard to Not Formulating Proper or Consistent Headers in LN 
According to the LN Lexicon, meaning is communicated by the method of contrasting and 
comparing both similar and antithetical elements, with headers such as Sleep, Waking; Tire, 
Rest; Live, Die (LN 23.66-128). 
Yet other times the sub-domains are separated at Health, Vigor, Strength (23.129-141) 
and a separate sub-domain Sickness, Disease, Weakness (23.142-184). And still other 
times the header does not reflect the antithetical entries which may occur in a sub-domain. 
For example, 24.52-70, the sub-domain header is Bear, yet within the sub-domain is an 
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entry 24.68 "deaf'. The header entry here should be changed to reflect that opposite lexemes 
occur as in "live, die" in the above examples. This inconsistency is prevalent in LN. We 
suggest that every sub-domain header would contain the thesis and antithesis heading such 
as "Live, Die; Tire, Rest; Sleep, Wake", and then if no antithetical lexemes occur, have a 
note entry at the end of a sub-domain that no opposites occur in this particular body of 
literature. 
3.11.3 Problems With Regard to Verbal Description in the Definitions ofLN 
The following paragraph is not so much a criticism as it is an observation and feeling of 
some dissatisfaction in some subdomains. For example in the subdomain, Believe To Be 
True (31.35-49), the definitions or verbal descriptions are felt to be unsatisfactory. The first 
entry begins with the definition "to believe something to be true, and, hence, worthy to be 
trusted." Many of the entries that follow then begin with the word "believe" or "belief' in 
each of the entries. We suggest this is unsatisfactory. The verbal description is redundant. It 
is understood that the editor ofLN does not wish to clutter an entry or domain with 
unnecessary verbal description. In some domains there is not enough verbal description. 
Still, the definition method is superior to the gloss method. If meaning is best communicated 
in a set of relationships, then we suggest to strengthen it by not simply relating the same 
verbal gloss over and over. The end user may not use this lexicon because the redundancy of 
definitions will be considered trite, which would be unfortunate for them since this is a 
valuable tool. 
3.11.4 Problems With Regard to "See References" Between the Domains in LN 
LN has demonstrated that having a see reference to another domain is acceptable. For 
example, LN 33.48 was cross-referenced to LN 6.63 and vice versa. This is a good thing to 
relate alternate understandings of a particular verse. 
Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985: 157) says a lexeme is not a point of meaning, but 
an area of experience which can overlap with other areas of meaning. So it seems reasonable 
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that one domain of meaning may overlap with other domains of meaning. This is often 
diagrammed as circles which intersect to various degrees and amounts. Therefore, there 
should be more see references to other domains. There are not enough cross references to 
other domains which are similar. For example, Anger, Be Indignant With (LN 88.171-
191) could also be found under Attitudes and Emotions (LN domain 25). And just as well, 
certain emotions and attitudes could be moral failures (domain 88). 
Therefore, it seems appropriate to have many "see also" references so as to direct the user to 
the appropriate domain and sub-domain. See also the section in the Addendum I [6. lff] of 
this dissertation for more examples. 
3.11.5 Problems With Regard to Not Consistently Distinguishing Things From Events in 
LN 
In the introduction the domains 1-12 are primarily object referents (Louw 1988 :vi), yet 
occasionally events are placed in these domains, and so here are suggested domain changes 
to the event designation categories. Definitely a "see reference" to the place it is in currently 
would also be warranted, since there is a relationship, either similar, different, or associative. 
One can sympathize with LN's tendency to place each entry where it currently is, but it is 
inconsistent with the principles of the domains. It is observed that the event word is placed 
in close proximity to a derivative Greek entry. 
For example, LN 6.83-95 is Musical Instruments. Yet here are also four events: play a lyre 
(LN 6.84);play a flute (6.87);play a trumpet (6.90); sound a trumpet (6.92). But since each 
of these events are a non-verbal communication, then this could be under Sound (LN 14.74-
86) or Non-Verbal Communication (33.476-489); or better, insert a new domain around 
domains 50-53, "Musical Activities". Then possibly place Sing, Lament (33.109-116) under 
that newly inserted domain. It seems the way it currently is, places an undue etymological 
weight to the choice of placement. See also Addendum I [6. lff.] for more specific changes. 
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3 .11.6 Problems With Regard to LN Numbering System 
Of minor importance is one more obseivation about the semantic domain numbering system. The 
numbering system does not sort in computers in ascending order, and has led to problems, 
especially for electronic data retrieval systems. The first two digits (I to 93) are acceptable. The 
problem is the numbering system after the decimal point. Specifically, data retrieval systems index 
the digits ".I" to ". 9" as if they were ". 10" to ". 90" (as II I Oths values). This puts all numbers out 
of sequence. We propose to change these, by filling a zero in a three-place decimal. Hence, 1.1 is 
mathematically "O 1. 00 I". This would then put all the entries in proper sorting order. This critique 
is for electronic LN lexicons only. Possibly other programming changes could change this 
problem. 
3.12 Conclusion ofLN's Strengths and Weaknesses 
We think that the LN Lexicon is a step forward in determining meanings oflexemes. It must 
have been satisfying to see the musings of James Barr in his Semantics of Biblical language 
(Barr 1961:235), more than three decades earlier actually come to pass. Barr states: 
It might be possible to suggest a better procedure for a dictionary intended to lead to the best 
possible way from the linguistic detail to the theological thought. This procedure would be to group 
the words in groups each representing a related semantic field. 
Louw, Nida, and their team created a "better procedure". They deseive praise for such 
innovation. While it is true that criticisms abound, our purpose is to better a book which 
deseives to endure. And in its present form, this book still has a place for lexicon users. 
But the new standard lexicon has not yet been created. In chapter five, we give the New 
Lexicon proposal in great hope. We expect that the exploration of new formats, while 
keeping the sound linguistic basis will be profitable to future lexicon configurations. But first 
we will assess volume two of LN, the indices and their innovations. 
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Chapter Four 
Evaluation of LN Volume Two 
4.1 Introduction 
Volume Two of the Louw-Nida Lexicon (LN) consists of a preface, three indices to the 
domains, and maps of the Levant. The three indices are: Greek-English Index, English 
Index, and Passage Index. Each of the parts/indices will be described and compared and 
contrasted to traditional lexicons, pointing out innovations, and commenting on the 
productivity of these innovations in the area of NT lexicography. 
4.2 Preface to Volume Two in LN 
This preface states the contents of the volume, and identifies that the scope of the lexical 
forms of the Greek-English Index will be confined to the UBS3 text and variants in 
footnotes. 
The preface of volume two (Louw & Nida 1988:preface) states the index resembles the 
listing in most dictionaries, and so is traditional arrangement46, with what looks like English 
definitions. Such "definitions" are not meanings but glosses functioning as word substitutes 
or lexical pointers. This index also "summarizes the range of meanings for which a 
particular term occurs in the Greek New Testament" (Louw l 988:preface vol.2). 
We find that this index format is methodically sound and functional. It would be helpful as a 
stand alone book for a Greek student, as a quick guide to the various meanings from a 
linguistic viewpoint. Later in the chapter we will see the specific changes, which are 
considerable and important to categorization of Greek lexical forms. We now move on to 
evaluations of the other indices in volume two. 
46 The Greek-English Index could be withdrawn from the database and become a stand alone quick-
reference lexicon as a handbook for Greek readers and class students, adding scripture references, and some 
other parsing information. All that would need to be added is a several-page index in the back to explain the 
relationship of the domain numbers in the index to the overall structure in volume one. 
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The English Index is "in no way complete" (Louw & Nida 1988:preface), and has the 
purpose to merely help the user find an area of meaning. Again the writer of the preface 
stresses that the English glosses in this index are intrinsically inadequate and are in no way to 
be considered the meaning, rather a mere help to point to a domain for the lexical meaning. 
We found the English Index to be functional as a pointer to the main body entries of volume 
one. However, we found this index to be limited, and would like to see it expanded; later in 
this chapter we will evaluate in more detail. 
The Passage (Scripture) Index (Louw 1988:preface vol. 2) "lists the references from the 
New Testament quoted as illustrative examples to explain the meanings discussed in the 
domains." 
In future editions of LN, we would like to expand the Passage Index with more references. 
Translators as well as a broader audience of user would like comment and confirmation that 
a context displays a specific meaning. In our opinion, even a lexicon is a specialized 
commentary on biblical texts. Expanding this index would accommodate a wider audience. 
The preface gives no comment about the map section of the volume. 
4.3 Analysis of the Greek-English Index 
We found many more positive innovations to the Greek lexical forms that were accounted 
for in the preface of volume two. But before putting forth the analysis of the lexical forms, 
we will survey the look of the Greek-English Index. 
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4.3.1 Sample Entries of Greek-English Index 
Below one will find a sample entry of various kinds of entries in the Greek-English Index. 
A sample entry of names of persons and places: 
BepvLKTt, ris f 
Bernice ............ 93. 71 
The above entry shows the main lexical form, followed by a first declension genitive ending 
-ris, followed by an ''/' for "feminine" referring to the grammatical gender, which refers here 
to a woman, "Bernice". Finally, domain 93 of Names of Persons and Places entry number 
71. 
A sample entry of common nouns: 
f3acnA.eus, EWS' m 
king ............ 37.67 
The above entry shows a common noun, with a third declension genitive ending (Moulton 
1908: 142 vol. 2), masculine gender. The gloss is "king", a pointer to domain 37 Control, 
Rule and the entry number 67. 
A sample entry of an adjective: 
f3acrtA.€LOS, ov 
royal ............ 37.69 
The above entry shows this lexical form, followed by "two or one alternate forms" (Louw 
1988 :xi); also called "terminations" (Moulton 1908: l 55ff vol. 2). The gloss is "royal" as a 
pointer to domain 37 Control, Rule and entry number 69. 
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A sample entry of an adverb: 
ayvWs-
sincerely ............ 88.29 
The above entry ends -Ws', though the lexical form of the adverb can take many different 
shapes (see also 2.4.3). The gloss is "sincerely" as a pointer to domain 88 Moral and 
Ethical Qualities and Related Behavior, entry number 29. 
A sample entry of a deponent verb: 
~E~at6oµat 
increase in inner strength ............ 7 4. 17 
The above entry (divided from ~E~at6w in BAGD) shows this is a deponent47 verb, with a 
different meaning from the active/transitive form ~E~at6w. 
The gloss is the semantic event of "increase in inner strength" found in the domain 74 Able, 
Capable at entry number 17. 
An sample entry of a verb with multiple glosses: 
~E~atOW 
a cause to believe ............ 31.91 
b verify .......................... 28.44 
47 A deponent is usually a middle of engagement or intrinsic active (e.g., "I am angry"), usually intransitive, 
and deep in the psychological faculties of the subject or entity involved in the event. This is in contrast to a 
relatively infrequent reflexive middle (I kicked myself). 
"Deponent" is a term some grammarians are not comfortable with, since it implies that active voice 
has been dropped from use (Robertson l 934:332fl). We prefer the term "engaged middle" to show that the 
action is active and engaged, not reflexive, and focuses on the internalized active elements of a verb. 
"Engaged" is thus a convenient memory tool or "hook" to help one remember the kind of action this middle 
represents. "To think" is an action, yet conceived as deep in the self or psyche. We would call the corollary 
in Greek an "engaged middle", contrasted to a "deponent" designation. 
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Here is a typical marker for an active verb, -w, now with two glosses. The "a" through "z" is 
given to make these two glosses distinct. The glosses are then given as well as normal 
domain and number markers. In Louw's words (Louw & Nida 1988:vii): 
One of the very noteworthy advantages of this lexicon is the fact that each distinct meaning of a 
tenn is clearly marked by a superscript letter of the alphabet... .For the most part the most common 
or 'unmarked' meaning is listed first, .... 
The above presentations are clear and concise. They generally follow traditional formats for 
the different elements, such as the markers for the parts of speech, et cetera. Unlike 
confusing traditional lexicons, they also have the advantages clarity, keeping the glosses 
(pointing to the meanings) distinct and clear. 
4.3.2 Inflected Forms Parsed in Greek-English Index 
Difficult or irregular Greek inflected forms are noted in the Greek-English Index and listed 
in alphabetical order as a see reference to the lexical form. For example, oi'.crw is found in the 
listing under omicrons, with a see reference to <f>€pw. At <f>€pw there is header information of 
various inflectional forms: future, aorist, non-finite forms, and participial forms, et cetera. 
These parsings have two purposes: I) to trace difficult, irregular forms to the proper lexical 
entry in the LN Greek-English Index; 2) to distinguish differences in meaning as related to 
irregular forms. 
We appraise that this feature helps point the user to the right lexical form. We would like to 
see this feature expanded to include, at least, every parsed form which is a see reference in 
Gingrich's Shorter Lexicon. In electronic form, this coul9 be expanded to include every 
inflected form with its see reference to LN Greek lexical form. Databases are currently 
available to do such a thing. 
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4.3.3 Additional Assessment of the Greek-English Index 
The LN Greek-English Index is the central index of volume two of the LN Lexicon. Again, 
it is a positive innovation to lexical formations for NT Greek lexicography. It dispels the 
confusion present in BAGD and other traditional lexicons, for the LN is a more precise entry 
system. The LN system has separated lexical forms that were combined in the BAGD 
system. LN is strictly a NT lexicon, while BAGD deals with a broader body of Greek 
literature. This fact may account for some of the differences listed below. 
Yet we feel these comparisons and contrasts in lexical innovations have value because the 
two lexicons do intersect to a great degree with one another in the NT material covered. 
Simply put they are not equals, but neither are they incomparables. And all ofLN's lexical 
form innovations cannot be explained away as simply different because of the more 
restricted body of literature. LN seems to be functional and semantically oriented in its 
classifications, and BAGD is more diachronic and etymological in its approach to forming 
the lexical entries. Finally, a careful reading showing the direction LN goes in innovating a 
lexical form will shed light on whether many of my suggestions in Addendum I (6. lff.] have 
any bearing on making a second edition of the LN. 
4.3.4 Lexical Forms BAGD Combined, LN Separated 
Below is a list ofLN lexical forms which are listed only under the adjective form in BAGD, 
but in LN the lexical forms are divided properly into an adjective lexical form (with alternate 
forms [terminates]) and one or more noun (substantival) lexical forms (with genitive and 
article). 
Not included in these listings of combined and separated things are verbs which LN 
separated into both an active and deponent forms, while BAGD had usually only one entry 
lexical form. There are about 124 such verb separations in LN not present in BAGD. For 
example, BAGD has only one main entry header of civciyw while LN has two lexical entries 
civciyw and civciyoµm. 
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4.3.5 Adjectives Divided into Adjectives and Nouns 
BAGD ayLOS', a, ov became in LN ayLOS', a, ov & aywv, OU n & ayta, WV n; BAGD 
aBLKoS', ov became in LN aotKOS', ov & aotKOS', ou m; BAGD · AOrivat:os, a, ov became in 
LN 'AOrivat:os, a, ov & · AOriva'los, ou m; BAGD Al yurrnos, a, ov became in LN 
Aiyurrnos, a, ov & AiyuTTTlOS', ou m; BAGD; ahws, (a, ov became in LN a'(nov, ou n & 
OlTlOS', OU m; BAGD ciµapTWAOS', 6v became in LN aµapTWAOS', ov & ciµapTWAOS', OU m; 
BAGD civoµos, ov became in LN civoµos, ov & civoµos, ou m; BAGD dmcrTOS', ov became 
in LN cimcrTOS', ov & dmcrTOS', ou m; BAGD ciptcrTep6s, ci, 6v became in LN cipLcrTEpOS', 
ci, 6v & ciplcrTEpci, crsf; BAGD apTTa~, ayos became in LN apTTa~. ayos & aprra~. ayos 
m; BAGD ~acrO .. etoS', ov became in LN ~acrC\EtOS', ov & ~acr(:\etov, ou n; BAGD 
~acrtALKOS', tj, 6v became in LN ~acrtAlKOS', tj, 6v & ~acrtAlKOS', ou m; BAGD ~:\cicrcj>riµos, 
ov became in LN ~:\cicrcj>riµos, ov & ~:\cicrcj>riµos, ou m; BAGD 8€KaTOS', 'fl, ov became in 
LN OEKaTOS', tj, 6v & OEKcIT'fl, TIS' f & OEKaTov, ou n; BAGD Be66s, ci, 6v became in LN 
OE~lOS', ci, 6v & oe~tci, as f; BAGD · E<j>EcrLOS', (a, wv became in LN 'E<j>€crtos, a, ov & 
'E<j>EcrLOS', o\J m; BAGD iKav6s. tj, 6v became in LN iKav6s, tj, 6v & iKav6v, ou n; BAGD 
'Iouoat:os. a(a, a'i:ov became in LN 'Iouoa'los, a, ov & 'louoa(a, TIS'/ & 'Iouoat:os. ou m; 
BAGD KOKKLVOS', ri. ov became in LN KOKKLVOS', ri. ov & KOKKLVov, ou n; BAGD µe:\cis. 
µ€:\mva, µ€:\av became in LN µe:\cis, awa, av & µ€:\av, avos n; voµLKOS', tj, 6v became in 
LN voµLKOS', tj, 6v & voµtKOS', ou m; BAGD ~EVOS', 'fl, ov became in LN ~€vos, ri. ov & 
~Evos, ou m; BAGD mcrT6S', T), 6v became in LN mcrT6S', T), 611 & mcrTT), Tjsf; BAGD 
rrveuµanK6S', tj, 6v became in LN rrveuµanK6S', T). 6v & rrveuµanK6S', ou m; BAGD 
TTOp<j>upous. a. ouv became in LN TTOp<j>upous. a. ouv & TTop<j>upouv, OU n; BAGD 
rrpecr~mepos, a, ov became in LN rrpecr~UTEpos, a, ov & rrpecr~uTEpos, ou m; BAGD 
cre~acrT6S', r), 6v became in LN cre~acrT6S', tj, 6v & 6 :U~acrT6S'; BAGD l:towvtos, (a, tov 
became in LN l:towvtos, a, ov & l:towvtos, ou m; BAGD cro<j>6s, tj, 6v became in LN 
oo<j>6s, tj, 6v & cro<j>6s, ou m; TETapTOS', ri. ov became in LN TETapTOS', 'fl, ov & TETapTov, 
ou n; BAGD TptTOS', 'fl, ov became in LN TptTOS', 'fl, ov & TptTov, ou n; BAGD <j>(:\os, 'fl, ov 
became in LN <j>(AOS', OU m & <j>LA'fl, 'flS',f; BAGD XAWPOS', ci, 6v became in LN x:\wp6s. ci, 
6v & x:\wp6v, OU n. 
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We agree these separations of single BAGD forms into two or more lexical forms are a 
positive innovations. In these instances, the problematic sub-category of "substantival 
adjective" in BAGD are from my view now corrected. This feature alone is a positive step 
forward in the study of Greek lexical forms. May this feature in future editions be furthered 
or completed? See also the Addendum I [6. ltf] for possible forms that can also be 
separated. 
4.3.6 Nouns Divided into Nouns and Adjectives 
In one known instance a noun in BAGD is separated into a noun and an adjective in the LN 
Greek-English Index: BAGD µotxoA.(S', l8oS', i} became in LN µotxoA.tS', l8oS' f & 
µoLxoA.(S', l. This was proper to do in this case. 
4.3.7 Nouns Divided by Grammatical Gender 
The Greek-English Index also separated adjective lexical forms in BAGD to become noun 
entries different in gender: BAGD oi'.TLOS', (o, ov became in LN oi'.nov, ou n & ai'.TLOS', ou 
m; BAGD crTcioLov, ou, To became in LN crTci8Lov, ou n & crTcioLOS', ou m. We evaluate 
these again as proper and right to separate: they are best treated as separate entries. 
4.3.8 Singulars Divided into Singulars and Plurals 
The Greek-English Index also separated certain lexical forms found in BAGD which had, or 
were thought to have had, a different meaning in the plural: BAGD ypciµµo, OTOS', To 
became in LN ypciµµo, TOS' n & ypciµµoTo, [Twv] n; BAGD ypo<j>tj, ~S'. i} became in LN 
ypmj>tj, ~S'f & ypa<j>o(, wv f; BAGD EoUToD, ~S'. oD became in LN €ouToD, ~S'. oD & 
EOUTwv; BAGD noVl)pto, OS', i} became in LN novripio, OS' f & novripim, wv f 48 We find 
48 Future editions of LN should consider removing 1ToVT)pCm, wv fas a separate lexical form. Its formulation 
in the singular is the same as 1TOVT)pCa, as fa conceptual meaning (the latter form) and a deed/action 
meaning is not a sufficient basis for establishing a new lexical form based merely on the plural inflection: if 
it has a unique meaning, then place it as a unit entry under the traditional singular lexical form. For 
example, KpciTos, ous n distinguishes between a conceptual meaning and deed/action meaning, 76.6 and 
76.7 in LN. Therefore this form is apparently inconsistent to the LN lexical form method and should be 
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that this category of splitting up the above forms to be more questionable; we recommend 
making the plural a sub-entry of the singular form. In a revision ofLN volume two, we 
would recommend that these be evaluated on a case by case basis. For example, TiovT)p(a in 
the plural in Ac 3 :26 means "instances of acts of evil" as contrasted with the singular of a 
state of evil. But 0uµ6s in the singular can mean a quality of anger (Eph 4: 31 ), and the plural 
as instances or acts of anger (2Co 12:20). Yet here the singular/plural distinction was not 
made. 
4.3.9 Adjectives Divided into Adjectives and Adverbs 
The Greek-English Index also separated adjective lexical forms in BAGD to become 
adjective, adverb, and comparative adverb: BAGD TIUKVOS', tj, ov became in LN TIUKVOS', tj, 
611 & TIUKl'ci & TIUKVOTEpov; BAGD TioA.us, TioAA.tj, TioA.u became in LN TioA.us, TioAA.tj, TioA.u 
& TioAA.ci (adv.); BAGD TipOTEpos, a, ov became in LN TipOTEpos, a, ov & 1TpOTEpov. 
The changes in this category are fine. However, the comparative and superlative adjective 
forms should al) be looked at again in the next addition, to make sure all are delineated. Also 
see Addendum I [6. lff.] for other possible separations for future editions ofLN. 
4.3.10 Adverbs and Adjectives Further Delineated 
The Greek-English Index also separated adverbs into adverbs and adverbs-comparative and 
adverbs-superlatives: BAGD iJ6€ws became in LN iJ6€ws & i)owTa; BAGD KaA.Wc;- became 
in LN KaA.Wc;- & KciAA.LOv; BAGD TioA.Uc;-, TioAA.tj, TioA.u became in LN TioA.us, TioAA.tj, TioA.u & 
rrA.dwv, TIA.El:ov, or TIA.fov; BAGD rr6ppw became in LN Tioppw & TioppWTEpov; BAGD 
Taxews became in LN Tax€ws & Tcixwv; BAGD Taxus, Eia, u became in LN Tax\'.Js, Ela, 
u & Taxu; or have adjectives separated also into comparatives: BAGD W;T)AOS', tj, ov 
became in LN W;T)AOS', tj, ov & W;T)AOTEpos, a, ov; or adjectives further separated into 
considered for removal. Also compare that "ITpoyovoS', ov, m or fare found only in the plural in its text-
inflected forms, yet LN makes formulation of the noun lexical form in the singular. 
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adverbs as well: BAGD Kawos-, tj, 6v became in LN KatVOS", tj, 6v & KatVOTEpov; BAGD 
A0l1TOS", tj, 6v became in LN A0l1TOS", tj, 6v & (To) AOL1TOV. 
Once again, we laud these changes. Though the occurrence of (To) A.ot nov entry is curious. 
Perhaps treat it like the entry T€A.os-, ous-, n was treated. Place a similar articulated entry To 
TEAOS" as a unit entry; cf also €nautov; €crw; nA.dwv, et cetera. 
4.3.11 Miscellaneous Changes 
The Greek-English Index also separated miscellaneous lexical forms in BAGD; a relative 
pronoun also into an adverb: BAGD ocrns-, T\ns-, 8 n became in LN ocrTtS", T\ns-, 8 n & 
oTou; verbs in BAGD also into adjectives and adverbs: BAGD EXW became in LN EXW 
& €xoµEvos-, T), ov; BAGD Tuyxcivw became in LN Tuyxcivw & Tuxov. Lastly, LN Greek-
English Index even separated a lexical form minor spelling difference with the same 
meaning: BAGD axpt became in LN axpt & axpts-. 
We appraise the above as generally good distinctions. Though axpt & axpts- could be one 
lexical form entry with no loss or confusion of meaning (as in BAGD), I personally like even 
this distinction, since future study might show a difference in meaning. But I think in a 
second edition the editors should look over the whole of the forms to make sure all 
distinctions are accounted for. 
4.3.12 Exchanges With BAGD and LN Lexical Forms 
The Greek-English Index made many innovations in BAGD lexical forms to more carefully 
represent the meanings in the NT literature. 
Verbs in BAGD which were listed only or primarily in the active/transitive lexical forms -w 
or -µt, were changed when appropriate to a deponent lexical form in the Greek-English 
Index, generally -µat. In Louw's (Louw 1988:vii) own words: 
Also when a term only occurs in the New Testament as a deponent in the middle form, it is listed 
under the middle and not under the active. 
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4.3.12(a) Exchanges of Verbs 
The following is a list of verbs in BAGD which are active in form (usually -w), and LN has 
changed to more accurately represent the meaning and so give it a middle/deponent [usually 
-µat] or impersonal [usually-€t or -Tat] form: alp€w, aloxlivw, civmp€w, civa<j>a(vw, 
civeµ((w, civtjKw (civilKEL), civnA.aµ~civw, civn Tcicrcrw, ciTiciyxw, ciTiaA.A.oTpt6w, ciTieiTiov 
(ciTioA.€yoµm), ciTioµcicrcrw, ciTioTcicrcrw, ciTI0Tle11µt, ciTioTpETIW, ciTioxwp((w, cipµ6(w, 
axpet6w, ~Lci(w, ~OUAEUW, yeveaA.oy€w, 8ta1Tp(w, OtaCYTEAAW, OtaTapcicrcrw, OtaTl911µt, 
8taxetp((w, owxwp((w, 8tfoTl)µt, 8oyµaT((w, EK8l8wµt, EK0aµ~€w, EKKa(w, 
EKKpeµciwuµt (EKKpEµaµm), EKA.uw, EKTIA.tjcrcrw, EKCYTpE<j>w, €A.K6w, €µTIAEKW, €v8dKvuµt, 
€v8€xoµm (€118€xeTm), €v(crT11µt, €vT€AA.w, €emT€w, €eaTiop€w, €e11x€w, €Tia0po((w, 
ETia11(crT11µt, €p11µ6w, efo86w, eimop€w, €<j>(crT11µt, (11µt6w, 0epµa(vw, 0opu~ci(w, 0po€w, 
0uµ6w, Ka0tjKW (Ka0tjKEl), KaTa~aplivw, KaTaKaAUTITW, KaTapt0µ€w, KaTaTf011µt, KaTLOW, 
KaToTITp((w, Kaucr6w, KaucrT11ptci(w, Kvtj0w, Kotµciw, KoAA.ciw, KpaTmow, KuA.(w, A.uµa(vw, 
A.um TeA.€w, (A.ucrt TEA.el), A.uTpow, µapa(vw, µaTmow, µe0ucrKw, µeTa~ciAA.w, µeTaKaA.€w, 
µeTaµop<j>6w, µeTaTIEµTiw, µ11Klivw, µtcr06w, µmxciw, µov6w, µu€w, vocr<j>((w, 68uvcitu, 
611(1111µt, oTIA.((w, 6p€yw, TiapaA.uw, Tiapoelivw, Tiaxuvw, TIEtpciw, TIEpt~A.€Tiw, TIEpt(wvvuµt, 
1TEpl1TOlEW, 1TEplCY1Tciw, 1TLµTip11µt, 1TlO"TOW, 1TpompEW, 1Tpompfoµm, 1Tp0~AE1TW, 
1TpOETiayy€AA.w, 1Tpo€xw. 1TpOfoT11µt, 1TpocravaTL011µt, 1TpocranELAEW, 1TpOCYKAlllW, 
1TpOCYKOAAciw, 1TpocrA.aµ~civw, 1Tpocropµ((w, 1Tp00"1TOLEW, 1TpOCY1TOLEoµat, 1TpOTL011µt, 
npoTpETIW, TITOEW, nTupw, pt( ow, pt n((w, puTia(vw, pwvvuµt, cra(vw, cre(w, cr11µet6w, 
CYKOTL(w, crK016w, CYKUAAW, crTiciw, CYTEAAw, CYTEvoxwp€w, cruyKaTaTL011µt, cruAAUTIEW, 
cruµµop<j>((w, cruµTiapaKaA.€w, cruµ<j>uw, cruvaA.((w, cruvaTiciyw, cruvaTI6AA.uµL, 
crwapµoA.oyEw, cruvaueavw, CJUVOEW, cruvooea(w, CYUVE1Tl TlellµL, CYUVE<j>LO"TllµL, 
cruvotKo8oµ€w, cruvTL011µt, crucrxp11µaT((w, Tpax41A.((w, TU<j>6w, Tu<j>w, imepeKxuww, 
uTio8€w,uTioA.efTiw,<j>avTci(w,xetµci(w,xpucr6w,~uxw. 
We find that these changes are proper, and do much to help clarify that deponent forms must 
be dealt with separately from their active forms. Note that these exchanges are in addition to 
the separation in LN of active and deponent verb, when BAGD only had active forms. 
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We recommend that anytime a lexical form holds a different place in the alphabetical listing, 
add a see reference to the new LN lexical form as in anE'inov see drroA.€yoµm . LN does 
have the inflected form "arrEL miµ 11v see drroA.€yoµm ", for commonality with the UB S3 text 
and LN; my suggestion is in the spirit of commonality with traditional lexicons such as 
BAGDandLN. 
4.3.12(b) Exchanges of Adjectives to Nouns 
Some adjectives in BAGD were ascribed a noun (substantival) lexical form in the Greek-
English Index, apparently on the basis of component analysis that these are actually nouns: 
BAGD f3EpOLa'ias, a, ov LN changed to f3Epow'ias, ou, m; BAGD f3ucmwos, 11. ov LN 
changed to f3ucmwos, ou, n; BAGD 6Lcif3oA.os, ov LN changed to 8Lcif3oA.os, ou m; BAGD 
8to1TETtjs, ES LN changed to OLOTTETES, oD, n; BAGD EtowA69uTos, ov LN changed to 
ElowA68uT011, ou, n; BAGD EKyovos, ov LN changed to EKyovov, ou, n; BAGD evciA.Los, ov 
LN changed to evciA.Lov, ou, n; BAGD E'lmcipEopos, 011 LN changed to EimcipE8po11, ou, n; 
BAGD eavcicnµos, ov LN changed to eavcimµov, OU, n; BAGD LTTTTLKOS, tj, 01' LN 
changed to irrmKov, ou, n; BAGD KOKKLVOS, 11. 011 LN changed to KOKKLVOV, ou, n; BAGD 
AETTTOS, tj, 611 LN changed to AETTTov, oD, n; BAGD AL96aTpwTos, ov LN changed to 
AL96aTpwTov, ou, n; BAGD µEyaA.E'ios, a, ov LN changed to µEyaA.E'iov, ou, n; BAGD 
µ€A.as, µ€A.mva, µ€A.av LN changed to µ€A.av, avos, n; BAGD ~llpos, ci, ov LN changed to 
~llpci, crs,f; BAGD rrapciariµos, ov LN changed to rrapciariµov, ou, n; BAGD TTETpWOTJS, 
ES LN changed to TTETpWOES, ous, n; BAGD TTTTJVOS, (tj), ov LN changed to TTTYJVOV, oD, 11; 
BAGD GlplKOS, tj, OV LN changed to GlplKOV, oD, n; BAGD auµ<f>opos. 01' LN changed to 
ouµ<f>opov, OU, n; BAGD ouµ<f>wvos, OV LN changed to ouµ<f>wpov, OU, n; BAGD 
TETpcirrous, ouv, gen. rrooos LN changed to TETpcirrouv, rrooos, n; BAGD Tp(µrivos, 01' 
LN changed to Tp(µrivov, ou, n. 
This is similar to the category above (see 4.3.5), "Adjectives Divided into Adjectives and 
Nouns". See the brief comments there, as well as Addendum I [ 6.1 ff.] for other possible 
lexemes which are additions or exchanges from traditional lexical forms. 
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4.3.12(c) Exchanges of Adjectives to Adverbs 
Adjectival lexical forms in BAGD were changed in the Greek-English Index to adverbs: 
BAGD civwTEpos-, E.pa, ov LN changed to civwTEpov; BAGD ~EA.T(wv, ov LN changed to 
~€A.nov; BAGD €vvuxos-, ov LN changed to €vvuxa. 
4.3.12(d) Miscellaneous Exchanges 
LN Greek-English Index made other miscellaneous exchanges ofBAGD's lexical forms: an 
adjective to a comparative form: BAGD dA.l!iTOS', ov LN changed to ciA.urroTEpos-, a, ov; 
other minor changes in spelling or capitalization of a lexical form: BAGD 'Arrrr(ou cj>opov 
LN changed to' Arrrr(ou ct>opov; BAGD Bee(e~ouA., 6 LN changed to BeeA.(e~ouA., m; 
BAGD ya(ocj>uA.aKEtov, ou, To LN changed to ya(ocj>uA.aKtov, ou, n; BAGD E:A.Kuw LN 
changed to EA.Kw; BAGD eupaKuA.wv, wvos-, 6 LN changed to EupaKuA.wv, wvos-, m; BAGD 
'lwaK(µ, 6 LN changed to' lwaKdµ, m; BAGD (cirro) KapuwTou LN changed to KapuwTos-; 
BAGD A.eytwv, wvos-, ~ LN changed to Aeytwv, wvos-, m; BAGD cruvavaµdyvuµt LN 
changed to cruvavaµ(yvuµt; BAGD TETpapxE.w LN changed to TETpaapxE.w; BAGD 
TETpapx11s-, ou, 6 LN changed to TETpaapx11s-, ou, m; minor terminate spelling changes; 
BAGD TTEptcrcroTEpos-, TE.pa, ov LN changed to TTEptcrcroTEpos-, a, ov; uncontracted to 
contracted lexical form of the verb BAGD oi'.oµm LN changed to otµm. 
Many of these lexical forms above are due to the difference in the GNT text which LN used, 
instead of whatever text BAGD used for their lexical forms. Each of these changes would 
have to be evaluated as proper or not according to the latest Greek texts; or possibly some 
other principles which would be codified for this purpose. Rarely did I disagree with LN' s 
lexical analysis, and nearly always a more thoughtful Greek lexical form was produced by 
the editors of LN. 
4.3.12(e) Exchange of Singulars and Plurals 
The Greek-English Index changed BAGD singular lexical forms to plurals, when found only 
in the plural: BAGD A.Oytov, ou, To LN changed to A.oyta, wv, n; BAGD rrpayµaTE(a, as-,~ 
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LN changed to 1TpayµaT€LaL, wv,f, BAGD CJKUAOV, OU, TO LN changed to CJKUAa, WV, n; 
BAGD crrrA.ciyxvov, ou, To LN changed to crrrA.ciyxva, wv, n; BAGD crrr6ptµos-, ov LN 
changed to crrropLµa, wv, n; BAGD CJTOLXEiov, ou, To LN changed to CJTOLXEia, wv, n. 
Yet the Greek-English Index changed certain BAGD plural lexical forms into singulars, 
which seems anomalous to the above examples in the prior paragraph: BAGD Ticip00L, wv, 
oi LN changed to Ticip0os-, ou, m; BAGD Ta~€pvm, wv, ai LN changed to Ta~EPV'fl, T}S',f 
We assess, once again, that the editors ofLN, for the next edition, should look at every 
plural lexical form in BAGD and LN and reconsider a consistent principle for determining 
whether the entry should be singular or plural. 
4.3.13 Greek-English Index Lexical Forms Not Found in BAGD 
The Greek-English Index has dozens oflexical forms not in BAGD, but which are found in 
the apparatus of the UBS3 as a variant reading, usually as a proper person or place name, 
such as:' AA.µd m (Lk 3:33 v.r.); 'Aµµwv m (Mt. 1:10 v.r.); BT}8cra"l8ci(v)j(Lk 9:10; Jn 5:2 
v.r.); BT}(a0ci (Jn 5:2 v.r.); BT}crcraH>cij (Jn 5:2 v.r.); BL0apci/ (Jn 1 :28 v.r.); Bocrup (2Pe 
2: 15 v.r.); ra(apT}VOS' (Mt. 8:28 v.r.); rEpcrtv6:; (Mt. 8:28 v.r.); ruAA.LOv (Ac 20: 15 v.r.); 
Aaooaios- (Mk 3:18 v.r.); AovEi m (Lk 3:33 v.r.); "EyurrTOS' (Ac 7:18 v.r.); 'Iwavvcrs- (Jn 
1 :42 v.r.); Jo..ciow (Ac 27:16 v.r.); KA.auoLOv (Ac 27:16 v.r.); AE~~E8aios-, ou m (Mt. 10:3 
v.r.); AEuE( (Mk 2:14 v.r.); AEur}(s-) (Mk 3:18 v.r.); Maya8d. (Mk 8:10 v.r.); May8aA.d.v f 
(Mt. 15:39 v.r.); MayE8ci (Mk 8:10 v.r.); MayE8d.v (Mt. 15:39 v.r.); MEA.Eya8d. (Mk 8:10 
v.r.); MUTtA.r}vT} (Ac 28: 1 v.r.); Na(opT}VOS' (Mk 10:47 v.r.); Na(wpT}v6s- (Mk 10:47 v.r.); 
Na(wpw6s- (Mk 10:47 v.r.); Napaios- (Mk 10:47 -v.r.); Nr}<j>a (Col. 4: 15 v.r.); :WA.µciv (Lk 
3:32 v.r.); ULAECiS' (Ac 15:34 v.r.); l:KapL6Ta (Jn 13:26 v.r.);49 l:ToyuA.tov (Ac 20:15 v.r.); 
l:TpoyyuA.Lov (Ac 20: 15 v.r. ); Ta8oaiov (Mk 3: 18 v.r. ); The Greek-English Index also 
4 9 This lexical fonn is apparently a variant found in Syriac manuscripts. The Greek-English Index did not 
normally add Hellenized variants from ancient translations. 
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added other variants in verbs and a noun: cirrorrA.T}p6w (Gal 6:2 v.r.); emcrKorrEuw (lPe 5:2 
v.r.); KaTa~arrTt(w (Mk 7:4 v.r.); rrpocr~t~ci(w (Ac 19:33 v.r.); crtpci, cis/(2Pe 2:4 v.r.). 
We find that it is better to include analysis of variant lexical forms, so that the user of GNT 
footnotes can decode the variant forms. However, we only wish that this principle could be 
extended in future editions of LN to include all the variant forms found in other manuscripts, 
and include BAGD variant lexical forms, see below. 
4.3.14 BAGD Lexical Forms Not Found in the Greek-English Index 
There are at least 332 lexical entries which are in BAGD that are not in LN. These are 
variant readings from any of the various manuscripts, but quite often reflect editions of the 
.. 
TR, Westcott-Hort, and manuscript D; often we verified in the latest editions ofNA26 or 
NA27. Here is a short sample of the entries in BAGD, but not in LN: civayKacrTws (IPe 5:2 
v.r.); civcirrT}pos, ov (Lk 14: 13,21 v.r.); 'ArroAA.wvtos, ou, 6 (Ac 18:24 v.r.); Bapcra~cis (Ac 
1 :23 v.r.); ~E~a(~ (Heb 3:6 v.r.); ~ptµcioµm (Jn 11 :33 v.r.); evciAA.oµm (Ac 19: 16 v.r.); 
emp(p)cirrTw (Mk 2:21 v.r.); KaTa4;T}<j>t(oµm (Ac 1:26 v.r.); KpE1TclAT} (Lk 21:34 v.r.); 
µvcioµm (Lk 1 :27 v.r.); opvt~ (Lk 13:34 v.r.); rrapa~ouA.Efoµat (Php 2:30 v.r.); 
rrapaxpcioµm (I Co 7:31 v.r.); rrp6ot8a (Ac 2:31 v.r.); crta(voµm (1 Th 3:3 v.r.); 
cruvaA.(crKoµm (Ac 1 :4 v.r.); cruvavacrTpE<j>oµm (Ac 10:41 v.r.); cr<j>up(s, l8os, ~(Mt. 
15:37; 16: 10; Mk 8:8,20; Ac 9:25 v.r.); TaµLELoV, ou, To (Mt. 24:26 v.r.). 
For LN to not have these variant lexical forms hinders its bid to become a standard. There 
are Greek exegetes of all theological persuasions that choose majority text readings. LN 
should make the semantic analysis available to them. On the other hand the first edition was 
a lexicon for translators and so may have limited its scope properly, and this fact is 
acknowledged. This comment is in the context of making a second edition with a larger 
mission statement or scope. 
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We have also found about another 50 entries above the 332 BAGD entries in traditional 
lexicons such as Thayer and the Gingrich/Danker edition of the BAGD shorter lexicon, GK 
Index, Strong's Index which are not in LN. No sample of those will be given. A total of 
about 400 variant lexical forms could potentially be added to the LN Greek-English Index, 
should it decide to expand the scope of who might use the lexicon. 
We appraise that the Greek-English Index stayed true to its principle that this work 
represents the UBS3 text and apparatus. Again, there is no criticism about this matter. But 
we also think that in order to become a standard lexicon for the next generation, there 
should be a complete collation of alternate lexical forms from all the standard sources. 
We think it inconsistent to add variant readings as lexical entries, some of which are 
relatively obscure from the GNT3, and not have TR headings which are so widely accepted 
in some theological circles, at least as see references. Again, as a translator's lexicon, this 
may have been the right decision for the first edition. For the next edition of LN, editors 
should target a larger audience. 
Make "see only" references of these proposed added lexical forms to the UBS3 lexical form 
that it represents, if there is no change in meaning. IfLN adds a lexical form variant from 
BAGD or traditional sources that has a new meaning, then an entry should be added in the 
main body of volume one to accommodate the new meaning. 
Adding traditional variant entries with a different meaning will allow the user to see how the 
variant affects the meaning in a passage. Also, no matter how ill-informed are some textual 
theories (such as strict TR advocates), it is vital that a lexicon make the variant meanings 
available to that type of user. The next edition of the LN Greek-English Lexicon should be 
expanded to incorporate hundreds of new see references and dozens of new entries added to 
the main body of domains. 
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4.3.15 Miscellaneous Suggested Changes and Additions to the Greek-English Index 
We suggest the following incomplete list be added to the Greek-English Index, as see 
references to other entries in the index: ci1TEL1TOV see ci1TOAEyoµm; apov see ai'.pw; OEUTEpov 
see OEUTEpos-; owpptjcmw see owpptjyvuµL; El µtjv see El and µtjv; Ei'.TEv see 
ELTE; emELKLa, as-f see E1TlEtKELa, as- f, µ6vov see µ6vos-; rrpoy6voL, wv m see 
rrpoyoVOS', OU m orf, IlEpyaµov, OU n see 93.550; Ilupos-, OU m see Iluppos-, OU m (Ac 20:4 
v.r.); · Pwµat)Kos-, tj, 6v see· Pwµa"LK65', tj, 6v (Lk 23 :38 v.r.); LTJXcIP f see l:uxcip f (Jn 4:5 
v.r.); l:tAEas-, am see l:LA.ds-, am (Ac 15:34 v.r.); l:TpwyyuA.Lov see l:ToyuALov (Ac 20:15 
v.r.); O"UVO"TOLXEW see O"TOLXEW (Php 3:16 v.r.); crucrcrTOLXEW see O"TOLXEW (Php 3:16 v.r.); 
TEcrcrE- see also TEcrcra-; TEcrcra- see also TEO"O"E-; TETpa- see also TETpaa-; n0Ew see 
Tl0T]µL; TpwyuA.Lov, ou n see TpwyuAA.wv, ou n (Ac 20:15 v.r.); ucrTEpov see OOTEpos-, a, 
ov; <!>apµaK(a, as-f see <!>apµaKEia, as- f, <j>LA.ovLKta, as-f see cj>LA.ovELKta, as-f (Lk 22:24 
v.r.); <!>(A.os-, TJ, ov see <j>(A.os-, ou m; <j>6~TJ0pov, ou n see <j>o~T)Tpov, ou n (Lk 21: 11 v.r.); 
ct>of VLcrcra, TJS' f see l:upo<j>owtKLcrcra, TJS', f (Mk 7:26 v.r. ); ct>uyEAA.os-, ou m see ct>uyEA.os-, 
OU m (2Ti 1: 15 v.r.); ljJUXLKOS', OU n see lJJUXlKOS', tj, 6v; xaA.KELOV, OU n see xaA.KLOV, OU 11 
(Mk 7:4 v.r.); xaA.KoA.(~avos, ou m,f see xaA.KoA.(~avos-, ou n (Rev 1: 15; 2: 18 v.r.); XEµ see 
LUXEµ (Ac 7: 16 v.r.). 
We suggest the following entries be added or changed in the Greek-English Index (see also 
Addendum I [ 6. 1 ff.]). 
"AljJL 1'8os, ou m; L\Lci~oA.os-, ou m; Et rrws (add as a unit under El);' EA.a(a, as f, EpT)µos, ou 
1;so MwooE\)s-, EWS' m;s1 vtjmos-, ou m; rrapaA.unKos, ou m; 1TOVT)p6s, ou m, n; 
so BAGD also seems to acknowledge such a meaning in many contexts (q.v.). 
51 Note one should see also Mwoof]s-, EWS' m; this is a better parsing based on inflected text forms at least in 
Mt 17:4; Mk 9:4,5; Lk 9:33; 16:29; Jn 5:46; 9:29; Ro 9:15; 2Ti 3:8. 
52 This entry should be added after m.lis', and the "see also µfi nws-" there placed under the new enclitic 
entry; also add a "see also EL nws-". 
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Finally, here are a few miscellaneous, mundane errors which might make a more accurate 
Greek-English Index of the current material found there: E:µcj>avtjs, E:s change to E:µcj>avtjs, 
ts; Ka( ... Ka( is not an independent lexical entry, but better as a unit under Kat; UxAEtµ n 
is a better entry heading for lliA(µ n, based on the text form of the UBS3 in Jn 3:23; 
lliAµciv should change the transliteration ofthis name from "Shelah" to "Salman". 
In this chapter we have documented hundreds of changes and innovations to Greek lexical 
forms. The greater portion is beneficial. Below, we will now make some observations about 
how to possibly improve the Greek-English Index (see also Addendum I [6. lff.]). 
4.3.16 Miscellaneous Observations of the Greek-English Index 
As we have seen above, the Greek-English Index was careful to keep distinct, correct 
parsings and lexical form entries separate; it seems inconsistent to have parenthesis spellings 
of Greek lexical forms, such as: E:µn((µ)nAaµm;'Ioxap(L)WTTJS', ou m; AEui)(s). This 
combining of lexical forms by putting alternate spellings in parenthesis is potentially 
damaging in that it may blur important distinctions. A single letter can make a difference in 
the meaning of a reading. Take for example the inflected forms in 2Pe 2:4; CJELpa'is and 
CJELpois. The single vowel letter makes the difference between "chains" and "pit, cave". 
Admittedly, this example is not a lexical form, per se, but the principle of a single letter 
changing meaning is the same. In lexicography it is better to be a "splitter" than a "dumper", 
both in distinguishing meanings and lexical forms. 
As a general observation, careful lexicography should not assume that other Greek letters 
added or omitted from a word do not also change-the meaning of the text. Furthermore, LN 
itself separated some lexemes carefully into two lexical forms, as found in the next 
paragraph. 
The Greek-English Index separated cixpt & cixpLS' which could have been combined, since 
they have the same meaning, and since the difference is final sigma. In this case the Greek-
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English Index was correct, and would be proper to conform entries with letters in braces to 
the principle of separating into two separate forms. 
4.3 .17 Observations About Glosses in Greek-English Index 
The selection of a word sometimes causes ambiguity in the gloss. This is not common, but does 
occasionally occur. The ambiguity is usually erased when one then refers to the semantic domain. 
For example, ai nos- has the word "reason" as the gloss. This is under the domain of 89 
Relations. But the word "reason" also has the meaning of a mental capacity. Another example is 
Sa.vcicnµov, ou, n, with "deadly" as the gloss. It implies that it is an adverb or possibly adjective, 
when the lexical form is a noun, "liquid deadly poison". Hence the overview feature of the index 
does not always achieve an adequate gloss. 
Strict adherence to the principle of only one gloss per domain may lead to ambiguity. We think 
having more than one gloss for a domain (in some entries) is preferable to ambiguity. The entries 
in the so-called proper prepositions are noticeably deficient. They very often use English 
prepositions as the gloss. And English prepositions often have many relational nuances. A single 
gloss in those cases do not adequately function as even a pointer to the meaning, in our judgment. 
Therefore, it is recommended for the editors of future editions to go through each gloss and if 
necessary, add or change the gloss to a more understandable gloss, or add a gloss to help relate 
the first gloss's meaning. 
4.3.18 Other Differences 
Another small difference between traditional lexicons and the Greek-English Index is that 
traditional lexical sources have the Greek article 6-, i}, To as the marker for the gender of the 
noun as a masculine, feminine, and neuter. The LN system of marker is to use the single 
italic English letter: m,f, n. 
This is not wrong, but it seems inconsistent. This is a book at a high level which requires the 
user to be able to parse the text, determine the common lexical form, and then read the index 
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in alphabetical Greek order. Therefore the user should be familiar with adjectival terminates, 
deponent verbal forms, et cetera, that using m,f, & n, serve this level of user no better and is 
unnecessary, and changes a conformity and commonality to traditional lexicons which could 
be kept. 
4.3.19 Conclusion of the Greek-English Index 
The Greek-English Index is a completely fresh and comprehensive analysis of the lexical 
entries of NT Greek. It is no less a historic accomplishment than Ludwig Koehler's fresh, 
ground-level analysis of an OT lexical work built on the basis of Gesenius and BDB, but as a 
fresh look at all the material in Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti libros (Koehler & 
Baumgartner l 958:xii). Koehler states about creation of the lexicon: 
It takes nothing for granted, but always enquires as to the basis of a rendering. It rejects no tradition 
as such out of hand, but at the same time recognizes no tradition as correct before it has, so far as 
possible, verified it. 
The index is worthy of praise, and will hopefully be the new template for future lexical 
works, especially on the two core innovations which are so positive (based of course on 
meaning [component] analysis): separating and exchanging adjectives to nouns, and 
separating and exchanging active and deponent forms. Also the Greek-English Index 
generally met its goals of being clear, precise, and complete in the framework of the GNT3. 
We recommend the expansion of historical/grammatical, LXX, and parsing information, as 
well as any other notation that is under the category of"helps". The index would be the 
good place to expand introductory material, such as expanding difficult parsings and forms 
of an entry. Also a good place for extra-biblical information such as LXX citation, Semitic 
influence material, selected citation of other Hellenistic literature, encyclopedic material, 
interesting high-level etymological information, et cetera. A second volume of equal size to 
volume one with all this material would not be inappropriate. 
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Placing encyclopedic material information here would not compromise the principles of the 
main body of the lexicon. After all, the gloss of the Greek-English Index is not the meaning. 
Would adding introductory materials to the index confuse the meaning? In our judgment, it 
would not do so; though the user should be encouraged to not be satisfied with the gloss and 
introductory material, but go to volume one of the domains. But adding such introductory 
material would make the lexicon more usable to a much broader audience. Placing the 
introductory materials here would not confuse the meaning. Addition of this material might 
go a long way to making this the new standard lexicon. Below are the following 
recommendations for the next generation of Greek-English Index ofLN. 
1). We find the LN will be a stronger work if hundreds of"see references" are 
collated from traditional lexicons and indices, such as BAGD, Gingrich-Danker, Liddell-
Scott, Thayer's, Goodrick-Kohlenberger Index numbers and Strong's Index numbers, and 
then added to the Greek-English Index. 
2). We .conclude that LN will be a stronger work if hundreds of variant readings are 
collated from traditional lexicons, indices, and the apparatus ofNA27, and then added to the 
Greek-English Index. If the variant has the same meaning as the GNT3 entry then make a 
"see only", reference. If the variant has a different meaning than the GNT3 then it would be 
added to the domains of volume one, as well as in the index itself 
3). We assess that LN will be a stronger work if the Greek-English Index is 
expanded with introductory (encyclopedic) material which is not part of the meaning, but 
helpful or illustrative to the entry. 
The key of volume two is the Greek-English Index. Now we wtll explore the other ancillary 
indices. The next index to review is the English Index. 
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4 .4 Analysis of the English Index 
The English Index is an alphabetical arrangement of words in modern English. The user 
looks up an English word, which points him or her to the domains and entry numbers. This 
feature is not found in traditional lexicons. To the credit of the editors of the index, every 
attempt was made to make clear distinctions between words that are English homonyms. 
Below is a sample "bear": 
bear (animal) 
4.12 
bear (be) 
13.2 
bear (carry) 
15.187-211 
bear (experience) 
90.64,84 
bear (give birth to) 
23.53 
bear/able (endure) 
22.34; 25.172, 175-177 
bear fruit 
23.199, 202-204 
The advantage to the user is clear. One may readily choose any of the various entries under 
"bear" without having to look over a multitude of LN domains and numbers of the same 
spelling but different meaning. 
Having noted that this index is an innovation to traditional lexicons, still the English Index 
could be much more complete; a fact acknowledged readily in volume two (Louw 1988: 
preface), "the second index (English) is in no way complete". Two steps could be taken to 
make this a more complete index. Keep all headers that currently occur. Then add all the 
glosses, including multi-worded glosses, that occur in every entry in volume one ofLN. For 
example, in volume one, 33.178, the glosses for the "pray" subdomain is "to pray, to speak 
to God, to ask God for, prayer". Yet in the English Index under "ask" LN 33 .178 is not 
listed in the index. "Pray" has a proper listing as does "speak", but nothing under "ask". 
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Therefore, we would add below "speak" entry another entry "speak to God ... see prayer". 
Another entry below "ask" would be added "ask God for .. . see prayer". These would 
virtually all be see references, but would double or triple the number of entries, and give 
more connective options for the user to find the domains for study. 
A second step to make the English Index even more functional, is to add thesaurus entries 
which are similar glosses in the same domain, loosely called synonyms. To the "prayer" 
header, for example, one could add the following see entries (under their alphabetical 
heading of course) to the English Index. Any of several electronic and hard copy thesauri 
could be used. 
appeal to God ... see prayer 
beseech ... see prayer 
beg God ... see prayer 
entreaty, make ... see prayer 
holy habit. .. see prayer 
intercession, make to God ... see prayer 
petition to God .. . see prayer 
plea, make to God ... see prayer 
plead with God ... see prayer 
request of God .. . see prayer 
supplication, make to God .. . see prayer 
Those who are students of the body of NT literature often have a tradition of vocabulary 
choices that are different from the mainstream of vocabulary in a culture, often based in an 
English version of the Bible they were weaned on in their study. "Flesh"; "holy"; 
"supplication"; are but three specialized vocabulary. Flesh in the English Index has only the 
domain 8 Body, Body Parts, and Body Products. Yet the English Index should have at 
least many if not all of the domains found under crcip~, crapKOS' f 
To place the gloss "flesh" in the English Index (under non-body part domains) is in no way a 
concession that it is an appropriate gloss for the meaning. It is merely the word-bridge, or 
pointer to find the domain of meaning. Commonality and conformity in this matter is 
important in the communication process with the end-user. The above entries could be 
added without creating misunderstanding. Yet these additions may well go a long way 
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toward making LN the new standard lexicon for NT studies. Conformity to the needs of the 
end-user makes a product which will be better and more often used. 
4. 5 Analysis of the Passage Index 
This is another innovative feature to be added to traditional lexicons. This is a first passage 
index actually made part of the lexicon per se. After-market books have been added to 
traditional lexicons in both the OT (BDB) and NT (BAGD). However, this incorporated 
feature has set a new standard for future lexicons to meet. 
The arrangement is the normal canonical order which has been common sometime after 200 
A.D. of Matthew to Revelation (Ackroyd & Evans 1970: 1 :286). The book, chapter, and 
verses (BCV) are based on the UBS3. One innovation would be to add versification 
differences from some of the common English Bible versions and create a see reference to 
the UBS3 BCV system. For example, the NIV versification system has an Acts 19:41, but 
not the UBS3. The NIV has no Mt 23:14, Jn 5:4, Ac 28:29 yet it is included in the passage 
index. Finally, 2Co 13: 12-13 are re-separated in verses 12-14 in the NIV. The differences 
are negligible in the NIV NT, and virtually non-existent in the NRSV NT. But the KJV 
would have many differences in its BCV system. 
The versification of the GNT has a lot of commonality to English Bible versification. But 
should a semantic domain lexicon of the OT be produced, Masoretic Text, BHS text, and 
English Bible versification varies much. The feature of verse commonality will make an OT 
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semantic domain lexicon much more usable. 53 
In this Passage Index evaluation, we point out the only known mundane error is at Lk I I :37 
in exchange for Lk 7:37 add I7.23, which is the proper entry for civaTTLTTTW. 
Finally, there is a map portion of volume two. It needs little comment, but consider the 
paragraph below. 
4.6 Analysis of Maps 
The maps found in volume two are duplicates of the maps in the back of volume one. Two 
maps are of Palestine in the Old Testament and New Testament times; also two more maps 
of the ancient world in the OT and NT times, roughly centering in Jerusalem and extending 
about 1,200k in all directions. These maps relate to domain 93 places in identifying their 
locations. In the second edition of volume two, we recommend that the map coordinate 
system of the Student map manual historical geography of the Bible lands (Monson: I 979). 
This system has more precise maps with horizontal and vertical coordinate numbers. The 
editors of the second edition would edit domain 93.389-615 (Proper Places), adding exact 
geographical address to the entries. For example, "Bethlehem" would add the coordinates 
(I 69-123) to the entry. Then the new map system would be the more precise 
53 Noting the differences in English Bible BCV and Hebrew BCV will be much more important to document 
in a passage index in the future LN Hebrew/Aramaic-English Lexicon of the Old Testament, noting that in 
our study we found 2,053 versification differences between most Protestant English Bible versions and the 
Hebrew BCV system. The writer even found differences between BHS and the MT as a separate BCV 
system, as in Dt 5:2l[MT 18], and the odd NIV BCV changes in Nehemiah 7:68-72 to become 7:69-73 in 
the NIV BCV system. Hebrew students like the comfort of having their English study version beside them. 
They exhibit great frustration when verse numbers are off by one verse, or off up to 15 verses! Note that 
Catholic study Bibles NIB and NAB and sometimes NEB have different versification systems than the 
standard Protestant versions such as KN, NIV, ASV, RSV, NRSV, NASB, et cetera. and would warrant a 
separate collation. 
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Student map manual either sold as a separate volume or incorporated into volume two of 
LN. Incidentally, such data formation could then be placed into an electronic retrieval 
system for quite precise electronic cartography. 
4.7 Conclusion of Chapter Four 
Again, volume two of the LN lexicon is a positive innovation over traditional lexicography. 
Though changes are suggested, the Greek-English Index is the shining star of volume two. It 
has hundreds of needed innovations to stop the unclear categorizations of traditional 
lexicons, specifically, lumping lexemes of differing parts of speech together. Possibly even 
more can be done in this area, see the Addendum I [6. lff] of this dissertation for more 
particular recommended changes. The glosses as a whole are acceptable as pointers to the 
meaning in the main body, as well as an adequate survey of the potential meanings of an 
individual lexeme. In order to become a new standard for a new generation, the Greek-
English Index should add variants from all sources, and not limit itself to the UBS3 
apparatus. 
One major thrust of this dissertation is to examine and improve LN semantic domains format 
and create a better second edition. In the next chapter, a new proposal of a different format 
will be considered for purposes of exploring future configurations of lexicons. We find that 
there will always be a place for the LN as it currently exists. But there may also be a place 
for a new format of lexicon, keeping the sound semantic principles found in LN and not 
traditional lexicons. This brings us to chapter five of the dissertation. 
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Chapter Five 
A New Lexicon Proposal 
5.1 Proposal For a New Lexicon Format 
We propose to devise and construct samples of a lexicon (hence forth referred to as "a New 
Lexicon" [NewL]) which is a synthesis of traditional lexicons and the Greek-English 
Lexicon by Louw & Nida. 
The LN lexicon has established a place in history and will be of invaluable aid to translators 
and specialists for possibly generations to come. NewL will not replace this fine work, but 
will be constructed to aid pastors and Bible students and theologians who are familiar with 
and prefer the traditional format, yet will gain the fruit of the groundbreaking theories of 
semantics proposed by Nida & Louw, et al. This is proposed as an alternative to LN, with 
the ability to reference LN domains whenever further study and discussion is desired by the 
user. 
The major need for NewL is to make it accessible to users who are not proficient in Greek. 
Translators are the major group targeted in LN. And they are proficient or efficient enough 
in Greek that they can parse and access the Greek-English Index lexeme entries, and so be 
able to access the domains of the main body ofLN. 
But many potential users of a lexicon such as Bible college and Seminary students (and some 
of their teachers?) do not have skills to access LN Greek-English Index, not to mention 
pastors rusty in their Greek skills, as well as lay people and teachers based in Sunday 
morning Bible classes. Access for these is difficult for two reasons. First, they have 
inadequate training to access Greek lexical forms. Second, even if they have some training, 
LN lexical systems have hundreds of lexical form differences54 contrasted to traditional 
54 Compared in detail in the section evaluating the Greek-English Index (4.3. l ff. (-.19)) the previous 
chapters. 
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lexicons. Though necessary changes for accuracy in meaning were made, the LN system in 
some cases has further isolated the commonality of traditional lexical form systems. This 
level of user is compelled to purchase the time honored, but theoretically inadequate Vine's 
Expository Dictionary and works reflecting the traditional lexicography. 55 
NewL proposes to observe the range of meanings a lexeme can display. LN has a main body 
focus to study the relationship of multiple lexemes; NewL has a main body focus to show 
the multiple meanings a single word can exhibit Gust as the LN volume two Greek-English 
Index). Louw states such an arrangement has some benefits (Louw 1985: 161 ): 
The traditional layout of regular dictionaries is very useful since it provides one with the total range 
of meanings .... 
Note that Louw states such an arrangement is "very useful." If this alphabetical arrangement 
was all that was offered in NewL, then the old notions of a "core meaning" and confusion 
over words "having" meaning might be implied. This might also imply the resurrection of all 
the dead and buried notions LN has done away with. If this alphabetical arrangement with a 
range of meanings was all that was offered, then critics would be right that this is a step 
backward. But NewL does not have an exclusive focus on the range of meanings. Every 
entry and sub-entry in the main body (see Addendum III [8.1]) ofNewL also points tlie 
user to an index of Louw-Nida Domain Index of NewL (see Addendum IV [9.1]). Once 
the user has gone to that Domain Index he can further resource other entries in NewL, in 
effect chaining together a domain of information. Just as the LN Greek-English Index is a 
pointer to the main body of domains, so also NewL from the main body points to the Index 
of Domains. We assert that it is a different format arrangement of the material only, not a 
change in the underlying principles of LN. 
Therefore, we propose to create a lexicon with traditional indexing based on alphabetization 
55 Sales on Vines in the USA is still consistently a top seller. Interestingly, this English Expository is 
apparently based on the obscure ERV 1881, not known to be in print in the USA. 
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in the Greek/Hebrew/Aramaic (with the commodus of the GK numbering system) and other 
conventions to make the lexicon as accessible as possible to the beginning and intermediate 
user. Be it also proposed to substantially keep the philosophy and theory of meaning found 
in semantic domains, yet change the main-body format to a more traditional look. 
5.2 Overview of New Lexicon (NewL) 
In overview, the main body (for sample, see Addendum III [8.1]) of the lexicon will be an 
expansion of the Greek-English Index of the LN lexicon (volume two), and the current body 
of domain and meaning information will be a condensed index pointing back to NewL's 
main body. The expansion will also include the aids of traditional lexicons which are 
included (as in BAGD) so as to help a person translate and exegete the text, which include 
background information, grammatical helps, other information, but using fonts, boxes, and 
header separators to keep encyclopedic, grammatical, and historical information separate 
from the meaning proffered by the definition or gloss. The GK Numbering system will be 
used, which coincides with an alphabetical arrangement. 
Several.indices will support the main body ofNewL: I) a condensed Semantic Domain 
Index keyed to the main body (for sample, see Addendum IV [9 .1 ]); 2) an expanded 
English Index keyed to the main body (for sample, see Addendum VI [11.1]); 3) an 
expanded Passage Index keyed to the main body (for sample, see Addendum V [IO. I]); 4) a 
Strong's Index number keyed to the main body (for sample, see Addendum VII [12.1]). 
The following paragraph explains why Strong's Index will be included. 
NewL is proposed to make the Greek New Testament language more accessible. That is 
why numbering systems (GK and Strong's) are also introduced into NewL. However, some 
academic scholars (Catholic and Protestant) do not think it is right to make such information 
available to theologically untrained. They say the untrained will only misuse the Scripture. 
This debate has gone on from before the Protestant Reformation to today. Priests 
complained that the lay people were not trained to read the Bible. As documented in The 
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new international dictionary of the Christian church (Douglas:l974) Wycliffe and Tyndale 
lost the argument ad bacalum. 56 
Yet their ideals won the test of history, and the Bible is read and studied by the plowboys of 
this world, though they are not formally ordained by the church. LN has been a part of such 
an endeavor by bringing this lexicon to translators, that they in tum bring the word of God 
to the common peoples of the world. Though differing in target groups, NewL is proposed 
in a similar spirit of making the Word of God available to a larger audience. 
Now in the information age, we have the further mission to bring the study of the meanings 
of the NT to even the novice. LN is better in philosophy and method than traditional 
lexicons. Bible study books based in LN, with popular access, should be made. Otherwise, 
popular level books with Jess sound principles and methods will de facto be used, as with An 
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words (Vine: 1940). LN uses a more academically 
mature approach than traditional lexicons. Why not use it as widely as possible? We can 
have regard for a broader audience of God's people by making available resource books like 
LN. 
Yet, to the freshman user of NewL also comes the warning of the Popean couplet; Pope 
said: 
A little learning is a dangerous thing. Drink deep, or taste not the Pieri an spring. 57 
NewL's GK/Strong's Index numbering system will allow the attentive novice to be able to 
see and be introduced to the careful semantic theory of LN. NewL will also guide the user to 
the LN domains for further study, instead of the unwise course of further etymological 
56 Ad bacalum is the informal logical fallacy "of the stick", the fallacy of force, as they were beaten, tortured. 
and executed. 
57 Do It Yourself Hebrew and Greek (Goodrick 1980:4). 
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study.58 There will also be enough advanced information that the book will be a useful 
reference work in which to grow. 
Above, we have seen an overview of the NewL project, with its main body and indices. We 
have also shown our desire to make available the sound LN lexicographic information in a 
more accessible format. We have also asserted that it is better to make LN accessible by 
formatting changes than to keep it hard to access. Through the rest of chapter five, we will 
establish (as a reiteration for emphasis in the dissertation) that the format ofNewL will not 
necessarily compromise the sound linguistic philosophy ofLN. We will then state that NewL 
accepts the principles of LN Introduction, and the lexical forms evolving in volume two of 
LN. In Addendum II [7. lff] of the dissertation, additional discussion of the principles of LN 
will be made; as well as possible corrections to LN in future editions (Addendum I [6. lff ]). 
5.3 Underlying Philosophy ofNewL 
We essentially accept all the principles and philosophy ofLN as valid and wish to implement 
them in NewL. We reiterate for emphasis a few of those principles below. 
We accept Louw' s principle of meaning as it occurs in the context of a linguistic utterance, 
as found in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:47) that: 
"Meaning is a set of relations for which a verbal symbol is a sign," seems to be a workable principle 
if "verbal symbol" is extended to include not only single words, but also discourses. 
5.3.1 Words Are Instruments of Meaning 
We also accept Louw's principle that words are the instrument of meaning, and do not have 
an inner meaning. 
58 See also Exegetical fallacies (Carson 1996:29). It is a terse but clear analysis on the lucus a non lucendo 
[absurd etymology] for U'ITTJPETTJS' which transforms from "servant" to "under rower", even "a rower on the 
lower bank of a trireme". This etymology then guides the word into a new meaning "a particularly low class 
of servant". Note that Carson also gives credit to others for pointing out this particular example. 
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This meaning can be truly communicated to others, though in a limited way. See also 
Addendum II [7. lff]. 
5.3.2 Two Classes of Objects Which Can Be Apprehended 
In method LN accepts that there are two classes of objects which can be apprehended, 
sensible and intelligible. Sensible objects are perceived by sight, sound, touch, hearing, smell, 
et cetera. The second class or group are purely intelligible objects not having a prior 
sensibility, such as mathematical thought, concepts, or spiritual, non-material beings believed 
or conceived to exist, such as God, or the Holy Spirit. NewL accepts the principle that the 
meaning of a word is a general area of human experience in both the sensible and intelligible 
mode. 
5.3.3 Meaning Resides in the Author's Mind, Not Reader's Response 
In NewL as in LN, meaning is not determined by a reader's response, but rather by the 
endeavor to discover the meaning of the author and communicate it meaningfully to the 
recipient. Response by a listener or reader is not binding or governing in any way for 
determining the meaning of the lexeme. We emphasize that there is an important place for 
reader response, but not as a governance of the meaning in the mind of the author. 
5.3.4 Conclusion of Underlying Principles ofNewL 
We believe the NewL proposal will not hinder the philosophy of"meaning" manifest in LN. 
NT Greek devotees like and are more familiar with traditional formats of a lexicon. But 
NewL will keep LN principles and make a more accessible and usable format. NewL will 
stress whatever elements of commonality can be put into the lexicon, without diminishing 
any ofLN proper principles. Below are the specifics of the proposal, and we can give a 
"feel" of what NewL will look like. 
Here are samples ofNewL features from the main body of the work. The main body is that 
portion of the book which is not an index, in a contiguous ascending (alphabetical) format. 
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5.4 The NewL Main Body Sample Entry 
42G cl')'LOTT]S, TjTOS, Tj n.f.59 
holiness, unique purity, divine quality: ayL6TT]s, i.e., moral purity as an expression of the divine 
in contrast with the human Heb 12:1Cf; 2Co 1:12v.r. LN 88.25 
43G cl')'Lw:rWrj, Tj n.f. 
holiness, purity: ayLw:rWrj, i.e., the quality of moral purity as an expression of the divine in 
contrast with the human (Ro I :4; 2Co 7: l") LN 88.25 
dedication, consecration: ayLw:rWrj, i.e., the state resulting from being dedicated to God for 
service, often as a religious activity similar to offerings, cleansings, and expressions of worship (1 Th 
3:13") LN 53.45 
5.4.1 The NewL Goodrick/Kohlenberger (GK) Numbers 
Just as the Semantic Domains in LN are the main body of that work, so in NewL the main 
body is the alphabetical listing of every Greek lexeme. Due to the careful planning of those 
who constructed the GK Index, the GK numbers mostly coincide with the alphabetical 
arrangement.60 One innovation to the GK system is the adding of a "G" (for "Greek") on the 
end of a GK NT index number and an "H" (for "Hebrew") on the end of a GK OT index 
number. This replaces the normal typeface for OT Hebrew numbers and italic typeface for 
NT Greek Numbers. Aramaic GK numbers are numbered above 10,000, hence numbers 
10001 to 10779 are in Aramaic. Every GK number fills exactly five digits. This innovation to 
the GK system is warranted, since the senior editor of the GK Numbering System reports 
that every letter that has ever been received about the GK index system has been the 
complainant misreading the normal and italic typeface, thus confusing the Greek and Hebrew 
entry numbers. The GK numbering system will also have numbers added to it out of 
necessity, since LN lexical form system in the NT is based on the traditional lexical forms of 
Shorter BAGD by Gingrich and Danker, and secondarily on BAGD itself Corrections and 
59 The abbreviation "n.f." is "noun feminine" and is given as an indicator for the entry level user ofNewL 
that does not know the more advanced Greek article markers. 
60 The sole known instance where the alphabetical system does not exactly coincide with the GK NT system 
is GK number 3989G. The associate editor failed to see lexeme as misspelled, which should now be found at 
3997.5#. In the OT GK Index, 4552H is misspelled, and should now be found at 4689.5#. Also, 9569H is a 
dead entry as a misspelling of9475H. 
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exchanges to the GK system will conform to the more proper LN-NewL lexical form 
system, and additions to the GK system in its proper alphabetical order and so an additional 
number to the GK system. So for example, the GK system does not have a lexical form for 
dylov, ou, n; so a number will be added in its proper spelling place at 40G.5 and a see 
reference (both ways) to the GK number 41G which serves this NewL form. The above 
sample has "42G". Therefore, just as LN used domain and number systems to make access 
to the domains, so NewL will make access to the exact Greek lexical entries possible to 
those who use study books in English with the N1V I GK system as well as Strong's 
system.61 
5.4.2 The NewL Lexeme in Original Language 
After the GK entry number comes the lexical form in Greek. The lexical form will generally 
conform to the formulations of the LN system, with the exceptions noted in this dissertation 
(see 4.3 ff. and Addendum I [6. ltf.]). These formulations include but are not limited to: 
genitive forms and grammatical genders for nouns, terminates for adjectives, deponent forms 
for verbs. The sample above has a)'LOTT}S", T}TOS", ~. 
5.4.3 The NewL Traditional Part of Speech 
NewL will also have a field right after the lexeme with the traditional part of speech given in 
abbreviations. It is true that Greek lexical forms give markers for some of the parts of 
speech: nouns, adjectives, most adverbs, and deponent and active verb forms. Yet the user 
of NewL will have the added confirmation that a particular Greek formulation is in fact that 
part of speech: n. for noun; adj. for adjective; adv. for adverb; p. for pronoun; pt. for 
particle; c. for conjunction; prep. for preposition. '.fhe above sample has nf above with the 
meaning "noun, feminine [grammatical] gender". 
61 The licensed publisher of the NIV, Zondervan, actively promotes the GK Index system for Bible study 
books. The NJV Nave's topical Bible (Kohlenberger [ed] 1992); The Hebrew-Greek key study Bible 
(Zodhiates 1996) are two examples. 
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5.4.4 The NewL Definition 
After the part of speech is the central feature of the entry, the definition which is the 
instrument to declare the meaning. Again all the theory of semantics is generally followed as 
in LN. NewL will have some minor changes in format to enhance the alphabetical 
arrangement and help the user. 
5.4.4(a) Gloss 
First the gloss begins this section of the entry. One main gloss will be given in bold, often 
but not always having similar glosses in the same domain of meaning (so-called synonyms) in 
non-bold type. This is in contrast to the LN method (in its main body) in which a verbally 
descriptive sentence is given, followed by a hyphen or dash and then the gloss is given. 
Again, the gloss there is given after a definition. This was done purposely to reflect the 
philosophy that meaning does not begin with a gloss, but a gloss flows from a meaning. We 
believe Louw used that exact format in the main body to make that point. But as a practical 
matter, starting in the Greek-English Index (Louw 1988: preface vol.2) LN begins with a 
gloss (in the Greek-English Index) as merely a pointer to the meaning. To do otherwise 
would have been "too extensive and cumbersome for ready reference". 
NewL also begins with merely a gloss as a pointer to the following: 1) the verbal description 
or definition; 2) to the LN Domain Index (see Addendum IV [9.1]). Since LN begins with a 
gloss as a pointer (in the Greek-English Index), and NewL follows the principles ofLN, then 
it is acceptable to have a gloss as a pointer the first part of the entry. If the gloss was the 
only information given, then NewL would be deficient. But there is enough information to 
follow the gloss (i.e., the definition and domain index) that communicating the meaning is 
still possible. 
Again, NewL begins with a word gloss, and refines it with a descriptive sentence; LN begins 
in the Greek-English Index (vol. 2) with words as a gloss and then guides the user to the 
entry in the main body. Then in the main body the entry begins with a descriptive sentence, 
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concluding again with a gloss: gloss, description, gloss. Obviously, LN does not (purely 
speaking, cannot) define each word of the descriptive sentence it begins with. It makes 
certain assumptions that at least some meaning will occur in the descriptive sentence. Such a 
circular nature of a dictionary is discussed by Language in thought and action (Hayakawa 
l 964:54fl) and Ten philosophical mistakes (Adler 1985 :54fl). NewL' s method is as sound 
as LN' s in this regard. 
Back to our example (5.4) "Holiness" is the primary gloss in bold above, and the so-called 
synonyms are "unique purity" and "divine quality". The synonyms are added to merely help 
further refine the gloss as a pointer to the definition/verbal description part of the entry. 
5.4.4(b) Formal Translation 
NewL has a formal gloss translation for idioms. In traditional lexicons and even in LN this is 
the equivalent of a literal translation. The term "formally" instead of "literally" was chosen 
for NewL because the term "literal" to many people denotes or connotes the real or actual 
meaning. "Formally" was chosen to mimic some ofNida's terminology in his writings on 
translation. "Formally" in NewL means, "if one were using the concordant method of 
translation, then this word or group of words is ordinarily translated word-for-word this 
way." For example note "bosom", in the entry below: 
11 G 'Af3paciµ, o 
n.pr.m. 
Abraham, i.e .... 
unit: K6X1TOS Tou 'Af3paciµ 
heaven, formally, bosom of Abraham, i.e., a name for a region above the earth 
far away from Hades, favorable for dwelling, with a special focus of close 
interpersonal relationships, Lk 16:22 •. 62 See also LN 1.16 and 1.5 footnote 2. 
62The asterisk indicates every reference is cited for this idiom. 
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The unit is glossed "heaven" in bold, followed by the formal translation "bosom of Abraham"; 
both as pointers to the definition. The translation and the gloss in NewL are not the meaning, but 
act as pointers to the definition. For those who criticize this feature of a formal translation in 
NewL, we wish to point out that LN also has a similar feature. In the above case of"bosom 
of Abraham", LN states {1.16) "K6~:rros 'A~paciµ: (an idiom, literally, 'Abraham's 
bosom')". Note that this information in LN was put in parenthesis (and before the 
definition/verbal description) apparently to mark the fact that the literal translation is not the 
meaning, but still another pointer to the definition. If LN has a "literal" translation of a 
Greek phrase as a feature of an entry, and NewL follows LN principles, then it is acceptable 
for NewL to have a similar feature of a "formal" translation. 
5.4.4(c) Use of"i.e." 
After the gloss or gloss synonyms, or in the case of a unit, the formal translation gloss, 
comes the marker "i.e.". This is the common abbreviation i.e. for the Latin id est, "that is". 
This marker was used to notify the user that what is to follow the mere gloss and literal 
translation is a verbal description and declaration of the meaning of the Greek lexeme. Some 
criticize this feature as pointing and focusing now back to the gloss, instead of the Greek 
lexeme itself We agree that this may cause confusion, as in the example given in 5.4.4(b). 
See below the example now includes a second notation of the Greek lexeme, then followed 
by "i.e." and then the definition/verbal description. By analogy, LN begins with a Greek 
lexeme (GL) in volume 2 (the Greek-English Index), followed by a gloss (G) [and its domain 
and entry number], and then turning to the main entry the Greek lexeme (GL) is found first 
again, usually with an immediately following verbal description or definition (D): GL' G' 
GL ' D. Though of a different format, NewL is of a similar process, but all occurring the 
main entry: GL' G' GL' D. 
The repetition of the Greek lexeme may be too extensive and cumbersome as a practical 
concern, but the point for clarity (that the gloss is not the meaning), it may be well worth the 
extra space. 
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11 G 'A~paciµ, o 
n.pr.m. 
Abraham; 'A~paciµ, i.e .... 
unit: K0;\1TOS TOU t A~paciµ 
5.4.4(d) 
heaven, formally, bosom of Abraham; K6;\1Tos TOU 'A~paciµ, i.e., a name for a 
region above the earth far away from Hades, favorable for dwelling, with a 
special focus of close interpersonal relationships, Lk 16:22*. See also LN 1.16 
and 1.5 footnote 2. 
Verbal Description of the Greek Lexeme 
This area of the main entry is the central feature ofNewL. The definition will be formed as 
the unmarked meaning. Its formulation is to be as generic as possible, encompassing as 
much as possible in that area of meaning. 
Is this a sufficient method to communicate meaning and the understanding that flows from 
the meaning? Yes, because it is adhering to the first principles of "meaning" as it "occurs" in 
the context of a linguistic utterance, again as stated in Semantics of New Testament Greek 
(Louw 1982:47): 
"Meaning is a set of relations for which a verbal symbol is a sign," seems to be a workable principle 
if "verbal symbol" is e>.1ended to include not only single words, but also discourses. Meaning has to 
do with the multiplicity of relations by which people communicate. 
In the two sentences quoted above, Dr. Louw shifts the discussion from "meaning is" as first 
principles of what meaning actually is, to a functional working of meaning, "Meaning has to 
do ... ". This dissertation wishes to focus on the second element of what meaning has to do 
with the multiplicity of relationships for communication of the meaning, while accepting the 
first principles of what is meaning. 
Does NewL hinder that set of relations ("meaning is") so that meaning does not occur, nor is 
it communicated (what "meaning has to do")? We evaluate that it does not. We assert other 
formatting structures may be used to set forth that meaning. We think it is adequate for two 
reasons. First, a method of verbal description of one or more sentences does further the 
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understanding of the meaning. And second, the method of showing relationships in the 
Semantic Domain Index (an abbreviated form of the main body ofLN, see Addendum IV 
[9.1]) also furthers the understanding of the meaning. 
We point out the obvious as an illustration, that the preface and introduction ofLN clearly 
communicates the principles and method of the LN lexicon, and does so without having 
been placed in a domain. Meaning can be communicated using other organizing methods, 
such as NewL's proposal of verbal description within an alphabetical listing. 
5.4.4( e) Passages Cited 
A feature of LN entries is to usually have only one Scripture passage reference per entry. 
This was not likely due to laziness or lack of information. It was possible to have many, 
many references per entry. John Lubbe in Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985: 125) 
explains: 
It is not the purpose of a dictionary to decide precisely and finally which occurrences are to be 
ascribed with a particular meaning. It is only necessary for a dictionary to substantiate that at least 
one occurrence of a word is to be defined . . . . 
We agree that one occurrence of a particular meaning is necessary in order to be in the LN 
or NewL. But we also believe that it is preferable for the editor of a lexicon to make as many 
informed, expert decisions or opinions as possible about the meanings of a word in each of 
their contexts, and list as many Bible references as possible (emulating BAGD in this 
matter). When a context is unclear about a meaning then the NewL editor should comment 
on the possibilities. 
As a practical matter, the user of a lexicon looks for a specific meaning in a particular 
context he or she is studying. It would therefore be very helpful to a user to have, if possible, 
every reference cited with the meaning ascribed to a domain, with comment about 
uncertainty by the editor when appropriate. 
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So then, the editor(s) ofNewL should decide and record the meaning (from their analysis) in 
every context of a lexeme whenever practically possible. Of the 5,000 lexical forms that 
make up the New Testament Greek (Louw 1988: vi), approximately 1,066 lexical forms 
occur nine times or less (Trenchard 1992: preface), nearly eighty percent of the lexical form 
entries! The other approximately twenty percent of the occurrences could then be examples 
only, as in LN. And as electronic mediums become common and printing and paper costs 
diminish, we could work toward a goal of a having every reference cited at a rate of hundred 
percent. 
The only caveat is to warn the user in the introduction of the lexicon, that the nature of a 
lexicon is descriptive and not prescriptive. Again, the purpose of a lexicon is to describe 
what are the meanings of a body ofliterature, from the informed opinion of the editor. LN 
usually cited one example to best illustrate the meaning in a particular entry. NewL citing 
every occurrence will open it up to criticism, since there are "fuzzy boundaries" (Louw 
I 988:xix) in some contexts. In these cases of uncertainty, alternate understandings could be 
offered (as is done in LN). Even in component analysis, as D.A. Carson says, "different 
scholars sometimes achieve quite different results-" (Carson 1996:50). A lexicon should 
reflect such diversity of scholarly opinions. 
5.4.4(t) Notations and Denotations// Other Information 
FolJowing the verbal definition and passages are notes. Here the editor will make comments 
about the denotative (referential) meaning and usage of the lexeme. 
NewL will have grammatical, historical, analytical., and even possibly responsible 
etymological or derivative information in this part of the entry. This information will be 
added to the entry in NewL after the definition part of the entry, and separated by boxes or 
dividing lines to mark that it is not part (or determinative) of the meaning or definition. LN 
has translator notes with some of this kind of information (cf "salt losing savor" in LN 
5.25). However, NewL will expand this feature by incorporating materials from traditional 
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lexicons such as BAGD, and expand the principle of keeping such information distinct from 
the meaning and definition portion of the entry by use of boxes or divider lines. 
As discussed generally in chapter three, encyclopedic information (as in traditional lexicons) 
is acceptable for NewL. We observe that LN has a separate section of translator notes. 
These notes are not part of the meaning of the lexeme. They are there as helps for 
translator's issues. Argued by analogy, NewL will have helps for the less specialized 
exegete. 
5.4.4(g) LNNumber 
Finally, at the end of the entry of a lexeme is the LN domain and entry number. This will 
allow the user to go to the Domain Index ofNewL and see how other lexemes relate in the 
same semantic space. And of course, one can also go to LN itself and access more detailed 
information not available in the NewL Domain Index. 
We have just described and explained the main body ofNewL. Now we will continue with 
the explanation of the ancillary and supportive indices to the main index. 
5.5 Supportive Indices to NewL 
There are four indices which will support the Main Index ofNewL: LN Domain Index; The 
English Index; The Passage Index; Strong's to GK Index (for sample pages, see Addendums 
III to VII [8.1 to 12.1]). We will explain in more detail each of these four indices. 
5.5.1 LN Domain Index 
This index is a condensation of the LN main body of the lexicon (see Addendum IV [9.1]). 
This index is analogous to the Greek-English Index in LN. That is, first there will be a gloss 
and possibly brief annotation in parenthesis; then a see reference to the main body ofNewL 
which is the GK-alphabetical main body. 
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The editor ofNewL has increased the delineation of categories. See for example, the sample 
page of the Domain Index ofNewL. LN has two sub-domains: Foods and Condiments. But 
the NewL Domain Index has eight further sub-categories for foods and two sub-categories 
for condiments. It is recommended that editors of the LN consider making these title 
groupings whenever possible in the main body of their lexicon. Though this principle could 
be overdone making so many particulars that it becomes atomistic, these refinements 
modestly activated will further help guide the user to see distinctions and relationships. 
5.5.2 The English Index 
The NewL English Index works exactly like the LN index of the same name. The only 
difference is that the see reference is to a GK number as the main body entry, instead of the 
LN domain and number. Also, the English Index should be expanded, as spelled out in 
chapter four of this dissertation, with many more synonyms; as well as theological and 
traditional see references to the entries ofNewL. Please see the sample page of the English 
Index in the back ofthis dissertation to illustrate the NewL English Index (Addendum VI 
[11.1]). 
5.5.3 The Passage Index 
The Scripture Index is also very similar to the LN Passage Index. Instead of a see reference 
to the LN domain and number is a see reference to a GK-alphabetical main body listing. 
Some features are added. There is an inflected form (with its parsing particulars) in the main 
body ofNewL with a scripture reference cited also placed in the Passage Index. Also, 
variants found in passages are placed in the Passage Index. If every verse is cited in the main 
body of a NewL entry, then a superscript marker indicates this also in the Passage Index. 
Please see the sample page of the Passage Index in the back of this dissertation to illustrate 
the NewL Passage Index (Addendum V [l 0.1]). 
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5.5.4 Strong's to GK Index 
The Strong's Index numbering system is inadequate compared to the GK system. The GK 
system added hundreds of new lexical forms in comparison to the Strong's Index system. 
Nevertheless, many, many books use the Strong's indexing system, and there is a profit to 
commonality of a lexicon's elements (see 1.6.2). Therefore a Strong's to GK Number Index 
will also be added to the indices ofNewL. This conversion index will then make lexeme 
entries available to those who struggle or do not know the Greek lexical forms, but do know 
the Strong's and GK numbering system. This index also is in keeping with the NewL 
principle to make the lexical entries as available as reasonably possible (see Addendum VII 
[12.1]). 
5.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, traditional lexicons have sufficient problems of theory and practice to warrant 
the LN Lexicon. The LN theory and practice is superior to traditional lexicons. This 
synthesis between the structure of traditional lexicons, combined with the superior theory of 
LN make the NewL proposal worth considering. This compromise of form, without 
compromising the proper theory, will help make meaning-based lexicography the new 
standard for Bible language tools. 
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Addendum I 
6.1 Suggested Changes to LN 
6.1.1 Suggested Changes and Additions to LN Indices and Main Body 
Some entries were found that may need to be variously changed: added to, deleted from, 
moved, or related to the semantic domains and the range of meanings of lexical entries. This 
is based on many hours of comparing BAGD, the Shorter Lexicon (by Gingrich and 
Danker), and, of course, Louw-Nida, and other relevant electronic databases. Considering 
the detail of our investigation, the questions and suggested changes are relatively small. 
Further, some of those questions and suggestions may be due to my limitations or lack of 
understanding, or simply be debatable opinions for which the editors of LN chose another 
way of doing. This list, not in any strict order, is presented in the attitude of improving a 
good book. 
Some lexical forms of nouns do not have an article marker of its gender (m f n ), assumedly 
because it is debated what is the gender in the NT (cf. · AKE:\oaµax); we recommend giving 
the part of speech in English (e.g. verb, noun, adjective, etc.) next to those lexemes. 
Consider making all comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs their own lexical 
forms, or at least "unit" entries. LN separated the positive and comparative forms of 
rro:\us and TTAEtwv; and other examples of such separations could be given as innovations in 
LN in contrast to BAGD's organization. Comparative forms usually inflect differently than 
the positive forms, and generally their meaning is somewhat different than the positive forms 
in degree or intensity (though not the area/domain of meaning itself). For example, 
ci:yu.t'.>TaTOS' (Jude 20); ciKf>L~ECJTaTOS' (Ac. 26:5 [exchange with LN form?]); ciKpt~ECJTEpov 
(Ac. 18:26; 23:15,20; 24:22 [comp. adverb]); civayKatOTEpOS' (Php. 1:24); ciVEKTOTEpOS' 
(Mt. 10: 15; 11 :22,24; Lk. 10: 12, 14 [exchange with LN form?]); cicr0EVECJTEpos (I Co. 
12:22); ciTLµOTEpOS' (lCo. 12:23); ~apUTEpOS' (Mt. 23:23); ~E~atOTEPOS' (2Pe. 1:19); 
oEtcrt8mµov€crTEpos (Ac. 17:22 [exchange with LN form?]); 8ta<j>0pWTEpos (Heb. 1 :4; 
8:6); otTTAOTEpov (Mt. 23:15 [adverb]); EAEELVOTEpos (I Co. 15:19); E:vnµ6TEpos (Lk. 
14:8); EU)'EVECJTEpos (Ac. 17:11); EUKOTTWTEpos (Mt. 9:5; 19:24; Mk. 2:9; 10:25; Lk. 5:23; 
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16: 17; 18:25 [exchange with LN lexical form?]); icrxupoTEpos- (Mt. 3: 11; Mk. 1 :7; Lk. 3: 16; 
11:22; !Co. 1:25; 10:22); µaKapLWTEpos- (lCo. 7:40); µLKpoTEpos- (Mt. 11:11; 13:32; Mk. 
4:31; Lk. 7:28; 9:48); VEWTEpos- (e.g. Lk. 15: 13); rro;\unµoTEpos- (lPe. 1 :7); rrovrlPoTEpos-
(Mt. 12:45; Lk. 11:26); cro<j>wTEpos- (ICo. 1:25); crrrou6m6TEpos- (2Co. 8:17,22); 
TEAElOTEpOS' (Heb. 9:11); TLµLwTaTOS' (Rev. 18:12; 21:11); TOµWTEPOS' (Heb. 4:12 
[exchange with the LN lexical form?]); U!J11A6TEpos- (Heb. 7:26); <j>povLµWTEpos- (Lk. 16:8). 
Consider giving unaccented and unmarked LN lexical forms (e.g. EAWL, ns-) a breathing 
mark and accent, to conform when possible with BAGD, for the sake of commonality. 
The principle of separating an adjective into adjective and noun lexical forms (based 
apparently on the results of component analysis) is established in LN (see 4. 3. 5 of 
dissertation). Here are a few dozen possible instances of other lexical forms (of varying 
degrees of certainty from my view) which are only adjectives in LN, but some may he nouns 
separate from adjectives in a future edition of LN. I felt it better to be inclusive rather than 
give a sampling, that the editorial team of the next edition ofLN may thoroughly investigate 
this aspect.· Aya96s-: is this a n.n. (neuter noun) ciya96v "the good, what is good" (e.g. Ro. 
2:10)? [cf BAGD 2.a.b.]; ciyarr11Tos-: is this a m.n. ever (e.g. Ac. 15:25)?; ciyws-: is this a 
m.n. in lJn. 2:20? (place the plural "saints" under that entry)?; ci6uvaTos-: is this an m.n. in 
Ro. 15: 1 and n.n. in Ro. 8:3; a(uµos-: is this a n.n. (plural) "flat bread, matzoth" in all 
contexts but lCo. 5:7,8?; a9Ecrµos-: is this a m.n. "lawless person" in 2Pe. 2:7; 3: 17 (cf also 
BAGD)?; a;\a;\os-: is this a m.n. "a mute person" in Mk. 7:37 (cf also BAGD)?; a;\uKos-: is 
this a;\uKov a n.n. "salt spring" in Jas. 3: 12? Or does LN parse as accusative to water, "salty 
water"?]; ciµETci9ETOS': is this ciµETci9ETOV a n.n. ~'unchangeableness" in Heb. 6: 17 (cf 
BAGD)?; civciTTELpos-: is this a m.n. "the maimed" in Lk. 14: 13,21 ?; civ9pwmipECJKos-: is this 
a m.n. "people pleaser" in Eph 6:6; Col. 3 :22 (cf. BAGD)?; civ611Tos-: is this a m.n. "a fool" 
in Ro. 1: 14?; ciVT( TUTTOS' is this a n.n. civT( Tvrrov "a copy" in Heb. 9:24?; civurr6TaKTos-: is 
this a n.n. civvrroTaKTov in Tit. 1 :6 [note cicrwT(a in the verse is a noun]?; ci6paTos- and 
6paTos-: are these n.n. [plural] in Ro. 1 :20 and Col. 1: 16 "the invisible world"?; cipyos- and 
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<j>Xoopos-: are these fn. in 1 Ti. 5: 13 (note 1TEp(epyos- is noun in LN system)?; appwcnos-: is 
this a m.n. in all their references?; apariv: is this a m.n. in Ro. 1 :27(3xs) and Rev. 12: 13?; 
cipxa"los-: is this a m.n. in Mt. 5 :21,33 n.n. in 2Co. 5: 17?; ciae~tjs-: is this a m.n. "godless 
person" in all references but Jude 15 and 2Pe. 3:7 (cf. also BAGD)?; cia0evtjs-: is this a m.n. 
"sick person" (e.g. Lk. 9:2) and n.n. "weakness" (!Co. 1:25)?; crraK~os-: is this a m.n. "idle 
person" in 1 Th. 5: 14?; lfoo<j>os: is this a m.n. in Eph. 5: 15?; ciaTtjpLKTOS': is this a m.n. in 
2Pe. 3: 16 (cf. also BAGD)?; lhoµos: is this a n.n. lhoµov "the act of flashing" in I Co. 
15:52?; auTOXELp: is this a m.n. "the doing or acting with one's own hand" in Ac. 27: 19? 
(cf. Mounce 1993: The analytical lexicon to the Greek New Testament); a<j>0apTOS': is this a 
n.n. "imperishable quality" in !Pe. 3:4 (cf. BAGD)?; ~uxos-: is this a n.n. in !Co. 14:7?; 
~cip~apos-: is this a m.n. "foreigner" in all contexts but !Co. 14: l 1(2xs)? (cf. BAGD at 2.b.); 
~apvs-: is Mt. 23:23 its own entry Ta ~apVTEpa "more important matters"?; ~LWTLKos: is this 
a n.n. in lCo. 6:3?; yXuKVS' and mKpos: are these n.n. "fresh water", "bitter water" in Jas. 
3:11?; yvtjaws-: is this a n.n. "genuineness, sincerity" in 2Co. 8:8?; yvwaTos-: is this a m.n. 
"friend, an intimate" in Lk. 2:44; 23 :49; Jn. 18: 16; and a n.n. "knowledge, known fact" in 
Ro. 1: 19?; 8ELX6s: is this a m.n. "a coward" in Rev 21 :8?; 8€KaTos: is this a n.n. "the tenth 
part" in Rev 11: 13 (cf. BAGD)?; 8mXous: is this a n.n. "double portion" in Rev. 18:6(2xs)?; 
86KLµos: is this a m.n. "approved person" in Ro. 16: 10; !Co. 11: 19?; 8uvaTos: is this a n.n. 
"power" in Ro. 9:22?; €0vtKOS': is this a m.n. in all references "the Gentile"?; EKAEKTos-: is 
this ever a m.n. "chosen one(s)" (e.g. Lk. 23 :35)?; €XeV0epos-: is this a m.n. in Gal. 3 :28 (and 
others esp. paired with 8ouXos )? Cf. also €Xev0epa as a f.n. in Gal. 4 :22,23,30,31 ?; £v8eKa: 
is this a m.n. as a title oi £v8EKa in Mk. 16: 14; Lk. 24:9,33; Ac. 2: 14?; E:m yews: is this a 
n.n. (plural) in Jn. 3: 12; Php. 3: 19?; €mELKtjs: is this a n.n. "gentleness" in Php. 4: 5?; 
E1TlTtj8ews: is this a n.n. "necessities" in Jas. 2:16?; E:noupcivws: are some of these n.n. (cf. 
Eph. 1 :20)?; €priµos: is this a common f.n. (e.g. Mk. 1: 12) (cf. BAGD 2.)?; euXoyT)Tos: is 
this m.n. in Mk. 14:61 "the Blessed One" (as a title of God) or just a unit entry under the 
adjective?; euaE~tjs: is this a m.n. "godly person" in 2Pe. 2:9?; Euaxtjµwv: is this a n.n. 
"proper orderliness" in lCo. 7:35?; E:x0p6s: is this a m.n. in all references but Mt. 13:28?; 
t)µETEpos: is this a m.n. "our people" in Tit. 3: 14?; 0Eoµcixos: is this a noun "god-fighter" 
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(cf Thayer 1885)?; 0eoaTuytjs-: is this m.n. in Ro. 1 :30 (cf KaTciA.aA.os- a noun in LN system 
in Ro. 1 :29-30)?; 0f}A.us-: is this a fn. 0i}A.eta "woman" in Ro. 1 :26-27?; 0VT)TOS': is this a n.n. 
"mortality" in lCo. 15:53-54; 2Co. 5:4?; 'C8tos-: are some of these m.n. "family" (e.g. lTi. 
5 :8) or n.n. "home" (e.g. Jn. 1: 11 a)?; iep60uTos-: is this a n.n. "meat offered to idols"? (cf 
BAGD entry); KaKos-: is this a n.n. "what is evil (pl.) evil deeds, evil things" (e.g. Jn. 18:23; 
Mk. 15:14; lPe. 3:12)?; KaA6s-, cranpos-: are these n.n. (e.g. Mt. 13:48)?; KaTciA.omos-: is 
this a m.n. "remainder, remnant" in Ac. 15: 17?; KpunTos-: is this a n.n. "secret(s), what is 
hidden" in most references (e.g. Mt. 6:4; Ro. 2: 16)?; KUAAOS': is this a m.n. "cripple" in Mt. 
15:30,31 ?; KW<f>os-: is this a m.n. "a mute" (e.g. Mk. 7:37)?; A.aµnp6s-: is this a n.n. 
A.aµ np6v (unit in plural) "splendor" in Rev. 18: 14?; Al napos-: is this a n.n. Al nap6v (unit in 
plural) "riches" in Rev. 18:14?; A.om6s-: is this a m.n. "remainder person, survivor" in Rev. 
11: 13 and n.n. "remaining thing" in Rev. 3 :2?; µaA.aKos-: is this a n.n. "soft clothes" in Mt. 
11 :8 and a m.n. "passive homosexual partner, catamite" in 1 Co. 6:9?; µciTatos-: is this a n.n. 
"worthless things" in Ac. 14: 15?; µ€yas-: is this ever a n.n. (e.g. Lk. 1:49; 2Co. 11: 15; Rev. 
13:5) or m.n. "great people" as its own entry in LN (e.g. Mt. 20:25; Mk. 10:42; Ac. 26:22; 
Rev. 19:5,18)?; µ€cros-: is this a "the middle" (e.g. Mt. 13:25; Mk. 7:31; lCo. 6:5)?; µlKpos-: 
is this ever a m.n. "child, little one" (e.g. Mt. 10:42; 18:6, 10); also are any of these adverbs 
µtKpov (e.g. Mt. 26:53; Jn 16:17)?; µov6s-: should LN add an adverb entry µovov [cf. LN's 
analysis ofA.otn6s- I (To) A.otn6v (see BAGD µov6s- 2.)?; µwpos-: is this a m.n. "a fool" in 
Mt. 5 :22; 23: 17 or n.n. "foolishness, foolish things" in 1 Co. 1 :25,27?; veKpos-: is this ever a 
m.n. (e.g. Lk. 7: 15; Mt. 8:22?) [cf. BAGD 2.]?; veos-: are both positive (e.g. Tit. 2:4) and 
comparative forms (masculine e.g. Ac. 5:6) actually nouns?; vtjmos-: is this a m.n. (e.g. Mt. 
21: 16)? [cf. BAGD]; v60os-: is this a m.n. "illegitimate child" in Heb. 12:8?; eT)p6s-: is this a 
fn. eT)pci "dry land" in Mt. 23: 15?; oA.( yos-: is this-a n.n. "a small amount" in 2Co. 8: 15?; 
oA.t y6\j.suxos-: is this a m.n. "timid person" in 1 Th. 5: 14?; opew6s-: is this a f.n. opewtj "hilly 
country" in Lk. 1 :39,65?; OCJlOS': is this a n.n. "divine decrees" (Ac. 13:34) and m.n. "holy 
person" (Ac. 2:27)?; napciooeos-: is this a n.n. (plural) "wonderful things" in Lk. 5:26?; 
rrapaA.uTtKos-: is this a m.n. at most or all of the references (cf BAGD "only subst.")?; 
moTos-: is this ever a m.n. "believer" (e.g. 2Co. 6:15 cf. fem. "believer" in Ac. 16:1 in LN 
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system) or n.n. "faithful blessings" (Ac. 13 :34)?; TT >-.civos: is this a m.n. "deceiver, impostor" 
in all but 1 Ti. 4: l,?; rr>-.oucnos: is this a m.n. "rich person, the rich" (e.g. Lk. 16:22; 21: 1)?; 
TTVlKTos: is this a n.n. "what is strangled" referring to animals (cf Thayer 1885:524 column 
A.)?; rrovripos: is this a (e.g. lCo. 5:13; Lk. 6:35) or n.n. "evil things" (e.g. Lk. 6:45c)?; 
rrp60uµos: is this a n.n. "eagerness, desire" in Ro. l: 15?; rrpwT6ToKos: is this a m.n. "first-
born child" ever (e.g. Heb 6: l )?; TTTWXOS: is this m.n. "beggar" (e.g. Lk. 16:22) or plural 
"the poor" (e.g. Mt. 11:5)?; crcipKwos: is this a m.n. "worldly people" in 1 Co. 3: 1? [note 
1 Co. 2: 13 TTVEuµaTlKOS in LN is m.n. (cf 1 Co. 3: 1 )]; crt TLCJT6s: is this a n.n. "fattened-
cattle" in Mt. 22:4?; CJKOAt6s: is this a n.n. "crooked thing(s)" referring to a road in Lk. 
3:5?; cruvEKAEKT6s: is this a fn. cruvEKAEKTtj "chosen lady" referring to a church in lPe. 
5: 13 ?; CJUVETOS: is this a m. n. "intelligent person" in Mt. 11: 25; Lk. 10: 21 ; 1 Co. 1: 19 [cf 
1 Co. 1 :20 [19?] crocj>os as m.n. (LN 32.35)]?; TaTTELVos: is this a m.n. "humble person" 
(plural) in Lk. l :52; Ro. 12: 16; 2Co. 7:6; Jas. 4:6; lPe. 5:5?; TEAEtos: is this a n.n. TEAEtol' 
(e.g. lCo. 13: 10) "what is perfect, perfection" and m.n. (e.g. lCo. 2:6) "adult, the mature"?; 
Tucj>A6s: is this a m.n. "blind person" (e.g. Mt. 15:14,30)?; uTTEvavTfos: is this a m.n. "the 
opponent" in Heb. 10:27?; UTTEptjcj>avos: is this a m.n. "arrogant person" (e.g. Ro. 1:30 cf 
where LN parses KaTci>-.a>-.os [LN 33.388] as a noun)?; l$riA6s: is this a n.n. (plural) Ta 
l$ri>--ci in Ro. 11:20; 12:16; Heb. 1:3?; \'$tcrTos: is this a n.n. (plural) Ta \$LCJTa "highest 
region" in Mt. 21 :9; Mk. 11: 1 O; Lk. 2: 14; 19:38?; cj>avEpos: is this a n.n. cj>avEpov "the 
open" in Mk. 4:22; Lk. 8: l 7b; Ro. 2:28ab?; cj>au>-.os: is this a n.n. Ta cj>au>-.a "evil things" in 
Jn. 3:20; 5:29?; cj>0apT6s: is this a n.n. cj>0apT6v "perishable nature" in lCo. 15:53,54?; 
xEfpwv: is this a n.n. "worse thing" in Mk. 5:26; 2Ti. 3: 13?; XPTJC1T6s: is this a n.n. XPTJC1TOv 
"kindness" in Ro. 2:4?; xw>-.6s: is this a m.n. (plural) "the lame" (e.g. Mt. 11:5)? and a n.n. 
xwA6v "lame leg" in Heb. 12: 13?; ~Euotjs: is this a m.n. "a liar" in Rev. 21 :8 (cf BAGD); 
~UXLK6s: is this a n.n. "physical element" in lCo. 15:46? Finally, lTi. 1:9 has list of [usually 
parsed] adjectives, yet "father killer" and "mother killer" are nouns. Should these adjectives 
be nouns in the LN system? 
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ciyaA.A.Lciw should a deponent form to the Greek-English Index be added ciyaAA.Lcioµm? cf 
BAGD (all are deponent but Lk. 1:47 and Rev. 19:7). Note at LN 25.133 Ac. 2:26 is an 
aorist middle. 
ciyeveaA6yl)TOS', ov (Heb 7:3) add to the index and domain LN 12.1-42. The REB 
translates as "without ancestors". This translation suggests Melchizedek as a supernatural 
being, hence domain 12. (note: so also ciµi}Twp, opos and ciTTciTwp, opos). 
ciyKupa add a unit Ws ciyKupav Tfls ~uxfls ... secure (hope) LN 21. 9-11. 
ciypLOS', a, ov (Mt. 3:4; Mk I :6), add to the index and domain ofLN 5.20, "pertaining to 
being wild or undomesticated". This is a kind of undomesticated honey, not a "violent" 
honey. 
cii}p, €pos add a unit A.aA.ei:v Els ci€pa, add to the domain and index, "an unintelligible 
speech", LN 32.19-23. 
aiµoppo€w (cf also ciKµci(w) This lexeme is intransitive, though active in form. Note that 
some LN lexical forms have an active parsing in a context, yet have a deponent lexical form. 
We do not recommend this action here, but rather wish to merely designate it as intransitive. 
aioxpoTl)S', l)TOS', ~ (Eph 5:4) add another interpretation, to the index and domain LN 
33.33-34. The NRSV, NIV, NAB, NIB, NEB, REB all translate as a kind of speech. 
aKwv seems to be presented as an adverb (no temiinates) in the Greek-English Index, but is 
presented as an adjective with terminates in the main body presentation (LN 25.67). BAGD 
seems to have similar ambiguity "to be translated as an adverb". 
ciA.ci~acrTpov Mk. 14:3b is a fn. (Moulton 1908:vol II 122); addfto current n in Greek-
English Index. 
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ciµETaµD .. T}TOS', ov (Ro 11 :29) add to the index and domain "not revocable", in the domain 
Change an Opinion Concerning Truth (LN 31.58-61 ). The context does not seem to 
have any focus on the emotional state of the recipient. 
ciµ<j>tci(w change the lexical form to ciµ<j>t€(w as a better representation of UBS text form 
(cf Perschbacher 1990). 
ciµ<j>t€vvuµt should the lexical forms be deponent in Mt. 11 :8 and Lk. 7:25? 
civaKE<j>aAatow (Ro 13:9) add to the index another interpretation of this reference, "to sum 
up a verbal argument or reasoning", LN 33.12. 
civaALCJKW possibly move entries to civaMw and make civaAtCJKW the see reference (possibly 
a better reflection of parsing of the inflected forms). 
civaAuw (Ac 16:26 as a v.r.) add to the index and domain "to unattach, come loose (in 
reference to chains cuffed on human hands)", LN 18 .18-19. 
civa<j>a(voµat add a lexical form civacpa(vw (Ac. 21 :3) "sighting"? 
civEµ((oµat and pt n((oµat (Jas. 1 :6) are possible true passives ("be caused to be blown by 
the wind and be caused to be tossed"), and so the lexical form would be active civEµ((w and 
ptnf(w. 
ciV!)KEt possibly the lexical form is civtjKw in Phm 8., and so add a lexical form to the Greek-
English Index. 
civ(crTaµat some of these forms are active and should be under the lexical form civ(CJTT}µt 
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civtjKEL: is the lexical form civtjKw in Phm. 8? 
civoµos, ou, 6 add to the index and domains, I. (Lk 22:37; Ac 2:23; lTi 1:9; Mk 15:28 v.r.) 
"lawless people, the wicked", LN 88.139-143. 2. (2Th 2:8) "an antichrist", LN 53.83. 
dmcnos, ov (ICo 7:12,13,14; 14:24); pertaining to unbelievers, i.e., not in the community 
of faith. Note this is related to the noun form, "a community in unbelief', LN 11.19. This 
would be under the related form to the noun in the same context, i.e., 1 Co 7: 15. 
cim)9EOlS, EWS (lPe 3:21) add to the index and domain "wash or cleanse with liquid", LN 
47.8-13. 
ci1ToA€yoµm change incorrect font of"tia kryptia ... " to proper Greek font, LN 33.220. 
ci1Top€w may be a deponent lexical form (all references but Mk. 6:20). 
dpLcrTEpos. ci, 6v (2Co 6:7) add to the index and domain, "pertaining to a defensive 
weapon", LN 6.30. Note: oE~Los, ci, 6v (2Co 6:7) would then be "pertaining to an offensive 
weapon". In this context, "right" and "left" pertain specifically to the kind of weapon in use, 
not merely its hand-designation (right or left). 
~ k ~ v apov ma ea see re1erence to mpw. 
cipTuw and at dA.as, aTos add a lexical unit, dpTUELV dA.an, "to speak in a winsome 
manner", LN 33.294-306. 
dcrTE'ios, a, ov add a unit to the index and domain cicrTEtoS Tc;> 9Ec;> (Ac 7:20) a chosen 
child for a special mission, LN 30.86-107. Note BAGD definition 2, "acceptable, well-
pleasing" plus a dative with a "personal flavour" (Robertson AT 1934:537). Add notation 
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that this idiom may also be a Semitic superlative "very beautiful" (Moulton 1908 :vol. II 
443). 
cic1Ttjp, epos, 6 (Mt. 2:2,7,9, 10) add to the index and domain, "a supernatural light for 
leading a person or persons'', LN 14.46 and LN 15.165-186. In context this celestial body 
leads in a way not natural. 
cicrTr\p, epos, 6 (Mt. 24:29; Mk. 13:25; Rev. 6:13; 8:11,12) add to the index and domain as 
an alternate interpretation, "a supernatural being", LN 12.44. 
cicrcj>aA.((w add a deponent lexical form cicrcj>aA.((oµm at Mt. 27:65,66; Ac. 16:24 (cf BAGD 
"mid ... .is used for active"). 
aljnv9os add a lexical form to LN "Al)nv9os as per UBS3 as a proper name Rev. 8: I la [cf 
01€cj>avos and kTEcj>avos for objects and proper names as separate lexical forms]. 
Boav11py€s since there is no article marking it as a noun, we suggest identifying it as a 
"noun" in parenthesis at the beginning of the entry; also with ra~~aea. 
~paxus, Eia, u: Should LN add an entry of an adverb ~paxu (Lk. 22:58; Ac. 5:34; 27:28)? 
~u9((w is this better as a deponent form ~u9((oµm "sink" in Lk. 5:7, rather than as a true 
passive "be caused to be plunged"? 
)'EVECJLS', EWS', ~We suggest changing the wording from "corning into existence by birth", to 
less pejorative "passing from the fetal world to the external world". The moment of coming 
into existence or even having ability to respond, in the mind of the writer of Lk 1 : 44 was 
prior to the passage through the womb to the external world LN 23 .46. 
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yivoµm is found 669 times in the NT. 67 times (mostly in a second perfect y€yovEv) it is an 
active parsing. Should LN then make a see entry "yivw see y(voµm"? This same question 
applies to E'pxoµai (E'pxw?) and the compound verbs related to these two verbs. 
roµoppa this may also be a neuter noun in Mt. 10: 15; Ro. 9:29; Jude 7, so recommend 
adding an to the/to conform to the header information at 93.454. 
yovEUs- note that this is found only in the plural in the NT, yet here it is given a singular 
lexical form. In the LN system this may be a plural lexical form. If the singular lexical form is 
kept, then we recommend the gloss be changed to "parent"; or change lexical form to 
yovELS', wv, oi? 
ypaTTTOS', tj, 6v (Ro 2: 15) add as a unit to the index and domain yparrTov ev TU Kap8(q, 
"know intuitively", LN 28.1-12. 
8avd(oµm and 8avd(w change and move the lexical forms to 8av((oµm and 
" 
8av((w which better reflect the UBS3 text parsing. Make them a see reference to the new 
lexical forms. 
8Ecrµ6S' consider altering the note "(n in plural)" since at least once the plural is a masculine 
parsing (Php. 1: 13). Also consider making a separate lexical form for the neuter noun 
8Ecrµov or 8Ecrµci (plural) in Lk. 8:29 and Ac. 16:26. 
BE'Lva recommend the removal of fem. designatiol}f, since only masculine in UBS3 text. 
8€w (I Co 7:27) add as a unit to the index and domain 8€8Ecrm yuvmKL, "be married", LN 
34.66-78. 
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811µ6crLos LN may com~ider making a separate lexical form entry of the adverb 811µocr(q in 
Ac. 16:37; 18:28; 20:20 "publicly, in public" (cf BAGD). 
8Lci~oA.os, ou m consider adding an adjective lexical form 8tci~oA.os, ov (2Ti. 3:3 and 
possibly 1 Ti. 3: 11; Tit. 2:3). 
8taT11p€w (Lk 2:51) add to the index and domain, "treasure up in the heart, preserve a 
memory that is a quandary", LN 29.2. 
8Lci<j>opos, ov (Heb 1 :4; 8:6) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, 
"superior, outstanding, excellent", LN 87.26-29. 
8L°lcrTaµm all occurrences are parsed as active, and so the lexical form is 8tfoT11µt 
[intransitive in Lk. References]. 
8fKmos. a, ov change " ... with what God requires" to "with the standard God requires". 
Standard would clarify but still keep the "unmarked" phrasing necessary for a definition, LN 
88.12. 
~Los Should this be a see reference only in the Greek-English Index and have no entry 
number (LN 93. 97)? 
BlTTAOTEpov (Mt. 23:15) add this as an adverb lexical form "twice as much (made)" (from 
entry 8t TT A.ous )? 
EK8uw possibly add a deponent form EK8foµmat 2Co. 5:4 (cf. deponent ETTEv8foµm)? 
EKELVllS' add an adverb lexical form from Lk. 19:4 (cf BAGD EKELVOS' 3.). 
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EKTLVcicrcrw is this a deponent lexical form in Ac. 13:51; 18:6 EKTLvcicrcroµm (cf BAGD 
EKTLVcicrcrw 2. )? 
eAciTTwv: make a see reference to EAcicrcrwv. 
EAaTTOV is this an adverb lexical form at 1 Ti. 5:9? 
EAwt add accents as in BAGD €Awl? 
E:µq,av((w is the lexical form deponent in Mt. 27:53; Heb. 9:24 "appear" E:µq,avf(oµm? 
E:v ( LN 90.30) change "Eis- (with the dative)" to "Eis- (with the accusative)". We assume 
this to be a mundane error, since this preposition governs the Greek accusative case 
exclusively so in the NT .. 
E:voo~ci(oµm may be better as the active lexical form E:voo~ci(w, though contra BAGD, is 
likely a better formulation (and the form in some analytical parsers) as true passives in 
context 2Th. 1: 10, 12. 
ev(crTaµm LN may consider making the active [intransitive] forms as ev(crTlWL. 
EVTE00Ev (Jn 19: 18) add as a unit to the index and domain EVTE00Ev Kat EVTEU0Ev as a 
spatial position, "on each side'', LN 83.42-45. 
-
E:~ayopci( w (Eph 5: 16; Col 4: 5) add as a unit to the index and domain E:tayopci( ELV TOV 
Katp6v as another interpretation, "speak in a cautious manner'', LN 33 .294-298. 
E:tav(crTaµm the inflected forms are always active [intransitive Ac. 15:5], so lexical form 
may be E:~av(crTT}µt. 
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€~Eydpw (Mk 6:45 v.r.) add to the index and domain, "awaken from sleep", LN 23.72-77. 
€miyw (Ac 5:28) add as a unit to the index and domain e;rayayEiv ... aiµa, "make 
guilty", LN 88.289-318. 
e;rovoµci( oµat: is this better as an active lexical form "call yourself' as a true middle, so 
e;rovoµci(w? 
e;rcivw (Lk 19:17,19) add to the index and domain, "authority over'', LN 37.35-47. 
EiTELµL make this a see reference to emoucra. 
€;r€xw (Php 2: 16) add to the index and domain as another interpretation, "to give or offer 
something", LN 57.71-124. 
€m~ap€w (2Co 2:5) add these two to the indices and domains: I. "speak in a reserved 
manner", LN 33.117-125 or, 2. "speak in a severe manner'', LN 33.417-422. 
€priµ6w: make this a see reference to €priµ6oµat. 
o ecrnv make this a see reference only to EiµL 
€crxaTos: is this a neuter noun in Ac. 1 :8 or an adverb in Mk. 12:22.? 
EOO)')'EA.((w: should a deponent lexical form be added EooyyeA.((oµat for all middle 
parsings "preach the gospel"? 
e\Jeuµ€w (Jas. 5: 13) add to the index and domain, as another interpretation (with a similar 
but distinct focus), "be happy, glad", LN 25.116-134. 
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eu>.a~foµm (Ac 23: 10 v.r.) add to the index and domain, "have a common, visceral, fear in 
a life circumstance'', LN 25.251-269. 
€<j>(crTaµm: LN may consider adding an active form €<j>(crn1µL [intransitive]. 
(flAos- Should the masculine and neuter nouns be separated into two distinct entries? Cf also 
~XOS'. 
fl··· Tl LN may consider placing this as a unit entry under fl. 
iJµeis- (LN 92.4) should this be a see reference in Greek-English index to €yw and then be 
sub-entry there? 
iJµ(wpov: consider changing to iJµ(wpwv (Rev. 8: 1 UBS3 text). 
9d.µ~os-: this may be a masculine noun at Lk. 4:36; 5:9, so add "or m" to the entry (see 
BAGD). 
9avd.crLµov: consider changing gloss from "deadly" to "deadly poison". 
9eiov: at "divine punishment" entry add "see also 9eios-". 
9).(~oµm (Mt. 7: 14) add to the index and domain, "be narrow", LN 81.15-19. 
0pT}OKELa (Col 2: 18) add to the index and domain, "worship", LN 53.53-64. 
'lcrKap(L)wn1s-: consider taking out the parenthesis from the lexical form. The UBS3 text 
does not seem to support alternate spelling in the inflected forms. 
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Ka0tjKEL: consider making the lexical form Ka0tjKw at Ro. 1 :28. 
Kai...Ka(: this entry may be more consistently placed under as a unit. 
Km'.lxTJµa change KUUXTJ~LS' ~to KUUXTJCHS', LN 33.371. 
KaTarr(vw (Heb 11 :29) add to the index and domain, "kill by drowning, drown, implying the 
excessive swallowing of water, or possibly the going down into the water", LN 15 .117 or 
LN 23.119. 
KaTa<JKT)VOw (Ac 2:26) add to the index and domain, "dwell, abide, live", LN 85.67-85. 
KaTaacpciTTW possibly add this as a see reference to KaTamj>ci(w. 
KaTecp(aTaµm: consider making this the active lexical form KaTe<j>(aTT)µL (cf Perschbacher 
1990: 230 col. b ). 
KAT)povoµ(a, as, ~ change "that which is received from a deceased person" to "that which is 
received.from a prior generation to a successive generation". Death is not the sine qua non 
of invoking the transfer of inheritance, LN 57.140. 
KoAci(w: is this a deponent lexical form KOAci(oµm at Ac. 4:21? 
Koaµ€w (Mt. 25:7) add to the index and domain, "trim a wick on an ancient lamp", LN 
19.14-26. 
KpaTmooµm: in Eph. 3: 16 only, is this better parsed as a true passive, "be caused to 
become powerful" and so the lexical form KpaTmow? 
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KTcioµm as a unit KTcrcrem eauToD CJKEDos(l Th 4:4) as another interpretation, add to the 
index and domain, "marriage life" (formally translated, "control your vessel": "take acquire a 
wife for oneself', RSV, NAB; LN 34.66-78). 
A.eyLwv: is this parsed as a masculine noun in Mk. 5: 15, so recommend adding ''/or m" to 
entry; (or as per BAGD "explained by the fact that the demon was masculine")? 
Aeud, Aeuils. Aeu(s, recommend adding masculine noun marker m. 
AE\JKOS, tj, 6v (Jn 4:35) add to the index and domain, "golden-yellow color" (implying that 
grain is ripened), LN 79.26-38 and LN 23.197-204. Note: context strongly suggests and 
historical use allows for "yellow" as the actual color communicated through this word. 
A.t96crTpwTov: consider making At86crTpwTov to reflect the UBS3 Greek text as apparently a 
proper place (so of domain 93 ?) . 
AUTpooµm: possibly the lexical form in I Pe. I: 18 is A.uTpow as a true passive, "you were 
caused to be redeemed". 
µa8TlTEUw Mt. 13:52 add to the index and domain "instruct, teach", LN 33.224-250. 
µe8ucrKoµm or µe8ucrKw should be added to the Greek Header in the body of this entry. The 
first sigma in µe0ucr8wcnv is part of the root and not here a marker of the punctiliar aspect 
(Aktionsart) in Jn 2: IO (cf indicative of with manifest sigma in Lk 12:45),63 LN 23.37. 
µ€A.et: the lexical form in Ac. 18: 17 is possibly µeA.w (cf BAGD µ€A.et 5. "a rather clear 
example of the personal form"). 
63 We parse contra to The Greek New Testament Analyzed (Guillemette 1986); yet this analysis is in concord 
with The New Analytical Greek Lexicon (Perschbacher 1990) & Ana~ytical Greek Lexicon NT (Wigram 
1908). 
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To µD,A.ov: should the lexical form be (To) µ€AA.ov as the model (To) A.otTI6v? Also, what is 
the part of speech? 
µ€11 ... ciA.A.a; µev ... oE'; µev ... TIA.tjv: are these better placed as units under µ€11? 
µevTot ... oe: is this better placed as unit under µevTot? 
µtcrew (Ro 9: 13) add to the index and domain, "love less", formally, hate; a Semitic 
comparison referring to divine choice of clans, not emotive disassociation, LN 64. 1-19. 
µmxcioµm (Mt. 5:32; 19:9) add to the index and domain as another interpretation, "become 
an outcast", formally, "become adultered"; note if the prior verses are taken as passives, 
then the person becomes a social and moral outcast, LN 88.289-318. 
µovoyEvr)s-: should LN add an entry of "One and Only" as a messianic/deity (Jn. 1: 14, 18; 
Heb. 11: 17) title under domain 12 or 53? 
µ6pcj>wcrLS', EWS', ~ (2Ti 3:5) add to the index and domain as another interpretation "form, 
appearance as an outward manifestation'', LN 58.14-18. 
MwucrEVS' or Mwucrews-: add this lexical form as a better parsing in Mt. 17:4; Lk. 16:29, 
etc.? 
vuvi oe: is this a unit under vDv? 
w~. VUKTOS', ~(Mk 5:5; Lk 2:37; Ac 20:31; lTh 2:9; 3:10; 2Th 3:8; lTi 5:5; 2Ti 1:3) as a 
unit vu~ Kal ~µ€pa add to the index and domain, "continually, (literally) night and day", LN 
68.11-21; (note: add same unit at ~µ€pa). 
~Ev((oµm: add an entry "stay as a guest" (LN 34.57?) in Ac. 10:6, 18,32; 21: 16? 
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~Ev((w: add an entry "cause surprising things" (LN. 25.206?) in Ac. 17:20? 
88€, il8E, TooE (Ac 21:11; Rev 2:1,8,12,18; 3:1,7,14) as a unit Tci8E A.eyEL add to the index 
and domain, "a marker for the introduction of a prophetic saying, of adverbial of manner-
thus saying in this manner", LN 91. 1-15. 
on(crw (Mt. 16:23; Mk 8:33; also Mt 4:10 v.r. [cf lKi 14:9; Ne 9:26; Eze 23:35]) as a unit, 
imayE on(crw µou add to the index and domain, "I reject what you say", LN 33.417-422. 
6noTE (Lk. 6:3) I cannot find this form in the Greek text of the third edition of the UBS at 
LN 67.30. 
ocrTfov and ocrTouv: make see references to each other? 
ou and ou µ tj: make this a unit entry of ou ( ouK, oux) ? 
ova( add/to the entry at the Greek-English Index;f currently found in entry at LN 22.9. 
napa~ciAA.w (Mk 4:30 v.r.) add to the index and domain, "compare", LN 64.1-19. 
napa~oA.tj, ijs-, ~ (Lk 4:23) add to the index and domain, "proverb", LN 33.14. 
napanA.tjcrws-: should this become an adverb entry napanA.tjcrwv (cf BAGD)? 
napEKTOS" (Mt. 5:32; Ac 26:29; also Mt. 19:9 v.r.) add to the index and domain, "apart 
from, except for", i.e., a marker of contrast involving an exception, LN 89.124-138. 
napLoKEW (Heb 11 :9) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "migrate to a 
new home", LN 85.65-66. 
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ncipowos- and nXtjKTTJS' are these LN nouns actually adjectives in 1 Ti. 3:3; Tit. 1:7? Note 
that LN apparently parses most of the companion descriptions as adjectives in these verses. 
neipa, a, i} (Heb 11 :36) as a unit (that is a second domain for the same multi-worded idiom) 
neipa Xaµ~aveiv add to the index and domain, "experience, suffer, 'face' in the sense of 
experience", LN 24. 77-94. 
Ilepyaµos-: add "or -ov, ou n" at the top of the entry, since the parsing can be either 
feminine or neuter. 
nept~ciA.Aw: is the lexical form deponent nept~ciA.Aoµm "be dressed, wear, clothed" in some 
middle and passive references with a loss of some or all of the reflexive sense in most of 
these contexts (e.g. Mt. 6:29,31; Rev. 10: 1 )? 
neptcm6s- is this an adverb in Mk. 6:51 and neuter noun "advantage" in Ro. 3: 1? 
neptcrcr6Tepos-: is this an adverb nepLCHJOTepov in Mk. 7:36; Heb. 6: 17; 7: 15? 
nflxus-. EWS', 6 (Mt. 6:27; Lk. 12:25) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, 
"a measurement of time, a cubit of time'', LN 67. 151. 
nXavtjTT)S': is this an adjective (describing or limiting what kind of star) with the lexical form 
nXavT)TOS', tj, 6v (Liddell 1940:1411 col. B; also note BAGD's comment "subst. and adj.")? 
Note that this suggestion seems quite problematic and deserves further consideration, 
especially from the citations in Liddell and Scott. 
nXoUi-os-: add to the entry header "morn" since eight times parsed as a neuter in NT? 
noXUs-: in the positive, comparative, and superlative may be noun and adverb lexical forms 
(cf BAGD at I. noXUs-, II. nXdwv, III. nXeicrToS'). 
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1TOVT}p6s-, d, 6v (Ac 25:18) add to the index and domain, "crime, i.e., a civil, legally 
chargeable event, judged in civil court'', LN 88.23. 
1Topda, as-, ii (J as. I: 11) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "way of 
life", LN 41.1-24. 
1TOTa1T6S', tj, 6v (Mk 13: 1, IJn 3: 1) add to the index, and add this Greek lexeme at this exact 
LN number, "How Great!, How Massive!" LN 78.13. 
Tiou (Ro 4: 19) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "about, 
approximately", LN 78.42. 
1TpE1TEL: is the lexical form personal 1TpE1TW at Heb. 7:26; 1 Ti. 2: IO; Tit. 2: 1? 
1Tp(v (~): consider making this a unit under a main entry ofTip(v. 
1Tp(w: add this as a see reference to 1Tp((w. 
1Tpo~dA.A.w (Ac 19:33) add to the index and domain, "push to the forefront of a crowd", LN 
83.33-41. 
npo~aTLKtj, fls-, ii (Jn 5:2), note: this would replace 1Tpo~anK6s-, tj, ov and now be a fn. 
"the Sheep Gate" as a proper place, LN 4.23, (LN 93?-loc.?). 
1Tp6yovos-, ou m or f consider removing/ (cf BAGD "only subst. in the pl. 
oi 1Tp6yoVOLS'"). 
1TpolcrTaµm: the active intransitive lexical form is 1TpofoTT}µt in 1 Ti. 3 :5; 5: 17. 
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npo<j>flTm: consider placing as a unit under npo<j>tjTTJS'. 
nWs': ( enclitic particle) add this as an entry in LN dealing with first TTWS' and then as units 
E'l TTWS', µTi TTWS' and then make see references to here at El and µ tjnws-. 
pa~~(: add "noun" to the entry, since the article marker is not used. 
pa~~ouvL: add accent and breath mark for lexical form? Also, add "noun" to the entry, since 
the article marker is not used? 
pLTTTEw: add this as a lexical form (Ac. 22:23 distinct from pLTTTw), apparently related to LN 
15.217. 
· Pwµa'ios-: are some of these references adjectives and not nouns as in LN (e.g. Ac. 16:37)? 
puw: this is the lexical form in Ro. 15:31; 2Th. 3:2; 2Ti. 4:17, as true passives "be caused to 
be rescued/delivered"; all the rest are deponent in middle and passive forms. 
O"Kl'OTTOLOS', ou m reformulate the definition to "leather worker, formally, tent maker", i.e., 
one who tans and shapes animal skins into products. Note: this may include, even primarily, 
tent making. 
This gloss "tent maker" is, in fact, the etymological, formal equivalent, yet, "leather 
worker" is the unmarked meaning. Bruce (1952:343), and Longenecker (1981 :482 vol. 9) 
quoting Jeremias; all three concur that "leather worker" is the correct gloss. 
cropos-, oD, f, (LN 6.109) add "stretcher, plank, or container vessel. .. "; see also 6. 118-6. 151. 
cruyxa(pw: the lexical form is deponent cruyxa(poµm in Lk. 15 :6,9 (cf Perschbacher 1990: 
383). 
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<HryKp(vw (I Co 2: 13) add to the index and domain, "combine, i.e., the connecting or 
compounding of two ideas or concepts", found in the ASV, NASB translations, LN 63.5-8. 
CJUKo<j>aVTEW (Lk 3:14; 19:8) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, 
"oppress, implying cheating and extorting", LN 22.21-28. 
cruµµ€Toxos-: in Eph. 3:6 (LN 57.8) the usual parsing of cruµµ€Toxa is accusative plural 
adjective neuter "sharer-members" [not sharer-persons]. So the noun formulation for the 
lexical form it seems would be cruµµ€Toxov, ou n. The other instance of this lexical form 
Eph. 5:7 seems to read as an adjective in the predicative position (following y(voµm), hence 
LN may need to add a lexical form here of auµµ€Toxos-, ov "pertaining to sharing". 
awamiyoµm: deponent in Ro. 12:16; but the lexical form seems to be cruvamiyw in Gal. 
2:13; 2Pe. 3:17 as true passives "be (caused) to be led astray, be carried away". 
auvaX((oµm (Ac 1 :4) as alternative interpretations "make a covenant, formally, eat salt 
with'', cf. 2Ch 13 :5 LN 34.42-49. Or, (Ac 1 :4) as another interpretation, "come together", 
LN 15.123-134. 
CJUVE'i6ov, auvEl8w add as a see reference lexical forms to auvOLBa. 
cruvE<j>(crTaµm: should the parsing be auvE<j>tcrTT}µt since it is active [intransitive] in the 
inflected form? 
crooawµos-: is this a neuter noun m'.Jaawµov in Eph. 3: 6, "co-body-members"? [cf. 
discussion above at cruµµ€Toxos-]. 
crooT€AXw: is this deponent aucrTEAXoµm in lCo. 7:29 "draw to a close, shorten"? 
l:ux € µ: add gender markers; 93. 3 51 m; 93. 5 94 f 
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oxi(w Change the categories of this Greek lexeme to the following categories (this analysis 
is different than LN): 
l. (Mt 27:512xs; Mk 15:38; Lk 5:362xs; 23:45; Jn 19:24; 21:11) split, tear; a physical 
tearing, LN 19.27. 
2. (Ac 14:4; 23:7) divide, i.e., a social division, implying hostility, LN 39.13-17 and LN 
63.26. 
3. (Mk 1: 10) separate the heavens, LN 63 .28-31. Note: to place this verse under the 
physical tearing of a thing is inadequate. In context the dwelling place of God (and his Holy 
Spirit) is heaven, above the sky, not "sky" itself, hence this is a supernatural event, and the 
tearing open is not a physical tearing, so a separating as to create an opening or passageway. 
Tapcicrcrw: is this a deponent lexical form Tapcicrcroµat "be in a state of anxiety, be 
disturbed" when there is no particular focus on the cause of the trouble (cf. <j>o~foµat) [e.g. 
Jn. 12:27; 13:21; 14:1,27]? 
Tcicrcrw: is the lexical form in Mt. 28: 16; Ac. 28:23 Tcicrcroµat (cf BAGD 2.b. "mid. = 
act.")? 
TciXtoV (Heb 13:19,23; lTi 3:14 v.r) add to the index and domain, "soon, a unit of time in 
relation to another point oftime", LN 67.56. 
TE Ka(; TE ... Ka(; TE ... TE: are these all better as unit entries under TE ? 
TpELS' Ta~€pvat "Three Taverns" consider making this the lexical form and make Ta~€pvri a 
see reference to it. This should also be an entry in domain 93 as a proper place name. Cf. 
"Fair Havens" and "Neapolis" as multi-worded entries. 
TETpciµ T)VOS': is this a masculine noun with an understood 6 xpovos- (cf. Thayer 1885 :621 ), 
not with an understood~ wpa (cf BAGD and his citations)? 
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Toirrr(crw: make a see reference to 6 and 6rr(crw. 
Tpaxwvins-: is this better parsed as an adjective Tpaxwv(TtOOS' xwpas- "Traconite 
country"? 
Tp(Tov: should LN add an adverbial lexical form (e.g. Mk. 14:41) "third time" (cf BAGD 
2.)? 
nxpooµm (I Ti 6:4) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "be foolish, 
stupid", LN 32.42-61. 
uaAOS', ou/: is this a masculine noun? (cf Thayer 1885:633; BAGD "rarely 6" followed by 
citation; others also parse as masculine cf Perschbacher 1990:415). 
uµeis- (LN 92. 7) should this be a see reference to cru in the Greek-English Index and then be 
sub-entry there? 
urrepei:Oov: make a see reference to urrepopciw? 
urrof3ciA.Aw (I Ti 6:4) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "instigate 
secretly, persuade in whispers and quiet tones". Note: this fraudulence has no implication of 
an exchange of money, LN 33.299-306. 
U7TooetKVuw: make a see reference to urroodKvuµ~. 
U7Too€oµm (Eph 6: 15) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "be ready for 
action", LN 77.1-10. 
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unocrTeA.A.w: is the lexical form in the middle "hesitate, avoid" unocrT€AA.oµm in Ac. 
20:20,27; Heb 10:38? 
OOTEpos, a, ov (Mt. 21 :31 v.r.) add to the index and domain, "pertaining to the second one 
of two, i.e., the last in a series", LN 61.16. 
ucrTEpos, a, ov: should LN add a lexical form ucrTEpov as an adverb for all references but 
lTi. 4:1 (cf BAGD 2.)? 
<!>LA.Os: is this an adjective in Ac. 19:31 "friendly" (with the copulative), and so add a lexical 
form to LN? 
<!>A.uapew (3Jn 10) as another interpretation add to the index and domain, "to talk long and 
idly", i.e., gossip (NIV), prating (ASV, KJV, NKJV, RSV), LN 33.404-405. 
<!>povLµos, ov (Ro 11 :25; 12: 16) as a unit, <j>povLµos nap' €auT<f>, add to the index and 
domain, "conceited, i.e., wise in one's own unwarranted estimation", LN 88.207-210. 
xa(pw: is this a deponent form xa(poµm in the passive "rejoice, be delighted" (e.g. Mt. 
2: 1 O); [cf. E:xap11crav "dep." (Perschbacher 1990: 186)]? 
XEpou~: is the lexical form XEpou~ as in BAGD and UBS3 inflected text? 
xpciw: add as a see reference to KLXP1lµL. 
xpflµa, aTos, To (Ac 24:26) add to the index and domain, "bribe, i.e., a dishonest exchange 
of money for a favor or action not warranted", LN 57.176. 
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l)JaA.µ6s, ou 6 (Lk 24:44) add to the index and domain, "Kethuvim, i.e., the third section of 
Hebrew Scripture, headed by the book of Psalms", LN 33.53-60. 
l!JuXLKOV, ou, TO (lCo 15:46) note: this would be added as a separate entry just above 
l!JuXLKos, tj, 6v "the physical state ofbeing, the natural'', LN 13.1-47. 
0: add accents as in text form ofUBS3 70? Is this a neuter noun as with To "A\<j>a (Rev. 
1:8)? 
wpal:os: is this a proper noun of a place in Ac. 3:2, 10, so assigned to domain 93.389-615, as 
multi-word lexical forms (same entry number)? · Opal:os E>upa and · Opal:os TiuA.11? Note 
the inflected text of the UBS3 is majuscule for both Greek words 3: 10 and one Greek word 
in 3:2. 
6.1.2 Changes by Placing Events Into Domains Above 1-12. 
We think if the~e items are moved, then a see reference would be added in the current 
domain and number. 
1.25 TapTapow, "cast or hold in hell" is better as an event placed in LN 37.114-37.118. 
2.47 KpuaTaAX((w, "shine like crystal" is better as a light event in LN 14.36-14.52. 
2.61 KaTtooµat, "become rusty" is better as an event of a change of state LN 13.48-13.68. 
5.12 (uµow, "to use yeast" is better as an event in baking, LN 46. 
5.28 ciA.((w, "apply salt to" is better as a distinctive in an eating event in LN 23.1-23.39. 
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6.55 mppay((w, KaTacr<j>pay((w, "put on a seal" is better as an event of writing LN 33.35-
33.68. 
6.84 KL0ap((w, "play harp" is better as an event "sing [play music], lament" LN 33.109-
33.116 or actually better as a sound event LN 14.74-14.86. 
6.87 auA.€w, "play flute" is better as an event "sing [play music], lament" LN 33.109-33.116 
or even better as a sound event LN 14.74-14.86. 
6.90 craA.rr((w, "play trumpet" is better as an event "sing [play music], lament" LN 33.109-
33.116 or even better as a sound event LN 14.74-14.86. 
6.92 craA.rr((w, "sound trumpet" is better as an event "sing [play music], lament" LN 33.109-
33.116 or even better as a sound event LN 14.74-14.86. 
6.129 KEpaµEUS', EWS', m "potter" is better as one who creates the event of constructing 
pots, LN 45. 
6.147 KaTacrKT)vow, "build a nest" is an event of construction, LN 45. 
6.206 µup((w, "anoint, smear" is an event of application of masses or liquids, LN 47.14-
47.18, see also associative relation of LN 52. 
7.42 0EµEA.L6w, "lay a foundation" is an event of construction, domain 45. 
7.69-7.70 µuA.os- & µuA.LKOS' "mill" better as artifact ofLN 6.4-6.9. 
8.12 0p(e, TPLXOS' f"hair" better as Physiological Products of the Body, LN 8.70-8.77. 
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8.13 Tp(xvos, 11. ov, "hairy" better as Physiological Products of the Body, LN 8.70-8. 77. 
9.26 Euvou~((w, "castrate" is better as an event of physical impact by cutting or severing, 
LN 19.14-19.26. 
9.27 Euvou~((w, "be celibate" as an antithetical event of sexual relations, and so list at the 
end ofLN 23.61-23.65. 
9.44 v11n(a(w, "be childlike" is an event or state which could go under any of LN domains 
13, 25, or even 30. 
11.2 oxA.onm€w, "cause crowd to gather" better as event Gather, Cause to Come 
Together, LN 15.123-15.134. 
11. 75 cinaAA.oTpL<Soµm, "be a stranger" better as a state of Association, LN 34.1-34.21 or 
as Dwell, Reside, LN 85.67-85.85. 
12.41 omµov((oµm, "be demon possessed" better as state as in LN 13.1-13.47 or as event 
in "Seize, Take into Custody" LN 37.108-37.110. 
6.1.3 Events Which Could Be Better Placed in Another Domain 
LN 15 .105 €na(pw, "to raise" better as non-linear movement LN 16. 
53.55 a€~aaµa, TOS', To an object which is worshipped, better as LN 6.96-6.101 Images and 
Idols. 
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15 .118-122 "fall" is a non-linear movement of LN 16, since falling is a vertical motion, not a 
horizontal motion. 64 
6.1.4 Miscellaneous Comments on LN 
Abhor, LN 25.186-25.188 is hardly distinguishable from Despise, Scorn, Contempt and 
Bate, Hateful, LN 88.192-88.205 and contains elements that relate to Defile, Unclean, 
Common, LN 53.33-53.40. 
6.1.5 "See also" Cross References to Add to Domains 
'Fruit Part of Plants [Wine]' LN 3.33-46 see also 'food' LN 5.1-21 or 'Plant Products' LN 
6.197-202. 
'Wood and Wood Products' LN 3.60-67 see also 'Building Materials' LN 7.77-79. 
'Food' [Wine] LN 5.1-21 see also 'Plant Products' LN 6.197-202 or 'Fruit Parts of Plants' 
LN 3.33-46. 
'Honeycomb' LN 5.21 see also 'Physiological Products of the Body' LN 8.70-77. 
'Money and Monetary Units' LN 6.68-82 see also 'Talent' LN 86.5. 
'Plant Products' [Wine] LN 6.197-202 see also 'food' LN 5.1-21 or 'Fruit Parts of Plants' 
LN 3.33-46. 
'Miscellaneous Artifacts' LN 6.215-225 see also 'Building Materials' LN 7.77-7.79. 
64 The LN editors may protest that linear movement can just be any straight line movement, and so 'linear' 
includes falling as a straight line motion in the most general sense. If this is true, then "shake, quake, toss", 
should be domain 15, since it would be a category of 'straight line' motion, too. 
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'Building Materials' LN 7.77-79 see also 'Wood and Wood Products' LN 3.60-67. 
'Building Materials' LN 7.77-79 see also 'Miscellaneous' LN 6.215-225. 
'Physiological Products of the Body' LN 8.70-77 see also 'Honeycomb' LN 5.21. 
'State' LN 13.1-47 see also 'New, Old' LN 58.70-75. 
'State' LN 13.1-47 see also 'Cease From State or Function' LN 68.38. 
'Movement of the Earth' LN 14.87 see also 'Non-linear Movement' LN 16. 
'Move, Come/Go' LN 15.1-17 see also 'Movement of Liquids or Masses' LN 47.1-7. 
'Non-linear movement' LN 16 see also 'Movement of the Earth' LN 14.87. 
'Non-Linear Movement' LN 16 see also 'Covered Over' LN 79.114-117. 
'Cut, Pierce' LN 19.14-26 see also 'Cut, Incise, Engrave' LN 33.67. 
'Eat, Drink' LN 23.1-39 see also 'Fasting' LN 53.65. 
'Eat, Drink' LN 23.1-39 see also 'Drunkenness' LN 88.283-288. 
'Emotions and Attitudes' LN 25 see also 'Anger, Be Indignant With' LN 88.171-191. 
'Learn' LN 27.1-26 see also 'Teach' LN 33.224-250. 
'Hope, Look Forward to' LN 25.59-64 see also 'Remain, Stay' [wait] LN 85.55-64. 
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'Lack of Capacity for Understanding' LN 32.42-61 see also 'Foolishness as a moral failure' 
LN 88. 93-99 see also 'Lack of Capacity for Understanding' LN 32.42-61. 
'Cut, Incise, Engrave' LN 33 .67 see also 'Cut, Pierce' LN 19.14-26. 
'Teach' LN 33.224-250 see also 'Learn' LN 27.1-26. 
'Foretell, Tell Fortunes' LN 33.281-285 see also 'Magic' LN 53.96-101 and 'Prophesy' LN 
33.459-462. 
'Boast' LN 33.368-373 see also 'Arrogance, Haughtiness, Pride' LN 88.206-222. 
'Criticize' LN 33.412-416 see also 'Provoke, Irritate' LN 88.188. 
'Accuse, Blame' LN 33.426-434 see also 'Accusation' LN 56.4-11. 
'Prophesy' LN 33.459-33.462 see also 'Foretell, Tell Fortunes' LN 33.281-285 and 'Magic' 
LN 5 3. 96-1 01. 
'Serve' LN 35.19-30 see also 'Slave, Free' LN 87.76-86. 
'Provide For, Support' LN 35.31-35 see also 'Provide What is Lacking' LN 57.79. 
'Guard, Watch Over' LN 37.119-126 see also 'Soldiers, Officers' LN 55.14-22. 
'Rule, Leader' LN 37.48-95 see also 'Soldiers, Officers' LN 55.14-22. 
'Household Activities' LN 46 see also 'Mix' LN 63.9-12. 
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'Movement of Liquids or Masses' LN 47.1-7 see also 'Move, Come/Go' LN 15.1-17. 
'Defile, Unclean, Common' LN 53.33-40 see also 'Impurity' LN 88.256-261. 
'Fasting' LN 53.65 see also 'Eating/Drinking' LN 23.1-39. 
'Magic' LN 53.96-53.101 see also 'Foretell, Tell Fortunes' LN 33.281-285 and 'Prophesy' 
LN 33.459-462. 
'Soldiers, Officers' [officer as leader] LN 55.14-22 see also 'Rule, Leader' LN 37.48-95. 
'Soldiers, Officers' LN 55.14-22 see also 'Guard, Watch Over' LN 37.119-126. 
'Prisoner's ofWar' LN 55.23-25 see also 'Steal, Rob' [related to plunder of war] LN 
57.232-248. 
'Prisoner's of War' LN 55.23-25 see also 'Deport' LN 85.83. 
'Accusation' LN 56.4-56.11 see also 'Accuse, Blame' LN 33.426-434. 
'Hire, Rent Out' LN 57.172-177 see also 'Sell, Buy, Price' LN 57.186-188. 
'Sell, Buy, Price' LN 57.186-188 see also 'Hire, Rent Out' LN 57.172-177. 
'Steal, Rob' [related to plunder of war] LN 57.232-248 see also 'Prisoners of War' LN 
55.23-25. 
'Provide What is Lacking' LN 57.79 see also 'Provide For, Support' LN 35.31-35. 
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'New, Old' LN 58.70-75 see also 'State' LN 13.1-47. 
'Full, Empty' LN 59.35-43 see also 'Whole' LN 63.1-4. 
'Whole' LN 63.1-4 see also 'Full, Empty' LN 59.35-43. 
'Mix' LN 63.9-12 see also 'Household Activities' LN 46. 
'Cease From State or Function' LN 68.38 see also 'State' LN 13.1-47. 
'Real, Unreal' LN 70 see also 'True, False' LN 72. 
'True, False' LN 72 see also 'Real, Unreal' LN 70. 
'Able, Capable' LN 74 see also 'Power, Force' LN 76 and 'Strong, Weak,' LN 79.62-69. 
'Power, Force' LN 76 see also 'Able, Capable' LN 74 and 'Strong, Weak,' LN 79.62-69. 
'Strong, Weak' LN 79.62-69 see also 'Power, Force' LN 76 and 'Able, Capable' LN 74. 
'Covered Over' LN 79.114-117 see also 'Non-Linear Movement' LN 16. 
'Remain, Stay' [wait] LN 85.55-64 see also 'Hope, Look Forward to' LN 25.59-64. 
'Deport' LN 85.83 see also 'Prisoner's of War' LN 55.23-25. 
'Talent' LN 86.5 see also 'Money and Monetary Units' LN 6.68-82. 
'Slave, Free' LN 87.76-86 see also 'Serve' LN 35. I 9-30. 
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'Foolishness as a moral failure' LN 88.93-99 see also 'Lack of Capacity for Understanding' 
LN 32.42-61. 
'Anger, Be Indignant With' LN 88.171-191 see also 'Emotions and Attitudes' LN 25. 
'Provoke, Irritate' LN 88.188 see also 'Criticize' LN 33.412-416. 
'Arrogance, Haughtiness, Pride' LN 88.206-222 see also 'Boast' LN 33.368-33.373. 
'Impurity' LN 88.256-261 see also 'Defile, Unclean, Common' LN 53.33-40. 
'Drunkenness' LN 88.283-288 see also 'Eat, Drink' LN 23.1-39. 
6.1.6 Possible Corrections to Greek-English Index 
EupaKuAwv (Ac. 27: 14) This is capitalized in UBS3 as apparently a proper noun in Greek, yet 
given a common noun gloss. It is recommended "Eurocylon" would be the gloss, with the verbal 
description that it is a wind in the main entry. 
Al96crTpwTov, ou, n. This is capitalized in UBS3 as apparently a proper noun in Greek, and LN 
even glosses as a proper name "The Stone Pavement". Therefore the lexical form is suggested as 
Al96crTpWTOJJ, ou, n. 
l:aA.µciv change "Shelah", the current gloss, to (Lk 3 :32ftnte). "Salman" is a better rendering. 
Possibly the OT Salmon ( 1 Ch 2: 11) was in mind and should be translated as such. 
OpO<;, OU<;, n. and opo<;, OU, m.: are these out of alphabetical Order, strictly speaking? 
ciµ l)Twp change gloss from "without mother" to "without record of mother". 
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cimiTwp change gloss from ''without father" to "without record of father''. 
Of course, there may be other possible changes that can be proposed to make LN a finer 
product (see also 3 .1-12 and 4 .1-7). However, for the purpose of this dissertation and its 
length, we will conclude this section. 
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Addendum II 
7.1 Discussions of the Underlying Philosophy of Meaning in LN 
7.1.1 Underlying Philosophy ofNewL 
We accept with Louw in Semantics of New Testament Greek (Louw 1982:47) that: 
"Meaning is a set of relations for which a verbal symbol is a sign," seems to be a workable principle 
if "verbal symbol" is extended to include not only single words, but also discourses. 
We also accept that meaning is prior to the denotatum of a thing and that we cannot attach 
meanings to words, but only words to meaning. Therefore, restated, meaning is not so much 
something associated with words, but rather words are tokens to be associated with 
meaning. The opposite view that words have meaning gives rise to the "extremely 
dangerous" fallacy that meaning is found within a word and so has an inner meaning (Louw 
1982: 19fl). We also affirm that a word cannot convey a concept, but requires a set of word 
relationships, i.e., a context (Louw l 982:47fl). 
We accept that words are a matter of convention and not nature, agreeing with Aristotle and 
Aquinas, and contra Plato. 
Below are additional axioms that are not so much in conflict with the above paragraph, but 
rather clarify and provide a more solid basis for our model oflexicography. 
7.1.2 Formal Signs Distinguished From Instrumental Signs 
We present the following information to answer the questions, "Is meaning only a personal 
experience that cannot be communicated? What is the basis for saying that words are 
instruments and not formal signs in themselves?" Why are words only instruments of 
meaning and not the meaning itself? 
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Formal signs, (Aquinas' called such signs the "intelligible species") in the Mind65 invoke 
objects to come to the mind, we as sensible creatures use these formal signs, but we are not 
directly conscious of them. Their only function is to invoke instrumental signs which are the 
objects which the mind thinks with. These instrumental signs include perceiving, 
remembering, imagining, thinking, sensing, feeling, and speaking words/language. This was 
the view of Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas states in Summa theo/ogica, treatise of man, of the 
mode and order of understanding (Benziger( tr) 1947:85): 
Further, the Philosopher [Aristotle] says [in Concerning Interpretations i.] that "words are signs of 
the passions in the soul." But words signify the things understood, for we express by word what we 
understand. Therefore these passions of the soul--viz. the intelligible species, are what is actually 
understood ... On the contrary, the intelligible species is to the intellect what the sensible image is 
to the sense. But the sensible image is not what is perceived, but rather that by which sense 
perceives. Therefore the intelligible species is not what is actually understood, but that by which 
the intellect understands. 
A distortion of the above proposition exists today. The distorted proposition "the 
instrumental sign is the idea" was propagated, or possibly germinated, by John Locke in his 
introduction to his Essay Concerning Human Understanding. Locke states through Adler's 
Ten philosophical mistakes (Adler 1985:7): 
Before I proceed on to what I have thought on this subject [human understanding], I must here in 
the entrance beg pardon of my reader for the frequent use of the word idea, which he will find in 
the following treatise. It being the term which, I think, serves best to stand for whatsoever is the 
object of the understanding when a man thinks, I have used it to express ... whatever it is which 
the mind can be employed about in thinking . ... I presume it will be easily granted me, that there 
are such ideas in men's minds: every one is conscious of them in himself; and men's words and ac-
tions will satisfy him that they are in others. 66 
For Locke all ideas are that which one apprehends, not that by which one apprehends. 
The proper view does acknowledge that our perceptual experiences such as bodily 
sensations, feelings, and emotions (such as pain) one does directly apprehend without formal 
65 This is the Mind in the philosophical sense, i.e., that which is different from an inanimate object, and that 
which is beyond the mere synapses of the brain, so-called 'thought.' Some have called it the Soul, 
Sensibilities, or Intelligence. 
66 Bold and braces added for emphasis and/or clarification. 
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signs, and so is a completely private subjective experience. All other ideas are formal signs 
which invoke objects to our mind. 
Locke's view has confidence in the ideas only in one's own mind, and only by blind, 
irrational faith does one believe in the real external world, including the thoughts in another 
person's mind. The errant view leads to solipsism, while the correct view is a workable 
principle which explains and keeps one in touch with the real world. One cannot directly 
experience a formal sign, since its only function is to invoke the instrumental sign, which one 
does apprehend. The proof of its existence is found in the reasonableness of its proposition, 
as well as the dismal conclusion of the opposite view, which is also contrary to one's 
experiences in communication. This may be also another way of explaining the error of 
Kittel' s "inner lexicography". Did Kittel (Kittel 1964 preface) confuse "that which" (the 
Concept/Idea) and "that by which" (words as instruments)? Was Kittel's attempt to see the 
"inner meaning" of words possible without first acknowledging a distinction between formal 
and instrumental signs? 
Barr (Barr 1961 :207) observes: 
The construction of the work [TDNT by Kittel]67 thus brings right to the fore the difficult problem 
of the relation of word and concept. 
Adler summarizes the proper view. Adler (Adler 1985:27) restates: 
We are conscious only of the objects apprehended, not the ideas by which we apprehend them. 
The proper view, Adler (Adler 1985:28) states: 
... find ourselves living together in the world of physical reality, a world with which we have 
direct acquaintance in our perceptual experiences. We not only have bodily contact with one an-
other in this world; we also communicate with one another about it when we discuss perceptual 
objects we can handle together .... also ... past events or happenings that we remember, 
imaginary objects as well as things we imagine that may also exist or be capable of e"'istence, and 
all objects of thought. 
6 7 Braced words are added for clarity. 
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We have added this axiom to the paper so as to bring a point about lexicography. The 
external world, including the study and communication of a body of literature in which it 
was written is not a mental trick or something taken on blind faith. The body of NT 
literature is not a totally separate language "game". 68 The NT can be communicated to other 
persons or cultures regardless of the eons of time interval between or cultural gap that exists 
between ancients and modems. This does not mean the process will be perfect. Many 
troubles exist to discover and communicate the meaning, both in the target and receptor 
culture and language. But the process oflexicography as it interacts with the real world and 
the world of ideas is not a private, completely existential matter, but one truly in which one 
can interact, bridging both the external world intra-personally, as well as truly 
communicating with others. 
We assess that this axiom stated above provides a reasonable basis that words, as 
instrumental signs, do not have a meaning, but are assigned a meaning by the formal sign in 
the Mind, though we ourselves are not conscious directly of these formal signs. 
7 .1 .3 Two Classes of Objects Which Can Be Apprehended 
There are two classes of objects which can be apprehended, sensible and intelligible. Sensible 
objects are those which can be perceived though the various perception gates of the body: 
sight, sound, touch, hearing, smell. The group also includes sensible particulars we can 
remember or imagine, such as a dinner event, or imagining a house one will some day build. 
The second class or group are purely intelligible objects, such as mathematical thought or 
spiritual, non-material beings believed or conceived to exist, such as God, or the Holy Spirit. 
68 In this contex1, a 'game' is a linguistic system which is internally consistent and has meaning within that 
system, but cannot be communicated to other language systems. 
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Not all philosophical systems acknowledge such a distinction of the two classes or groups. 
Some systems acknowledge only the sense group, such as Hobbs, Berkeley, and Hume. John 
Locke acknowledged intellect, but Locke to a lesser degree of consistency in his treatise. 
For example, Hobbs states (Adler 1985:37): 
Imagination ... is nothing but decaying sense. 
If one accepts the opposite view that only sensible objects can be apprehended, then 
meaningful lexicography can only occur when encountering things that can be touched, 
smelled, heard, et cetera; and events that can be observed and interacted with. 
Also if one accepts the opposite view, then all so-called abstractions must have a prior 
sensibility. This assumption flavors much of even the high levels oflexical study. So, in 
Theological dictionary of the New Testament (Kittel 1964: 1 :232) at the article on "truth", 
ci:\tj0ELa, begins with a discussion of the meaning of the Hebrew Old Testament term emet. 
"Truth" is most assuredly an abstraction, not per se empirically observable. 
Yet Bultmann writes: The word emet, occurs about 126 times. It is used absolutely 
to denote a reality which is to be regarded as [Heb.] amen "firm", and therefore 
"solid'', "valid", or "binding". 69 
"Firm", and "solid", are gloss choices which demonstrate that meaning begins (in 
Bultmann's mind) and by implication is governed with sensible objects in the lexicographer's 
article. 
But the thesis, "only empirical objects have meaning" is a self-defeating statement. Nothing 
in the above thesis statement is an empirical object. Self-stultifying statements cannot be 
true. 
Hence, NewL assumes (as must LN in practice) both sensible objects and events, as well as 
abstractions and other intelligible objects can be apprehended. This means that not only can 
69 Bold added for emphasis. 
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artifacts such as "wine", "foods", "implements", "various containers", et cetera be 
meaningfully communicated; but also abstractions and conceptualizations such as "God", 
"angels", "structural markers", "abstract numbers", et cetera, can be meaningfully 
communicated. 
There is one statement that is of concern in the making of the LN lexicon, which can be 
cursorily dealt with at this time. In Lexicography and translation (Louw 1985:2) Wendland 
and Nida state: 
In the first place, people seem to regard the meaning of a word as being a particular point rather 
than an area of human experience. 
If"human experience" is meant in the broadest terms which include abstractions then the 
statement is acceptable. If only sensible objects are meant, then the statement would be 
deficient of what LN lexicon actually did do, since domains above 12 deal with many 
abstractions. 
7.1.4 An Author's Meaning Does Not Reside in the Receptor 
The locus of meaning is the Formal sign which resides in the Mind of the author. Formal 
signs, Adler (Adler 1985 :66) says: 
do not have meaning, they do not acquire meaning, they do [sic]7° change, gain, or ""lose" 
meaning. Each of our ideas is a meaning and that is all it is. 
We illustrate with one personal story. Sweet gift Natanya Lee Swanson, five year old 
daughter, was still learning the meanings of words. In a conversation with her, father spoke 
the word "strip". She was asked if she knew what it meant. She said yes, it means "hurry!" 
Puzzled, her father was about to tell her it means, -"to take off something", such as clothing. 
She said, "No it means 'hurry."' Natanya then went on to explain that her mother uses that 
word when she is late for kindergarten in the morning and has wet clothes, and needs to get 
ready with time restraints. 
70 In context, surely a "not" was intended to be inserted here. 
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Now if one were to make a lexicon of meanings of words from the'. body of "literature" 
called "Mother", then the meaning of "strip" is "take off clothing" with the associative 
meaning of hurrying when doing so. 
But if one, at the same time, were to make a lexicon of the body of"literature" called 
"Daughter" (Natanya, by name), then the meaning of"strip" is "hurry'', with the associative 
meaning of taking off the clothes. 
A formal sign exists in the mind of the mother (author) and another formal sign now exists in 
the mind of the daughter (receptor). The formal sign in the mind of daughter strictly 
speaking, is not right, wrong, or otherwise. It is the meaning which the receptor apprehends 
through the instrument of the word "strip" as a command "hurry". The instrument of the 
word "strip" has now been converted to a new formal sign in the mind of Daughter. Two 
formal signs now exist. One in the Mind of Mother, one in the Mind of"Daughter". In this 
communication event, there are two meanings; one meaning in Mother, another of a 
different kind in Daughter. 
Each author of this "body of literature" has an Idea, a formal sign which has invoked the 
instrumental sign, a verbal sign, "strip", each with a different meaning. The Formal sign by 
the author "Mother" does not change just because the response by the daughter is 
incongruous with the idea proffered by Mother. 
Though a miscommunication event has occurred, and two ideas now exist, only .one is the 
actual author's meaning (Mother). This formal sign governs the communication process to 
the receptor (Daughter). 
In the communication process, Mother will be more careful to create verbal context which 
will communicate a proper denotative and associative meaning in the mind of the responder, 
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the Daughter; then making a new formal sign in the mind of the daughter that conforms to 
the intended meaning of the mother. 
Therefore, NewL endeavors to discover the meanings (formal signs) which were in the NT 
writers' minds [including scribes such as Tertius (Rom. 16:22) and redactors such as Luke 
(Luke 1 :2ft)], through the instrumental signs of the set ofrelations for which a verbal 
symbol is a sign, i.e., words in context. The meaning of a word, phrase, sentence, or passage 
must always be the discovery of the author's meaning. Response by a listener or reader is 
not binding or governing in any way for determining the meaning of the lexeme. 
This has been stated or emphasized, because some people misunderstand the message of 
Nida (and the "dynamic" school) and his translation theory; that the "reader response" is 
somehow changing or modifying the meaning of the Bible's text, the original author's 
meaning communicated through the instruments of the Greek and Semitic words. Dr. Earl 
Radmacher, at the time of writing the article below, was president of Western Conservative 
Baptist Seminary, my alma mater. He wrote for a journal, The Preacher (1986:5:1). Earl D. 
Radmacher states: 
In the light of rather free handling of the words of the text, it may seem rather superficial to give 
much attention to "every jot and tittle." In fact, the seeming subjectivism inherent in the 
methodology of dynamic equivalence as a translation approach seems to have more in common with 
those theological systems which put their emphasis on personal response to revelation rather than 
on the objective revelation itself. Growing out ... is a drift away from the inherent necessity of one 
basic, grammatical sense or single meaning of the text. 
But The theory and practice of translation (Nida & Taber l 969:7ft) states: 
If we assume that the writers of the Bible expected to be understood, we should also assume that 
they intended one meaning and not several . . . . The translator must attempt to reproduce the 
meaning of a passage as understood by the writer. 
The above comparison of quotations shows that the principles of Louw-Nida DO NOT 
necessarily lead to, or have an intent to, a rather free handling of God's Holy Word, 
allowing reader response to take over the meaning the writer intended and communicated. 
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We emphasize that there is an important place for reader response in dynamics, but not as a 
governance of the meaning in the mind of the author. 
The other principles ofLN delineated in its introduction are heartily adhered to and 
embraced. 
We believe the NewL proposal will help further the solid philosophy of meaning in LN. NT 
Greek devotees like and are used to traditional formats of a lexicon. But NewL will keep LN 
principles, but it will have a more accessible and usable format. 
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8.1 Addendum III Sample Page, Main Body of NewL 
New Lexicon (NewL) Main Body 
Sample Pages 
lG a, A no meaning 
Letter of Greek Alphabet 
Note: First, i.e., that which is the initial or first in a series 
involving time, space, or set. It has this meaning in one variant 
in Rev l:llIB. Also found in the titles of epistles with more than 
one book in the UBS4 as in IOANNOT A translated as First John (the 
epistle) . The first letter of the Greek Alphabet which has no 
meaning in the text of the UBS4 (see BAGD 1 cit.). 
Word Formation information (not part of meaning) 
An alpha letter on the beginning (pre-formative) of a Greek word as 
an inseparable prefix can mark three differing attributes: 1) alpha 
privative (as non- or un- in English, as in 4G) ; 2) prefix of 
intensity (as in 12G, 867G*) 3) a prefix of similarness, 
collectiveness, or as~sociativeness (as in BOG, 287G?, 1979G, 2051G, 
2887G, 4158G, 5258G, 5788G, 5789G, 5790G, 6012G*) 
see also LN 60.46; see also 270G 
2G • Aapwv, 6 
n.pr.m. 
Aa 'A ' ' . ron; apwv, o, 1 . e . , 
7:40; Heb 5:4; 7:11; 9:4*. 
Other information: 
one of the tribe of Levi, Lk 1:5; Ac 
This name functions as a marker to point or ref er to the elder 
brother of Moses, and the first high priest. The descriptive 
meaning of the name Aaron is not currently known, and has no 
figurative meanings or etyological associations with Biblical 
texts. See Bible Dictionaries and Encyclopedias for biographical 
information as well as the priesthood named for him as progenitor. 
See LN 93.1; also 195H 
3G 'A~a88wv, 6 
n.pr.m. 
Abaddon;'A~a88wv,o, i.e., a ruling angel in Hell, Rev 9:11* 
Other Information: 
Note: This name functions as a marker to point or refer to an 
angel, inferred by context to be the gate-keeper of Hell. It's 
name has the descriptive meaning of Destruction, as a 
transliteration of abbadon where there it has the same designative 
meaning, but refers to the place of destruction, Sheol, the Grave, 
the Nether World of death (sometimes personified), Job 26:6; 28:22; 
31:12; Ps 88:12[EB 11); Pr 15:11* 
See LN 93.2; see also 9H, lOH, llH; for Greek name, see 661G 
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New Lexicon (NewL) Main Body 
Sample Pages 
4G dpap~s,es 
adj. 
not financially burdensome; a'pap~s,es, i.e., pertaining to a 
person not being in a dependent relationship of financial support, 
with a focus that the relationship and motivations are different 
than if a financially burdensome relationship did occur, 2Co 11:9* 
Other information 
Note: The component parts of this word illustrate the meaning 
of the word, an aalpha privative [not] and pap~s [heavy] (l.lG + 
983G) used to describe the event of carrying an object that has 
little physical weight 1 , and so have little or no physical or 
psychological stress on the one who carries. The NT is a 
figurative extension of this formal meaning, and so may have a 
connotative or associative meaning of not causing stress to the 
potentially burdened supporter. The selection of this word does 
not mean that the supporter or potential supporter could not give 
some financial support. 
See LN 57.225 
5G 'APPa 
Semitic title [n.m.] 
Father;'Appa, i.e., a progenitor of 
authority and care for a child, Mk 14:36; 
Other information: 
a child that has 
* Ro 8:15; Gal 4:6 . 
This is a Greek form of the Aramaic N::IJN, in the grammatical 
case of addressing a person, when making a request. In the NT it 
is always found with the Greek word for Father (4252G) as a title, 
and always refers to God as the Father, so capitalized in the UBS4 • 
There is no intrinsic meaning elevating abba as a special 
designation of God as more intimate than other NT words. However, 
in the mind of the speaker, a special associative meaning of 
intimacy and sonship may have developed in this use of abba, 
possibly reflecting verbatim the utterance of Jesus, son par 
excellent, so used in prayer and communion with God. 
see LN 12.12; cf. also GK 3H & 10003 
1 This information is for illustrative purposes only, and is not 
considered the meaning of the word in its NT context. 
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New Lexicon (NewL) Main Body 
Sample Pages 
9G 'A~tXT)vi), T)S, ~ 
n.pr.f. 
Abilene;'A~tXT)vi),T)S,T), i.e., a territory around the city of 
Abila, northwest of Damascus, Lk 3:1*. 
Note: see 210-139 of the Student map manual 
see LN 93.389 
llG 'A~paciµ, o 
n.pr.m. 
Abraha.m;'A~paciµ,o, i.e., grandfather of Jacob, patriarch of 
Israel, and progenitor of the faithful, Mt 1:1. 
Other information: 
This name functions as a marker to point or ref er to the person who 
was son of Terah, father of Isaac. The descriptive meaning of the 
name Abraham is Father of Many with the figurative meaning or 
etyological association that the childless Abram would be 
progenitor of many nations by the promise of God. His faith is 
hailed to be emulated in both Old and New Testament. See Bible 
Dictionaries and Encyclopedias for biographical information. 
• 
See also LN 93.7 
unit : KOX1TOS TOU 'A~paciµ 
• 
heaven, formally, bosom of Abraham; K6X1TOSTOU 
'A~paciµ, i.e., a region above the earth far away from 
Hades which has favorable conditions for dwelling, with 
a special focus of close interpersonal relationships of 
persons who dwell there, Lk 16:22* 
Note: for more information of the formal meaning of 
bosom as a part of the body, see 3146G; see LN 1.16; see 
also 90H, 92H 
• 
cl)'U)'ELV 
cl)'cl)'ETE 
ciyaywv 
AOR2 INF ACT [Jn 10:16, Ac 23:18] see 72G ayw 
2P PL AOR2 IMV ACT [Mt 21:2 +] see 72G ayw 
NOM SG MAS PAR PRES ACT 72G ayw 
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LN Domain Index of NewL 
Domain, 5 Foods and Condiments 
Sample Page 
I. Foods 
a. General Food 
5.1 food (any kind of nourishment) 
see 788G dpTos,ov,o 
5.1 food, what is eaten 
see 1109G ppWµa,aTOS,T6 
5.1 food, sustenance 
see 1418G Ot.aTpocf>~,~s,~ 
5.1 food, something to eat 
see 2169G EnLCJLTlCJµ6s,ov,o 
5.1 food, nourishment 
see 5575G Tpocf>~,~s,~ 
5.1 food see 5964G x6pTaaµa,aTOS,T6 
b. Cereal Foods 
5.2 cereal foods (wheat, barley) see 
4989G atnov, ov, T6 
note: for another interp., see LN 3.42 
5.3 food ration, a due, measured 
allowance of food, possibly limited to 
cereal foods see 4991G CJLTOµETptov, ov, T6 
5.4 piece of bread 
see 6040G tjlwµ(ov, ov, T6 
5.5 crumb, bit of food (normally bread) 
see 6032G ljl(e, ljJLX6s, ~ 
5.5 small crumb, a very small piece of 
food (normally bread) 
see 6033G ljltx(ov, ov, T6 
c. Glneral Drink 
5.6 drink (liquid nourishment) 
see 4503G n6µa,aTos,T6 
d. Glneral Foods 
5.7 solid food, including meat (contrasted with liquid) 
see 1109G ppwµa, QTOS, T6 
e. Pfocessed Cereal Food & Processing 
~ 
5.8 loaf of bread see 788G dpTos,ov,o 
5.9 flour (of general type, possibly 
coarser than LN 5.10) 
see 236G dXevpov,ov,T6 
5.10 finely ground flour 
see 494 7G aeµ(Sa>.ts, ews, ~ 
5.11 yeast culture, leaven 
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see 2434G (uµ~,TJS,~ 
5.12 use yeast culture in dough 
see 2435G 'vµ6w 
5 .13 without yeast, unleavened 
see 109G d{vµos, ov 
f. Foods Prom Mimals 
5.14 meat (animal flesh of any kind) 
see 3200G Kpeas, ace. pl. KpEa, T6 
5.15 sacrificial meat, food offered to 
pagan idols 
see 1627.5G el8wX60VTov,ov,T6 
5 .16 small fish see 4066G oljlaptov, ov, T6 
5.17 small fish 
see 4 709G npoa<j>aytov, ov, T6 
g. Creature :By-Products as Food 
5 .18 egg see 6051G ~v, ov, T6 
5.19 milk (human or animal) 
see 1128G yaXa,aKT6,T6 
5.20 undomesticated honey (honey of the 
field) see 67G dyptos,a,ov 
5. 20 honey see 3510G µEAL, LT6, T6 
5.21 honeycomb, bee's wax cells 
containing honey see 3059G ~p(ov,ov,T6 
h. Supernaturally Provided Food 
5.22 manna, a food that showed the 
provision and care of the Lord 
see 3445G µawa, T6 
II. Condiments 
a. G!neral Condiments 
5.23 amomum spice (generic term for 
spice) see 319G dµwµov,ov,T6 
b. Specific Condiments 
5.24 cinnamon spice, aromatic inner bark 
see 3077G KLvv<iµwµov, ov, T6 
-S.25 mined salt see 265G dAs,aX6s,o 
note: variant of 5.26 
5.26 mined salt see 229G dAas,aTos,T6 
5.26 salty tasting see 266G aXVK6s,~,6v 
5.27 without salt, losing salt taste 
see 383G dvaXos, ov 
5.28 make salty, season with salt see 
Note: The number to the left of an entry is the LN domain and number. Headers with Roman numerals are headers 
from LN. Other sub-headers are added by the editor of the New Lexicon. The "see" number is the GK Greek as 
the indexing number from the main body of the New Lexicon. 
10.1 Addendum V Sample Page of Passage in NewL 
Passage Index of the NewL 
Matthew 
1:1 ..•.... llG 
1: 7 2 •••••• 7G 
1:132 ••••• lOG 
3:17 ..•..• 28G 
5 : 12 see ciyaUuicr6E 
5: 12 ...... 22G 
5 :419 ••••• 30G 
5: 44 see ciyairdTE 
13: 48NA2 6v.r. 31G 
19:16 ..... 19G 
20: 15 ..... 19G 
20: 24 9 •••• 24G 
21 : 2 see ciyciyeTe 
21: 159 •••• 24G 
22: lOv.r .... 23G 
23:35 9 ••• 6G 
25:49 ••••• 31G 
26:89 ••••• 24G 
27:32 9 •••• 30G 
Mark 
2:269 ••••• 8G 
10:419 •..• 24G 
10:149 •••• 24G 
14:49 ..... 24G 
14: 369 •••• 5G 
15:219 •..• 30G 
Luke 
1: 5 9 •••••• 2G 
1: 59 •••.•• 7G 
1: 149 ••••• 21G 
1:449 ••••• 21G 
1:47 ...... 22G 
3: 1 9 •••••• 9G 
6:99 •••••• 16G 
6:32 see ciyairdTe 
6: 32 see ciyam.Dc:JLv 
6: 33 29 •••• 16G 
6:35 9 ••••• 16G 
8:8 ....... 19G 
8: 319 ••••• 12G 
10: 21 ..... 22G 
11:519 •••• 6G 
sample page 
12: l8unit9 • 19G 
13: 149 •••• 24G 
16: 22unit9 • llG 
John 
8:56 ...... 22G 
10:16 see ciyaye'Lv 
12 :43 ..... 26G 
13 : 34 see ciyamhe 
13: 34 ..... 26G 
13:35 ..... 26G 
Acts 
2 :469 ••••• 21G 
7:409 ••••• 2G 
11: 289 •••• 13G 
11: 28v.r ... 21G 
14: 179 •••• 14G 
16: 34 ..... 22G 
21: 109 •••• 13G 
23:18 see ciyaye'Lv 
Romans 
15: 149 •••• 20G 
10:79 ••••• 12G 
13: 3NA2 6v.r .. 15G 
8 : 2 8 see ciyam.Dc:JLv 
8: 159 ••••• 5G 
5: 8 ....... 27G 
First Corinthians 
7:89 •••••. 23G 
7:119 ••••. 23G 
7: 329 ••••• 23G 
7:349 ••••• 23G 
Second Corinthians 
7:119 •..•• 25G 
11:99 ••••. 4G 
Galatians 
4: 6 9 •••••• 5G 
4: 249 ••••• 29G 
4 :259 ••••• 29G 
5:22 9 ••••• ~OG 
Ephesians 
5: 99 •••••• 20G 
6:21. ..... 28G 
Second Thessalonian 
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1:119 ••••• 20G 
First Timothy 
6:189 ••••• 14G 
Hebrews 
1:99 •••••• 21G 
12 :249 •••• 6G 
11:49 ..... 6G 
9:49 •••••• 2G 
5 :49 •••••• 2G 
7:119 ••••• 2G 
First Peter 
1:6 ...... 22G 
1 : 6 see ciyaULacree 
1: 8 see ciyaULacree 
2: 149 ••••• 18G 
2 : 14 see ciya0oirOLwv 
2:15 9 ..... 16G 
2:209 ••.•• 16G 
3: 6 9 •••••• 16G 
3:179 ••••• 16G 
4: 13 ..... 22G 
4:199 .•••• 17G 
First John 
1: 5 9 •••••• 32G 
3:17 ..... 26G 
3:119 ••••• 32G 
Third John 
119 •••••.. 16G 
11 see ciya0oirOLwv 
Jude 
129 ••••••• 27G 
249 .•• ; •.• 21G 
Revelation 
l:llTR .. , . lG 
9: 1 9 •••••• 12G 
9:2 9 •••••• 12G 
9:119 ••••• 3G 
9: 119 ••••• 12G 
11:79 ••••• 12G 
17: 8 9 ••••• 12G 
19: 7 ..... 22G 
20:19 ••••• 12G 
20:3 9 ••••• 12G 
Superscript 2 means a lexeme occurs twice in the verse; superscript v.r. means a variant reading from 
UBS4; superscript 9 means every verse with this lexeme is cited in the main body entry. The number 
past the leader dots is the GK index number organizing the main body of the New Lexicon. Verses with 
"see" and an inflected lexeme following is a parsed form in the main body of the New Lexicon. 
11.1 Addendum VI Sample of English Index in NewL 
English Index of the NewL 
Sample Page 
Aaron ......................... 2G Habel see, Abel 
Abaddon ..................... 3G 
Abba, Father .................. 5G 
Abel .......................... 6G 
Abiathar ...................... 8G 
Abilene ....................... 9G 
Abiud ......................... lOG 
Abraham ..........•............ llG 
Abyss, the .................... 12G 
act as a messenger ............ 33G 
Agabus ........................ 13G 
ancestry, without ............. 37G 
angel ......................... 34G 
anger ................•........ 25G 
base (things) ................. 38G 
basket, for fish .............. 35G 
beloved ....................... 28G 
bosom ......................... 3146G 
bosom of Abraham .............. llG 
bottomless pit ................ 12G 
bring news .................... 33G 
carry, force to ............... 30G 
Christian love ................ 27G 
common things ................. 38G 
compel ........................ 30G 
container ..................... 31G 
container ..................... 35G 
dear friend ................... 28G 
deeds, good .. · .. · ............... 1 7G 
deep place .................... 12G 
delight, be filled with ....... 22G 
demonstrate love .............. 26G 
do good ....................... 14g, 16G 
doer of good .................. 15G 
extreme delight see, joy, great 
father ........................ 5G 
Feast, Love ................... 27G 
Fellowship Meal, the .......... 27G 
financially burdensome, not ... 4G 
first [in a series) ........... lG 
fish basket ................... 35G 
flask ......................... 31G 
force to carry ................ 3 OG 
friend, dear .................. 28G 
genealogy, without ............ 37G 
generosity .................... 20G 
generous ...................... l 9G 
good deeds .................... 1 7G 
good [deeds), doer of ......... 15g, 18G 
good, do ...................... 14g, 16G 
good [moral) .................. 19G 
good [value) .................. 19G 
goodness ...................... 20G 
great joy .......•............. 21G 
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Hagabus see, Agabus 
Hagar ........................ 29G 
heaven ..•.................... llG 
herd ......................... 36G 
Holy Place ................... 38. 5# 
incensed, be ................. 24G 
indignant, be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24G 
indignation .................. 25G 
inferior ..................... 38G 
inform ....................... 33G 
insignificant ................ 38G 
irate, be .................... 24G 
jar .......................... 31G 
joy, great ................... 21G 
joyful, be extremely ......... 22G 
lineage, without ............. 37G 
listen! ...................... 35. 5# 
look! ........................ 35.5# 
love (v) ..................... 26G 
love, Christian .............. 27G 
love, demonstrate ............ 26G 
Love Feast ................... 27G 
love, show ................... 26G 
loved one .................... 28G 
low, inferior ................ 38G 
Meal, the Fellowship ......... 27G 
message (content of) ......... 32G 
messenger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34G 
messenger, act as a .......... 33G 
news, bring .................. 33G 
offended, be ................. 24G 
only dear (loved) ............ 28G 
pay attention! ............... 35.5# 
Place, Most Holy ............. 38.5# 
Place, Holy .................. 38.5# 
possessions .................. 19G 
press into service ........... 30G 
rank, without ................ 38G 
record, without .............. 37G 
rejoice ...................... 22G 
right actions see, good deeds 
right actions, doer of see, 15g, 18G 
sanctuary .................... 38. 5# 
-aervice, press into .......... 30G 
show love .................... 26G 
take pleasure in ............. 26G 
transcendent gladness see, joy, great 
unmarried [class of person) .. 23G 
vessel ....................... 31G 
without ancestry ............. 37G 
without genealogy ............ 37G 
without lineage .............. 37G 
without rank ................. 38G 
without record ............... 37G 
Note: This is an alphabetical listing of English glosses and phrases; the number after the leader dots is the 
GK index number which is the organizing number in the main body of the New Lexicon. Numbers with 
pound signs (#) have been added to the GK index system for purposes of lexical accuracy. 
12.1 Addendum VII Sample Page of Strong's Index in NewL 
Strong's Number Index of NewL 
Sample Page 
A 1G&270G 53 ci:yv6s 54G ci:yv6S' 
a & dA<!>a 54 ci:yv6TT)S' 55G ci:yv6TT)S' 
2 'Aapwv 2G 'Aapwv 55 ci:yvWS' 56G ci:yvWS' 
3 'Af'aoowv 3G 'A~a88wv 56 ci:yvwcr(a 57G ci:yvwcr(a 
4 ci~apT]S' 4G cif'apiJS' 57 d ')'VWOTOS' 58G a')'VWOTOS' 
5 'A~~a 5G ci~[M 58 ciyopci 59G ciyopci 
6 "A~EA 6G "A~EA 59 ciyopci(w 60G ciyopci(w 
7 'A13Lci 7G. • A~Lci 60 ciyopa'LOS' 61G ciyopaLoS' 
8 'A~Lci6ap 8G 'A~La6cip 61 dypa 62G dypa 
9 'Ai'LAT)VT] 9G 'A~LATJvfi 62 ciypciµµaTOS' 63G ciypciµµaTOS' 
10 'A~Louo JOG 'A~Louo 63 ciypavAew 64G ciypavAEw 11 . A13paciµ 11G 'A~paciµ 64 ciypeuw 65G ciypeuw 12 d~vcrcroS' 12G d~vcrcroS' 65 ciypLeAmQS' 66G ci 'Y pl e Am OS' 13 • Aya~OS' BG "Aya~OS' 
66 dypLOS' 67G a')'plOS' 14 ciya6oepyew 14G ciya6oepyew 
15 ciya0oTTOLEW 16G ciya6orrmew 67 . Ayp( TTTTQS' 68G . Ayp( TTTTQS' 
16 ciya6orrmta 17G ciya6orrmta 68 ciyp6S' 69G ciyp6S' 
17 ciya6oTTOLOS' 18G ciya6orrm6S' 69 ci 'Y pvrrve w 70G ci ')' pVTTVE W 
18 ciya66S' 19G ciya66S' 70 ciypvrrv(a 71G ci 'Y pvrrv[ a 
19 ciya6wcruvfl 20G ciya6wcruvfl 71 dyw 72G dyw 
20 ciya:Ufocrt S' 21G ciyaU(aOLS' 72 ciywyfi 73G ciywyfi 
21 ciyaUtciw 22G ciyaUtciw 73 ciywv 74G ci.ywv 
22 dyaµQS' 23G dyaµOS' 74 ci.ywv[a 75G ci.ywv[a 
23 ci.yavaKTEW 24G ci.yavaKTEW 75 ci.ywv((oµm 76G ci.ywv((oµm 
24 Q )'QVclKTT)OL S' 25G ci.yavdKTT)OLS' 76 'AOdµ 77G 'Aodµ 
25 ciyarrciw 26G ci.yarrdw 77 ci.OdrravoS' 78G ci.OdrravoS' 
26 O)'QTTT) 27G ci.yciTTT) 78 'A88L 79G 'A88L 
27 ciyaTTT)TOS' 28G ci.yaTTT)TOS' 79 ci.oeAQ>Tj 80G cioeA<!>Ti 
28 "Ayap 29G 'Aycip 80 ci.8eAQ>6S' SIG cioeAQ>6S' 
29 ci.napEUW 30G ci.napeuw 81 ci.8EAcjJ6TT)S' 82G ci.8EAQ>6TT)S' 
30 Q)')'EloV 31G&35G 82 doT)AOS' 83G doT)AOS' Q)')'ELOV 83 ci.8TJAOTTJS' 84G ci.8TJAOTTJS' 
& d)')'OS' 84 ci.oT]Aws- 85G ciofiAws-
31 ci)')'EA(a 32G ci)')'EA(a 85 ci.8T)µovew 194G ciKTJOEµovew 
32 d)')'EAOS' 34G d)')'EAOS' 85 ci.8T)µovew 86G ci.8T)µovew 
33 a')'E 35.SG dyw 86 Cf 8TJS' 87G QOTJS' 34 ciyeAT) 36G ci.yeATJ 87 ci.faciKpL TOS' 88G ci.fadKpl TOS' 35 ci. )'EVE aAO)'T)TOS' 37G ci.yeveaAOyT)TOS' 88 ci.fadAEL TTTOS' 89G cifadAEL TTTOS' 36 ci.)'EVfiS' 38G ci.')'EVfiS' 89 ci.faaAe( TTTWS' 90G cifaaAEL TTTWS' 37 ci.ytci(w 39G ci.ytd(w 
90 ci.8LaQ>6op(a 916G-918G 38 ci:ytacrµ6s 40G ci:ytacrµ6s dQ>6ov(a 39 O')'LOV 40.SG O')'LOS' & ci.Q>6op(a 
40 O)'LOS' 41G O')'LOS' 
& ci.8LaQ>6op(a 41 ci:yLoTT)S' 42G ci:yt6TT)S' 
42 a)'LW<JUVT) 43G a)'LWOUVT) -91 ci.OLKEW 92G ci.OLKEW 
43 ci.yKdAT) 44G ci.yKciAT) 92 cio(KT)µa 93G ciotKT)µa 
44 dyKLOTpoV 45G dyKLOTpov 93 QOLKLa 94G cifaK(a 
45 dyKvpa 46G dyKvpa 94 dfaKOS' 96G aOLKOS' 
46 dyvacjJQS' 47G dyva¢oS' 95 ci.OLKWS' 97G ci.o(KWS' 
47 ci:yve(a 48G ci:yvda 96 QOOKLµOS' 99G aOOKLµOS' 
48 dyv((w 49G ci:yv((w 97 dooAoS' lOOG dooAOS' 
49 ci:yvtcrµ6S' 50G ci:yvtcrµ6S' 98' AopaµuTTT)v6s Io I G' Aopa µ UTTTJV6S' 
50 ci.yvoew SIG ci.yvoew 99 · Aop(aS' J02G · AoptaS' 
51 ciyv6T)µa 52G ci.yv6T)µa 100 ci:op6TT)S' 103G ci:op6TTJS' 
52 dyvota 53G dyvma 
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Note: The first column number and Greek lexeme is the Strong's Index number. The second column 
number and Greek lexeme is the GK index number, the organizing number for the main body of the New 
Lexicon. 
